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ladies of the U niversalist church are to
serve lunches each day during the Food Fair
at the opera house.
The children of the Universalist church are
for a minstrel entertainment to be
held in the near future.

rehearsing

The services at the First Parish C hurch (Uniwill be held next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
school at

noon.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
The services at the Universalist church for
week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Saturday night; preaching service Sunday morning'
the

10.45; Sunday school at

at

noon.
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next Sunday morning, Rev. Chas. B.
preaching at the Universalist church,
Rev. A. A. Blair at the Congregational church

Ames

l'ly applauded

at

the

tactical address,

it

\

li

pastor of the Belfast
f the associations of

bt.

the city, its
h»od Fair, and the
•’
promoting the busis
iii which they were
ular what Rockland
direction. He said
"fa city were it great-

1

D. L. Wilson at the Unitarian church.

and Rev.

The second of the Union services of the
churches of the city will be held at the
Methodist church next Sunday evening at 7.30.
Rev. W F. Sturtevant will be the preacher of
the occasion.
These services are for the
people of the community and are open to all.
will

There

Trinity

be

preaching

no

Reformed and Mason’s

weeks

for the next four

services at

Mills churches

on account

of the ab-

sence of the pastor, Rev. Win, Vaughan, on his
annual vacation in New York. The Sunday
school at Mason’s Mills will be held at 10.30 a.
m. and at Trinity Reformed at 2.30 p. m.

appreciation

large number of chilthe Baptist church last

of ihe

dren in the audience at

Sunday morning,
ginning

his

pastor, Rev. Walter F.
minutes before be-

the

Sturtevant, devoted

few
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Feb. 2nd at

the local mediums will

All

hold
of

a

con-

meeting.

be present and

The
many from out of town are expected.
conference meeting is new to the spiritualists
of Belfast and much interest is

by

ed

the

awaken-

President, Frank R. Strout. Eleven
have recently been added to the

members

membership list
week.—Sec’y.
series
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on

to

come
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“The Fundamental

Christianity” is being given at the
Congregational Church Sunday mornings

Ideas of
First

at a quarter before eleven. Sermons on “The
Christian Idea of God" and “The Christian Idea
of

Man”

have

been

given already

The

re-

f Hows: Feb. 9th, “The
Sin:” Feb. 16th, “Jesus
Christ;” Feb. 23d, “The Christian Life;” Mar.
9th, “The Christian Idea of the Future;” All

maining

sermons are as

Christian

Idea

who do net

of

worship

elsewhere

are

cordially

in-

vited to these services.
The officers of the Congregational Sunday
school at Or land feel proud of the record for
attendance, made by some of their scholars.
In the past few years Miss Beatrice Hoi way
in attendance 48

Sundays

in the year 1911,
doubtful if there is any
girl 13 years of age, who has to walk over a
mile to be present, who can show any better
record, asks an exchange. Miss Gladys Marshall of this city, a member of the Methodist
Sunday school, can. She has not missed a
Sunday for five years. One Sunday she was
out of the city and not able to attend her own
Sunday school, but attended the Sunday school
in Orono.
was

and 51 in 1912.

It is

FOOD FAIR NOTES.
Dancing
An

every

evening after 9.30.
eight pieces will furnish

orchestra of

music.
See the prizes on exhibition in the store
windows to be given away at the Food Fair.
Church & Co. have sent a case of their goods
Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co., to be
through
given away free to the patrons of the Food
Fair.
the

So much space.has already been sold that it
necessitate making booths in places not

will
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again be
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candi—

of an approexercises closed.
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If you want to save money, buy your tickets
before the Food Fair opens, as after the doors
open Tuesday, Feb. 11th, no special prices will
be made.
The ticket sellers
success

in

selling

are

the cut

meeting with great
price tickets, which

be purchased before the fair opens in
order to get the reduced price.
must

was

the fading
|U"r'a ^Vest
the

J

The management again wish to urge the
farmers to arrange to make exhibits of the
products of their farms, free of charge.

At 10 a. m. Tuesday, February 11th, President
of the University of Maine will make the
May«r Hanson, who Aley
opening speech and press the electric button
h‘a(i done for the
city, an-

V

1,1

Situation.

and to her old home
beneficial, but
hose who knew her best saw little improvenent. In July she returned to Howard, R. I.
ind to her school, but her steadily
failing
came

to Maine

would be

The death of Mr. Edgar M.
Cunnirgham at
at his home at the Head
>f he Tide was a great shock to his
family and
riends, as it was sudden and unexpected. His
amily realized that he had been failing for
;ome time, and that he had an incurable trou)le, cancer of the liver, but he was about the
louse as usual
Saturday and anxious to come
lown street. At II o’clock he was
up to take
lis medicine, but he died an hour later.
He
vas born in Belfast, Jan.
14, 1846, the son of
.he late Orrin and Lucinda Heagan
Cunninglam, and his life work was farming. lie forlived
on
nerly
Belmont avenue, but recently
sold ihat farm and moved to the Head of the
ride, where he had bought the Hatch farm.
He had served for several
years in the omnon council and at the time of his death was a
nember of the school committee. He was in-

which starts the Food Fair.

The Penobscot Bay Electric Light & Power
Co. will furnish all the electric lights used by
the Food Fair and decorate the Opera House,
outside and in, at their own expense.

footwear
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in
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of good*
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large attendance at the regular
Union Harvest Grange, Center I
Montville, Jan. 25th.
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Alice Twombly, wife of Everett I. Gram,
only remaining child of Air. and Airs. John
3- Twombly of Monroe, Maine,
passed to the
next life at her home in Somerville Mass.,
January 21st. Since une, last, she had not
neen n quite her usual health, but on
Monday.
January 13th, she seemed full of lif *, very
bright and cheerful, when she was suhdenlv
-trick

sn

with

tender, loving

pneumonia.
Everything that
and the best medical skill

care

2ould do to combat the disease was used, all to
no avail.
Mrs. Grant was born in Monroe, Ale.,
November 10, 1876 Seven years ago she married Everett I. Giant, and since that time their
borne has been in Somervi .e, Mass. Naturally
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was

admitted to the Bar in Anin 1855, and had been a
practitioner at this Bar since 1860, until failing
health obliged him to retire from active practice about four years ago. He was possessed
of an exceptionally active mind and retentive
memory, and as an advocate had no superior in
this State. He was always true to his client
and quick to see that his rights were in no way
jeopardized. He took great pleasure in rendering to young attorneys any assistance in his
power and his counsel and advice were often
sought by them and always freely given, ilis
promise to a brother attorney he always regarded as sacred, and scrupulously performed.
Resolved, that in his death this Bar has lost
its most distinguished member, and as an expression of their appreciation of his many
kindnesses and their sorrow at his decease,
that this memorial be inscribed on a page of
the records of this association set apart for the
purpose, and that a copy be sent to each member of the family of our deceased brother and
published in The Republican Journal and Waldo
County Herald.
)
Gf.o. E. Johnson,
Ruel W. Rogers.
Committee.

enjoyed

after the enter-

another

sociable

good

program, and
The Master and

ice cream will be for sale.
Lecturer of Victor Grange are trying to make
these sociables a success, and also trying to
build up interest in the grange.
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, met Saturday evening with the master, Wilbur Boyd,
in the chair. After the usual business, the
lecturer presented the following program:
Singing, choir; rec., Doris McK nley; instrumental music, Uiive Hatch; story, Harold Morton; dec., J. H. McKinley; instrumental music,
Verne

Kelsey;

rec., Haitie

McKinley; singing,

choir.
Next Saturday evening the program
will consist of readings, recitations, etc., concermng

the

should be
a

State

present

of

as

Maine.

All

the lecturer

grangers
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treat of cookies.

first mate in

j

;o

Mr. Bernes O. Norton is
Augusta and Boston.

business trip

on a

Morning Light Grange of Monroe
present, responding to the cordia. invitation extended to them Jan. 13th. After
the i stallation exercises a bounteous supper
was served in the dining room, of which about

|

from

the

'of

grateful acknowl-

following
subscriptions

the

persons for their
to aid in the pub-

Second Volume of Williamson’s
listory of x^eJfast.
Since the last acknowledgement in The Republican Journal of December 19, 1912, checks
nave been received by the treasurer, Mr. /U-

street,

It is

proposed

M,ss Nellie
Harvey of the Castine Norma/
School was the guest of Miss
Evelyn P. Morison while in Belfast last
Saturday to give an
address before the teachers’

meeting.

m

cue

have returned

to

which

ocean

accompanied by their little

V

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. W. D. Harriman and Miss Myrna Murphy visited Mrs. M. B. Grant and Mrs. J. A.
Pierce in Sandypoint last Sunday..• .Mias Kate
Harriman visited friends in Bangor several
days last week... The young people of this
place held a social at the schoolhouse last Saturday evening. A good time, said all present.
Miss Faustina Harding closed a successful
term of eight weeks’ school at Mt. Heagan last
Friday.Mrs. G. W. Silver visited friends
in Bangor several days last week.
....

The regular session Tuesday evening of
A special committee of the Arts and Crafts
Union Teachers' Training Class of the
city churches was made specially interesting Club will present in the near future a series of
by the presence of Mrs. Charles A. Townsend,
Their attractive room will be
teacher of the First Grade South school, who living pictures.
used for this purpose.
spoke of the work of her pupils.
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Monday
.-•! last week
death of her niece, Mrs. A.•« •. Twomt I;it, wife of Everett Grunt, ip. Somerv:iU'

Monroe, where
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she

returned

was c..

he

Miss Caroline While.
Mr. George M. Stone.
Mr. liobie Gaie Frye.
M
George A. Quirnby.
Miss Isolene Barnes.
Miss Harriet Ba nes.
Mr. Sumner W. Lothrop.
Mr. Waiter trank Frederick.
Mr. Wilin.m C. Craw*ford.
Mr. Boardman Hall.
Mrs William B Schiller.
AJiss Margaret Nickerson Hazeitine.

we

and

Prof, and Mrs. William F. Schoppe returned
Saturday from a few days’ visit in Portland, and left Monday for their home in Oronu

which the money was received:
Mr. William Haraden Quirnby.

FLORIDA.

Bryant

last

once.
aiirti.gtu

E.

Burnham from Billerica
Mass., where they had been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. B. F. Hardirrg for severai weeks.

tory Association. As that part of the book
will soon be in press, it is hoped that all who
wish to be identified with the undertaking, and
nave not already done so, will send in their
nauica cue

George

Mrs.

to

me

called to her home in Boston last
death of a friend

the

Mr L. W, Stevens of
Needham. Mass., arrived by train last Saturday’
evening and nas
been the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Stevens, Swan Lane avenue.

print in the appendix ot the
fulume, without the amounts, the names of all
;hose who ha\e subscribed to aid in itspublica:ion, under the title of the Williamson’s His-

checks at

was

Friday by

red Johnson, 14 Arlington street,
Bo ton,
j Alass., from
persons whose names appear on
1
he list below.

a

and to the

to

ery generous
^ ication of lhe

the liberty of publishing the followpersonal letter from Mr. Chas. F.
Shaw under date of Miami, Florida, Jan. 23d:
We are having perfect weather; had only
one rainy day since we arrived, just 4 wTeeks
Have made several trips out in
ago today.

ing

members of

him in his last illness; by two brothers, Adrian Noble of Hartland, and Clarence McAllister of
W. and Walter F„ both of Stockton Springs,
Burnham, occurred Tuesday, Jan. I4th, at the
and by one sister, Mrs. Irene Parker of Frank- I home of the bride's aunt, Mrs. DeRoy Wheelfort. The funeral was held at his late home er, in Portland. They were attended by Dr.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Arthur A. and Mrs. Norman Thurlow of Portland, forBlair, Universalist, officiating. The remains merly of Burnham. After a trip to Boston
were placed in the receiving tomb at Grove
and Gardner, Mass., they will return to Burncemetery for interment in Stockton in the ham, where they will reside. Mr. McAllister
spring. The bearers were Messrs. Fred G. is a popular clerk in C. T. Mitchell's store, and
Spinney, Thomas B. Berry, Walter F. Nash Mrs. McAllister formerly resided in Burnham.
Both have numerous friends who join in good
and Percy E. Greer,
wishes for a happy future.

ttusin. Mrs0. Norton. She will also visit relatives

Mrs. B.

speak highly

dgement

We take

olhcers of Comet Grange, Swanville,
were installed Monday evening, Jan. 20th by
State Deputy G. H. York of W interport, assisted by Sister Alice Nickerson. Ab(;ut forty
The

the

to

iel' in

country
beach,
a retiring disposition, nevertheless, tna: her
have enjoyed very much. The big hotels are
genuine womanly instincts and natural dignity
not very full at present, but there seems to he
had won for her many friends, was shown by
a big crowd on the streets all the time and all
the many and beautiful flon.; offerings. In her one hundred partook.
During recess games the smaller places are packed. We are planhome life she was a most 1 wing and devoted were enjoyed by the young people. After callning to visit the Homestead country sometime
daughter, wife and mother. In her girlhood, ing to order all listened to a short program and next month for a couple of weeks.
during a long and dangeroos illness of her speeches by the visiting members, some busi"There is a dull market for grape fruit here
mother, her loving and untiring care and devo- ness was attended to, and the grange then this year. The very best sell 2 and 3 for 5
tion went far towards saving the life of taat closed in form.
Monday evening, Jan. 27th, cents. Tomatoes have just started to run
mother, between whom and herself there was I the third and fourth degrees were conferred on north, and string beans, peppers and green
more than the usual affection of mother and
three candidates.
peas are quite plentiful. Mackerel are comdaughter. She was a member of the order of
ing in, big and lots of them. I was at one of
O.
of
1.
O.
for
some years, and
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Rebekahs,
F.,
the fish decks the other night and saw one boat
her efficient work in the degree team of that
unload 40,000 lbs. —"pretty good catch for one
The following transfers in real estate were
order will be long and lovingly remembered.
the fishermen 2 cents per
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds nighi?” They net
To her husband, little son Harlan, father and !
pound. I like Spanish mackerel the best of any
for the week ending Jan. 27, 1913:
mother, is extended the most loving and tender
B. R. Dodge, Montville, to Samuel K. Thomp- of the fish down here. They run from 2 to 8
sympathy of the entire communiHer body
pounds in weight and very fat. Aside from house
son, do.; land and buildings in Montville.
was brought back to her native town and a
here cheaper than at
J. Frohock, Rockland, to Wilbur C. rent a person could live
Mary
in
was
offered
the
home
of
her
father
prayer
home in the winter. There is a great deal of
Frohock, Boston, et als.; land in Northport.
and mother by Rev. F. S. Dolliff, the minister
on here and if
plans don't
Mary S. Ames, Stockton Springs, to Charles building going
who seven years ago performed the marriage
B. Devereaux, Rutherford, N. J.; land and change there will be lots of it all summer.
ceremony. The burial was in the cemetery on
in Stockton Springs.
the hill overlooking the village where her buildings
FREE HIGH SCHOOL STATISTICS.
John Alexander, Belfast, to Hannah Alexgirlhood was passed.
land
in
Belmont.
ander, do.;
Many interesting facts with relation to High
Edson C Brown and Helen L. Brown, New schools are shown in the special secondary
True G. Trundy died Jan. !Srd at his home
at the Phoenix House, of which he was for- York, N Y., to Lida L Brown, Old Town; land school tables of the annual school report of
Maine.
According to this report there was
merly the proprietor. He was born in Vinal- in Northport.
cnr.rvnrtc<l for tKo vp«r ondinrr .Til 1
1 1Q19 1 89
Florence A. Cummings, Prospect, to John E.
haven, Nov. 25, 1876, the son of the late Silas
C. and Eliza M. (Green) Trundy. His father I W itham, Urrington; land m Prospect.
High schools. There were enrolled in these
Ruth Dana Draper, Manhattan, N. Y., to schools 12,223 students.
There were more
! was a native of Frankfort and his mother of j
Stockton. He was a blacksmith by trade and Belle C. Greene, Buffalo; land in Islesboro.
girls enrolled in these schools than boys, the
Eunice Dana Brannan, Manhattan, N. Y., to excess being 1,457. To provide instruction 256
wuiacu
Dvnic
tniitin
oiocKion.
rom
male and 401 female teachers were employed.
there he went to Frankfort, where he was Belle C. Greene, Buffalo; land in Islesboro.
Leroy Staples, Belfast, to Everett N. Pres- The average annual salary of male teachers
proprietor of the Frankfort House; later conwas $915.73, while the average annual salary
ducting the Searsport House in Searsport for cott, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
C. A. Phillips, Palermo, to Mary P. Coffin, of women was $533.32. The total cost of inthree years, and until recently had been pro
struction in the free high schools for the
prietor of the Phoenix House. He had suffer- do.; land and buildings in Palermo.
Charles A. Lane, Brooks, to Charles E. Lane, period covered by the report was $388,126, the
ed for several years with a serious kidney
State contributing for their aid the amount of
trouble, but his death was caused by pneumon- do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Anne M. Kittridge, Belfast, to George E.
$83,777.
Referring to the courses in these
ia after an illness of about nine days. He was
schools it is interesting to observe that 4,899
do.; land in Belfast.
Kittridge,
a member of Frankfort Knights of
Pythias
:
Sarah T. Downs, Winterport, to Harry A. and elected the English course, 4,542 the college
Lodge and of Pownal Lodge, F. & A. M of
Eugene A. Dillaway, do.; land in Winterport.
preparatory course, while 1,929 students were
Stockton Springs. He had a genial disposition
carrying the work indicated under commercial
and was popular with a large circle of friends
WEDDING BELLS.
courses.
Under special courses 114 were foland with the travelling public. He is survived
the mechanic arts, 102 the domestic
by his widow, formerly Miss Rosanna EdminsMcAllister-McAllister. The marriage of lowing
arts and 28 the agricultural.
ter of Belfast; by his mother, who was with MisB Vesta McAllister,
daughter of Mrs. F. A.
of

rose

Association desire to make

was

Robert F. Dunton, \

will provide

were

1853,

droicoggin county

Victor Grange, Searsmont, held a five cent
sociable last Saturday night. It was well attended, and

PERSONAL

him, excepting a few in Searsmont.
IN MEMORIAM—W. H. McLELLAN. *j
witnesses it took six months to round-up at
Kev. David L. Wilson, Rev. Arthur A.
Blair
lhanghai, to protect those who hud changed |
At the first regular meeting of the Waldo
and Rev. Charles B. An is went to
Bangor
County Bar Association after his decease the J lis will and robbed his estate
to attend the annual Convocation
at
I have been an invalid eighteen years, but Monday
committee appointed to prepare resolutions on
the Theological Seminary.
the death of Brother William H. McLellan, re- * xpect to be spared to show that one cannot be
There was a surprise
o defamed and their estate robbed with imbirthday party at the
ported as follows:
home of C. E. Fernald in West
E. R. Cunningham.
Hon William Henry McLellan, president of
mnity.
Lit.cclnville
the Waldo County Bar Association and for
Jan. 16th. Assorted candy, peanuts and
crysmany years the acknowledged leader of the
talized pop corn were served.
Waldo County Bar, died in this city on the
VILLIAMSON’S HISTORY OF BELFAST
Mrs.
of
A.
D.
P.
1912.
March,
twenty-fifth day
Ralph
Russell, who has been the
He was born in Skowhegan, November 26,
guest of Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder. Court
The committee of the Williamson’s History
1832, graduated from the University of New

captains.

There was a large attendance at the public
installation of the officers of Seven Star
Grange, Troy, Jan. 24th. B. Walker McKeen
of Fryeburg installed the officers. The Grange
sold their old piano at auction. M. V. B. Mitchell was the purchaser.

clipper ship, where he

All

Equity Grange, Belfast, conferred the first
degrees on five candidates last Saturday evening and entertained visitors from
Seaside Grange. A very interesting program
was

a

ighting fleet.”

Anna Harri-

with Mrs.

and second

grandchildren, Edgar C., who had lived
his grandparents, George 0. and Jessie E.

ind

of

arranged

his

Hart, who mourn the the loss of one endeared
to them by the strongest ties of love. The
funeral took place at his late home
Tuesday
afternoon at 1.30 o’clock. Rev. Arthur A. Blair,
pastor of the I'niversalist church, officiating.

of

South Branch Grange, Prospect, is having
wave

by
wife, formerly Miss
Parthenia Townsend of Belfast; by one daughter, Jennett L., wife of Lewis H. Hart, and by
•hree

was a

meeting

j

^

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
There

vested in Grange work and for several years
was the efficient master of Seaside
Grange.
He was not a member of any secret
society
inding his greatest pleasure in his home, and
was an honest, upright man «nd
enjoyed the
confidence and esteem of all who knew
him. He was the last of his father’s family.

Don’t forget that the Food Fair opens
promptly at ten o’clock in the forenoon each
A
day. This is for the purpose of giving our
tracts t
people an opportunity to attend
Harkef16 bee" I,laced in the New out-of-town
bU6ineaa alre,dy and get home on the afternoon trains and
i,rir'the
1919
11 's
considerably larger boats.
1i„.
Sear' The
'*“
The prizes and samples to be given away, so
presence o(
shut u!**
tbe B<»ton market far as received, consist of
flt5 haii,. ,J, CrS
Mrs. Amanda M. Bean, widow of the late Dr.
fancy china, alumiu
»«in!. l,l'"tt“'to “me extent this num dishes, baking soda, toilet soap, flour, Nathan P. Bean, died Jan. 11th at the home
g<‘ner»ll» do little bread, silver cups and mugs, spices, tinware, of her son. Dr. Charles P. Bean, 426 Massachuw
SsreKlrers completed
their oper- fish, tea, coffee and others too numerous to setts avenue, Boston,
*W, lUvilaV<!
aged 90 years and 6
'** J*n.
26th.
months. She had been remarkably well for
mention.
*
*1,1

Mrs. Frank P. Libby died Jan. 24th at her
home in Rockport, aged 72 years. She was a
native of Rockport, her maiden name being

nidnight, Jan. 25th,

with

gave him.

Seaside

"mmiuuu.

t.

Her only son, Capt.
Marshall Post, G. A. R
Alzo M. Carter of Cliftc^dale Mass., was at
sea and could not be reached, but his wife
came on to-attend the service.

loving, thoughtful, teacher could make
April, 1912, her health began to fail,

hinking the change

Thomas H.

|

The ministers of the Unitarian, Congregational and Universalist churches will exchange
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Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
cordially invited. C. E. society at 630 p. m.
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HENRY H. CUNNINGHAM,

He was reared in Belfast, passed the exam* I
lation for the Naval Academy, but preferred !

f »ur years. He was captain and
Mrs. Grace Thompson of Lynn, Mass., is vispilot in many
evening. Jan. 24th, the plan of organizing a e eas; commanded a mail steamer between
ting relatives in Belfast.
corporation was talked over, Ex-Attorney ] long Kong and San Francisco in 1876. DurMrs. W. S. Stevens of Unity visited friends
General Pattangall, who was present by invi- j
»g the last years of his life he was on the
n Waterville last
Thursday.
tation of the Mayor, outlined a plan which he j
licensed-pilot list at Shanghai, more lucraassured the committee was absolutely legal t ve than
»Mr. William A. Coombs was called to Lewiscaptain, but was absent most of the | ! on on
business last Tuesday.
ind the best thing for the city he could advise,
t ime at Hong Kong, Singapore and other
ports,
rhis calls for the organization of a corpora- e
Miss
Anne M. Kittredge spent last week at
in
He
peculating
shipping.
resigned as pilot
tion to be known as The Pierce School Corpora- a nd contracted
he Parker House in Boston.
to pilot a fighting fleet
the
up
don, capitalized for $75,000, with power to is- ( hinese coast, but was taken ill while on
Mr. George Gray, employed at the Windsor
that
me bonds up to that amount, if necessary, the
^ uty and died at Shanghai, China, June
Hotel, is spending a vacation in W'arren.
10,
ncorporators and directors to be the commit- j
905, leaving about $100,000.
Dr. Wr. L. West and Orrin J.
:ee created by the city government, the
Dickey are atcity
Consul General says: “He was one of the
tending the Food Fair in Ellsworth.
:o transfer its present school
to
the
property
^ est known river and coast captains in the
Miss Mildred Dodge went to Rockland last
corporation, taking in returns majority of the { Chinese
shipping business. I attended his fu- week to spend several
stock of the corpor«tion as a consideration,
days with relatives.
eral officially.” His executor says; “Besides
rhen the corporation would issue its bonds and
Mrs. Claribel Crosby of Unity was the week^ eing a pilot he was a shipbroker; he was
very
auild the schoolhouses, and these bonds, the !
;nd guest of Mrs. Albert
Stevens, East Belecretive and told no one his private business;
committee is assured, would sell on a four
fast.
per
'as not dissipated; did not drink to
exany
cent, basis at annual rental that shall cover the
Joseph S. Mullen of Lincolnville was a vist ent; people thought him worth
very much
nterest on the bonds and a sufficient amount to I
itor last week at the home of
r lore than he was.
Henry U. BroAlways took his meals at !
retire a portion or the bonds each year. The
t be best hotel.”
?hy in Fairfield.
to
have
an
city
option to buy the school prop
The first birth of the New' Year in BrooksCaptain M. F. Patterson of Belfast krew
3rty when the last bond is paid, or at any time j im
all his life. “Henry was a
singularly self- /ille was a daughter born to Mr. and Mrs.
tvhen it saw fit to pay up the bonds for the
j c nntained man, and though I was perhaps as Harold L. Farnham, Jan. 16th.
amount of the outstanding bonds at that time. |
ntimate with him as any person i/i China, I
rhe corporation would do the business and the
Capt. S. B. Larrabee of Pittsfield is visiting
ever knew him to talk of his
affairs; he was his son in
;ity have option with no contract that would
Portland, who has Wen very ill in n
eticent at all times, but when conversation
compel it to buy, because that would be incurhospital there for the past few weeks.
ended toward his personal concern he immering an indebtedness.
Mr. Clarence M. Knowlton of least Belfast
C
turned it. He was credited with many
Mr. C. W. Frederick, the trustee of the will I iately
has been confined to the house a few
seme very successful ones; no one
ys with
chemes,
of Mrs. Lena Pierce Frederick, in w’hich the
bad cold, bu* is on the
ad his confidence; he was a pilot, but fremending hand,
bequest of the Opera House to the city is made
Mrs. Alzo M. Carter, who was called
( uently absent,folio wing out private
Belventures,
was not present at the meeting or informed of
rhich took him to Hong Kong, Singapore and Fast by the death of Mrs. Harriet N. C rter
this plan. One objection to it will be that the
returned to her home in Cliftondale last
( ther coast ports; always had
ek
money to carry j
composition of the committee, who are to be
( ut his schemes.”
t Mr. George W. Hopkins, who has beer, ismade corporators, perpetuates the one-man
The manager of the Licensed Tilots at Shangting his son, Mr. A. C. Hopkins, for seve a?
government Belfast has been called upon to
ai says: “He was a much esteemed member
weeks, has returned to his home in Bar Harendure for so many years, and a legal gentlef this service as a man and as a pilot.”
bor.
man suggests that as the bequest was made to
Capt. Fyfe of Singapore states: “Knew him
the city it cannot be turned over to a corporaMr. and Mrs. L. B. Warowell have been vis
nany years; he was an educated gentleman in
iting in Stockton Springs at the nome of Mr
tion. The bequest was for a schoolhouse on
Ward well’s uncle, John Lancaster.—Camdervery respect. He was here a month awaiting
the common, but this plan contemplates using
Herald.
^ ne arrival oi the Russian tleet and examined
it in a common fund for building three schoolhe charts in my office every day. I never
Mr. and Mrs. William
Kotrnan, who havt
we
aouot
u
it
meets
with
houses,ana
any more
aw the least sign of his beifig dissipated.”
been visiting her parents in
Bangur, arrived
favor from the public than the mayor's scheme
Capt. S. D. Park of Searsport says; “We last Monday and are at the W indsor Hotel for
for housing ail the schools of the city in one
rere friends thirty five years; he was
few days.
steady
building, or that any number of property own- n
every respect, and a first class pilot; that
Mrs. Louise W. Holmes of
ers will favor his having full control of whatBoston arrivec
fas the reason he was employed to pilot a
last Friday and is the go. n of her
ever building is undertaken.

The funeral of Mrs. Harriet Newell Perkins,
widow of the late Oapt. George R. Carter, who
Red Jan. 2lst at her home on Commercial
3treet, was held at. 2 o’clock last Thursday
afternoon. Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of the Bapwere

< :AP1 AIN

At a meeting of the building committee for
the proposed new school building, held Friday

Dr. Charles P. Bean, and by one daughter,
Mrs. F. V. Cottrell of Belfast, who is spending
the winter in Boston; also by two step-daughters, Miss Sarah Bean and Mrs. Nettie Billings
it Boston. The remains were placed in the
receiving tomb in Melrose, and in the spring
will be brought to Searsmont for burial.

tist Church, of w ich
officiating. The bearers

NUMBE|T~5

The Pattangall-Hanson Plan.

son.

!

1913.

THE NEW SCHOOL BUILDING.

lealth compelled her to give up
teaching and Julia A. Spear. She was formerly president j
leek a home of her own,where kind hearts and
if the Twentieth Century Club, a past matron !
the North church will be as |
oving hands did all they could to save the life t>f Harbor Light Chapter, 0. E. S., and a memfollows: Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
! her of Mamen Cliff
io much neededjbut God deemed it best to
Lodge, D. of R., Camden, j
call
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
ler heme, and January 22nd she passed to a
and the Uriversaiist church, Rockland. Her
K.
O.
K.
at
7
North,
A., Friday
p. m.; morning
‘higher life.” Her remains were brought to husband and two sons survive.
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school
Belfast, Me., January 23rd, accompanied by her
Sunday at 12 m., C. E. Society Sunday at 6.30 lusband and little
3,Mrs. Alice Twcmbly Grant died Jan. 23d
daughter. The funerx was
from pneumonia at her home in Somerville
p. m.
leld from her mother’s residence, 43 Miller
Mass. The husband, a iittle son, four or five
The services for the week at the First
itreet, Frday afternoon, Rev. Arthur A. Blair
years of age. and her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Methodist church wTill be as follows: this,
ifficiating. There was a profusion of flowers, John
Twon.bly of Monroe, survive. The reThursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- :oming from the Sockanosset school, old schoolmains were brought to Monroe and funeral
day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school nates and friends. She leaves to mourn their
services were held there last Saturday.
at
12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting
oss her husband, Nathaniel J.
Pottle, one
at
service
6,00
m.;
Sunday evening
p.
evening
The death of Isaac M. Judkins of Winterlaughter, Natalie Maud, an aged mother, one
at 7.30 p. m.
irother, Percy S. and one nephew, Sylvanus T. port, formerly a resident of Banger, occurred
Jan. 24th, and brought general regret to a wide
The services at the Baptist church will be as
Cdgecombe. The bearers were Messrs. H. S circle of tr ends and relatives, who have the
ilm iuwj,
Vlorey, Al. L. Hill, E. A. Wadsworth and C. A. sympathy of the community. He resided at 9
ray ci meeting inis, iriursuay, evenHellier street in this city and was a shoemaker
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Fownsend.
by trade.— Bangor Commercial.
the

est

In

c

education which will interinvited.

matters of

on

Alice Edgecombe Pottle was born in Belfast,
Maine, March 11, 1869, the daughter of the
ate SylvanuB T. and Sarah (Paul) Edgecombe,
fler girlhood days were spent on the farm
vhere she was born. She attended the rural
ichools, also the city schools, and on leaving
;he Belfast High school entered the State
formal school at Caatine. After leaving there
ihe taught in her own district and also in
tforthport. In 1893 she married Nathaniel J.
Pottle of Belfast and they made their home at
13 Miller street for some years. In 1907
she,
vith her husband, moved to Howard, R. I.
vhere they entered the Sockanosset school for
>oys, Mr. P. as instructor in carpentering and
Mrs. P. teaching a mixed grade for boys.
Her
>eautiful character won her the esteem of all
vho knew her, and her school was
everything

ind she

meeting of the Men’s Forum at the
Universalist church next Sunday noon Mr. W.
B. Woodbury, Supt. of Schools, will give a
At the

!
!

After the
one of her age up to the past year.
death of her husband she spent some years in
Belfast with her daughter, Mrs. Fred V. Cottrell, on Congress street, but for years had lived
with her son in Boston. She is survived by one

OBITUARY.

The

tarian)
Sunday

MAINE THURSDAY, JANUARY 30,

Mrs. Thomas B. and Mr. and Mr
Dinsmore went to Boston Monday r:
siness and pleasure trip.
Miss Ruth will
her grandmother, Mrs. B. C. Dinsmort
and

r.

ng T.

ng their

absence.

ercy E. Dcmmons, w ho has been employed
several years ip the grocery store of Chas.
>wift, has taken up his residence in Ro k-

SOCIETIES.

and entered the employ
a
tiaveliing salesman.

1

the

o.

John Bui:

us

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men worked the
warriors and Chief degrees on a number of
candidates last Monday evening and had a sup-

and Mrs.

r.

Charles F. Wood received «»
Jan. 23rd from Bozeman. Mont an

gram

ncing the safe arrival of their daughter,
G. Ola Wood, and her marriage there
22nd to Mr. Adolph T. Lee.

per.

s

L. E. McMahan,
Deputy
assisted by Past Grand E. F. Littlefield as
marshal,will instal the officers of Waldo Lodge,
I. O. 0. F., of this t ity tomorrow, Friday,
District

Past Grand

Richard Turney of Boston, who was
Belfast by the death of Mrs. Harriet
Carter, returned heme Friday, accompai by’ Miss Charlotte Carter. wh< will be her
st until her father’s rtturn frtm Baltimore

Irs.
ed

evening.
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, I. O.O. F.
will

give

a

military

ball in

February

at which

lr. N. J. Pottle, who accompanied the reins of his wife to Belfast, left Wednesday

Canton Molineaux of Camden will be guests,
and will give an exhibition drill. It is intended to make it

a

notable

to

his home in

Cranston, R. 1. His daughter
Natalie Maude, will remain with his mothMrs. J. T. Pottle, and attend school here,

event.

is

Waldo

Lodge,

No

hold its
12, I. O. O. F.,
officers tomorrow evenwill

annual installation of

he Congressional Club of Washington. I>.
awirrar.’fc ciganization, is to elect cfficers
u. 6ih ar.d among the nominations is that of
s.
Frank H. Briggs, daughter of the late
lator Win. P. Frye, for first vice president,

A large attendance is desired,
importance will come before the
collation and speaking will fol-

ing, Jan. 31st.
as

matters of

meeting. A
low the exercises.
i

j
|

A male quartet, consisting of Messrs. El.
bridge S. Pitcher, Willis G. Hazeitine, Arthur

lr.
s.

F. Johnson and Albion P. Goodhue went to
Searsport last Friday evening and took part in
ne

musical

at

me

and Katherine Morey. The hall
prettily decorated for the occasion.

was

very

JACKSON.

Mrs. W. M. Kelsey and daughter Inez of
Knox Bpent the week-end at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Chase....Miss
Mildred Danforth is working for Mrs. F. H.
W right, who baB been on the sick list the past
few weeks... Mr. Theodore Dodge, who has
been working fer Bert Boody, had to stop
work on account of a felon on his finger....
Mrs. J. H. McKinley and daughter Hattie
spent Friday and Saturday with Mrs. E. D.
Page....Mrs. Levi Stevens is visiting her
p arents, Mr. and Mrs. Crosby, in Kenduskeag.
Miss Pearl Chase, who has returned from
Dr.|Tapley’s hospital in Belfast, is gaining.
....

1 10,11

t cnnial
tion

S. K. Whiting
regular meeting
chI'pter, 0. E. S., of Castine, Thursday evening,
Jan. 23d, the following officers were installed
for the ensuing year, by Past Wr. P., W. A.
Walker, assisted by Judith Parker as grand
marshal:
W. M.,
Katherine Morey; W. P.,
George E. Parsons; A. M., Florence Wardwell;
of

secretary, Bella Brown; treasurer, Margaret
Brown; conductress, Helen Grindle; assistant
conductress, Addie Bowden; marshal, Judith
Parker; organist, Florence Ricker; warden,
Isabelle Gardner; Adah, Emma Perkins; Ruth,
Mary Devereaux; Esther, Cora Jones; Martha,
Emma Bowden; Electa, Annie Paisons; chaplain, Lucy Gott; sentinel, Fred Perkins. Ice
cream and
cake were served by Margaret
Brown, Isabelle Gardner, Florence Wardwell

Mrs.

arlcs A.
nvvu

installation ser-

program
vice of the Order of the Eastern Star.
At the

and

last

George

A.

Quimby,

Mr. and’

Charles S. Bickford and Mr. and Mrs.

Pilstury
Jtoicuioj

went to
IU

Augusta

tUlcl.U

Ulf

on

the

Illl-Ctill-

meeting cf the Maine Press Associathe tarquet at the Augusta Bouse

and

evening.

W. H. H. Sanderson and little daughter
Bernice*, who have been the guests for several
weeks of their aunt, Mrs. J. H. Quimbj, left
by boat last Monday for their home in Toronto.
Canada. '1 hey were accompanied to Boston by
Mr. William B, Quin.by, who will return the
last of the week.
Mrs.

|

issue of the Peer Isle Messenger
of the installation of:
the officers cl Bailor View Chapter, G. E. S.
Mrs. Ella B. Cook, fumerly of Belfast, was
f or the sect nd time installed as chaplain, liarbor View is a poj ular ar.d stiong chapter for
a place the size of Deer Isle.
A recent

gave

!

j

a

pleasing write-up

Belfast friends have received cards from
Mr. ard Mrs. August Ciusins of Flushing, N.
Y., an.ouicirg the naniige, Jan. 22nd, of
their only daughter, Numa Adeline Blizabeth to Mr. Edwin Lccn Carjenter. The
Cr usins family have teen visitors in Belfast
as friends of Mr. ard Mrs. Geuge E. Evans,
and their Belfast iiitncs txtord corgiatulations.
Mr. W. L. Black, who was a guest at the?
Betel lor the last week, has been ppointed Assisting General Manager of the
Bar t ma Tram way Company. He left for Sam
Jest, Costa Rica, yesteiday, where he will
study the operating conditions ot the tramway
line iheie and at the expiration of a two
month peiicd he will t8kc chaige of the Panama
Tun way Con pary.—Star and Herald,
Panama, Jan. 6tb.
..
**
Mr. Black is a Sandy point hoy.2

Tivoli

The

Dist., Mass.
afternoon in 1864, off
Charleston, South Carolina, where menacing forts bordered the shores, and a
long line of Federal men-of-war extended north and south beyond gunshot of
late

was

Boats and small steamers
moved among Admiral Dahlgren’s fleet
of blockaders and cruisers, and several
the enemy.

iron clad monitors and the new Ironsides
lay close to Folly Island, where the summer

Castorla is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other NarIt destroys Worms and allays Fevercotic substance.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
ishness.
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrluea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

swells merely lapped the low decks

they swung at anchor.
Two single turreted monitors were on
picket duty in the main ship channel between Sumter and Moultrie, and these
as

exchanged occasional shots with
and with Battery Gregg on CumPoint, The “Swamp Angel,” a

forts
them
mins'

Infants and Children.

for

Always Bought

The Kind You Have
1

Bears the

rifled Parrot gun, mounted in a swamp
beyond Fort Wagner, fired screaming
shell at St. Michael’s Church steeple in
the heart of Charleston. A Whitworth
gun in Fort Moultrie retaliated by

of

Signature

In Use For Over 30 Years.

-

The flags of Dixie snapped defiance in
the breeze above Sumter and Moultrie,
and the Union colors waved

her valuable cargo to the besaid, as he saluted, "I believe and carried
citizens of the Confederacy
aeiged
of
out
the
is
there
clads
something
moving
the
iron
of
ner and from the masts
Eben explained that, when the gun
harbor, sir.”
and the gaffs of the wooden war ships.
and
“I think so; it is one of the small iron was run out, he awoke in a fright
The buildings of the hated city showed
its muzzle. The primer
towards
worked
a
across the distant harbor like
peaceful clads which the Confederates have been
had sent a jet of fire into the gun champicture in mother-of-pearl. But along long building. Go and report to the exber, which could not reach the cartridge
and
smoke
of
flame
ecutive officer.”
the sea islands, puffs
blow him into eternity.
to
from grim embrasures, soldiers at the
“Aye, aye, sir,” was the reply.
The officers held a mock court-martial
in
sailors
and
went
in
man
the
small
or
The
bomb-proofs,
by
hatchway
guns
and gave this verdict, “Guilty of swalrevolving turrets, told red-visaged war down the iron ladder, through the turret
lowing a fifteen-inch shell and tamperwas there in all its martial glory and and alorg the main deck to the wardwith Uncle Sam’s cannon.”
The executive and the captain ing
room.
hideous reality.
It was a scene of artistic beauty, and hastened to the turret deck, looked
A HERO IN A LIGHTHOUSE.
a slender lad of sixteen years, who had
through the glasses at the suspicious obJ. S. Donahue, So. Haven, Mich.,
For
years
the
fire-room
former
said
to
Lieutenant
come on deck through
ject, and the
a
civil war Icaptain, as a light-houre keener
the
walk‘The
Nahant.
the
iron
clad
of
“Signal
Patapsco,
Tallrnan,
hatchway
averted awful wrecks, but a queer fact is, he
ed slowly around the turret and gazed enemy is approaching,’ call the crew to
might have been a wreck, himself, if Electric
the
engineer to Bitters had rot prevented. “They cured me of
intently over the sea at the panorama of general quarters, order
His longings w’ere at last satisfied. stir up the fires quickly, and prepare to kidney trouble and chills,” he writes, “after I
■'war.
He had left his happy home to serve his slip the cable.”
had taken other so-called cures for years,
“Aye, aye ! sir;” replied Tallrnan, without benefit and they also improved my
country, when the drums had first called
to the tube and the signal bells j sight. Now, at seventy, 1 am feeling fine.”
patriots to the colors. He was on the walking
the necessary orders, while | For dyspepsia, indigestion, all stomach, liver
firing line, rated an ordinary seaman and and giving
and kidney troubles, they’re without equal.
recorded in the Watch, Quarter and Sta- the quartermaster prepared and hoisted |
Try them. Only 50 cts. at all druggists.
lanterns.
the
signal
tion Bill, as Eben Baker, Number 33,
Supper was over and the men were :
Powder Monkey of the fifteen-inch gun.
Washington Whisperings.
A powder-monkey in the old navy was smoking and yarning on the lower deck,
1
usually a lively, trustworthy boy in his when the rough clatter of the boatrattle sounded and everyone
Washington, Jan 27, 1913. Chairman
teens, who carried cartridges in a cover- [ swain’s
ed leathern bucket, which hung over his rushed to his station. The executive, Sparkman of the Rivers and Harbors
of
in
the House,
reshoulder by a strap, from the powder the captain, the quartermaster and a Committee
magazine to his gun when in action. It helmsman went into the pilot-house. porting the annual river and harbor
to Tallrnan rushed to the turret, where the appropriation bill, made the significant
-was difficult to go along passages,
climb ladders or steps, and to pass two guns’ crew had assembled under En- statement that a bill carrying forty
through hatchways, carrying forty or sign Careswell; the cable was slipped millions approximately would have to be
fifty pounds of powder, with the vessel and the little monitor moved slowly reported annually for the next three or
rolling and pitching, cannon shaking the towards Sumter, as the Patapsco steam- four years fo meet the authorizations
hull and, perhaps, shells exploding and ed nearer to Moultrie. This manoeuvre made by Congress for river and harbor
splinters flying around the decks. There- had been pre arranged in order to force improvements, but he thought after
fore a powder-monkey was selected with any vessel to pass between them in the that period the bills should gradually fall
channel, so that they could attack her on off in amount as but comparatively small
care and honored for faithful performsums will be needed for the maintenance
opposite sides.
ance of duty, although his odd name and
A solid shot crashed against the turret of completed works.
the jibes of his shipmates cast ridicule
upon him and his services.
Service on the early monitors
detrimental

was

Night alarms,

to health.

sleep, cramped quarters,
ventilation, severe discipline and
stant vigilance,
invalided
often
broken

bad
con-

the
Little Eben was tired
half the time notwithstanding

strongest

him and

of the Nahant and fell to the deck, causing the men within to stagger and to rub
their

singing

ears.

The

enemy’s

The river and harbor

skilled

carries

gunners had begun the battle. The turret revolved, the Yankee crew was eager
to answer the message of defiance.
"Where is the

men.

powder-monkey?

provides

!

tne eased

tne

turret anrt

to the life-line, jumped
a Moultrie shell

holding last
behind the turret

when

passed hurtling
near the vessel, and finally went into the
tu r-?t to find a quiet place to sleep. As
he

his

XV

great

inch

gun, he
th night it would be dark and quiet inside
•of it, and lie would there be unmolested
saw

t: is

by
ar

shipmates.

i crawled

on

He went to the muzzle

elbows and knees well

nieic

is

ma

structed

Michigan.
:or

the
he

the deck beside the great gun.
“Swing back the gun-port
side tackles and

shutter!

hearing torpedoes
shores, swirled and

rust ed against the chain cables and the
protecting nets of the monitors and passMists were gathering;
ed out to sea.
darkness was creeping over fleet and
the narrow

and

forts,

be invisible

soor

and

channel would

dangerous

until

daylight.
The deck

officer of the Nahant

was

Patapsco

was

firing rapidly

at the

around the pilot-house upon the fort and the black craft.
“Hang the luck! What’s the matter
turret’s deck, searching the harbor with
another primer, Captain, and
marine glasses, when he noticed a now? Try
will
her again.
I
Probably the
sight
shadow across the flickering lights along
the city’s front. His trained eyes were cartridge is damp,” said Tallman, annoyfixed upon it,

and he saw the blur in- ed and disgusted.
Just then a muffled
to a larger and blacker

gradually

scream was

heard

and the first loader held up his hand and
form.
The quartermaster, who had caught
the object in the long spy-glass, came to from the gun-port, as if someone had
been wounded outside of the turret. The

RHEUMATIC

SUFFERERS
A STONISHED
RHEUMA Acts

on

Kidneys,

Liver and Blood the First

Day—and Out Coes Uric
Acid Poison.
afford to pay 60 cents to get rid
of terrible Rheumatism, Sciatica or Gout, and
that’s all RHEUMA costs at A. A. Howes &
•Co.'s and they say if it doesn’t do all that is
claimed for it, money back.
It’s wonderful how speedily this simple remlimedy takes hold and how the sore muscles
ber up and the swollen joints come down to
costs
normal. Make no mistake—RHEUMA
but little, but it’s the best remedy you can find
to drive Rheumatic poison from the system
and bring back health to misery-racked bodies.
“I had Rheumatism for a long while, and
tried many medicines, but was not cured until
I used RHEUMA. I cannot praise RHEUMA
too highly. My advice to those suffering from
Rheumatism is to use this great remedy, as I
believe it will effect a permanent cure in any
case.”— C. B. Lanham, Sattea, W. Va., April 27,

Anybody

912.

can

gathered
gun
about its muzzle and looked through the
port hole. They were suddenly pushed j
aside by a pair of familiar shoe3 at the
was

run

in and the men

muzzle of the gun; these were followed
by slender legs, which the men seized
and pulled until the remainder of the

terrified, trembling powder-monkey
landed amongst them.
and boisterous

laughter

was

A great shout
greeted his ad-

vent, and danger and duty were for a
few moments forgotten.
“You young rascal! Take your bucket
and perform your duty! We will attend
to your case after the battle,” yelled
Tallman sternly, turning his back to hide
a smile.
The fifteen-inch was soon firing solid
shot; the Patapsco was in the smoke of
battle on the other side of the Confederate craft, which was wasting ammunition against the turrets, denting them
like a lady’s thimble. But she could not
long endure the unequal contest and suddenly turned around and steamed back
to safety in Charleston.
The attack had a purpose. During its
height the blockade-runner Fox, crept
unseen along Sullivan Island Channel

$305,000,

Pittsburgh

amount

the re-eonstruction of

The Journal. The

Philadelphia

like to give their property to their sons
and live on the son-in-law, who is no
blood relation.
Some go so far as to say they have
the

same

an

of which

of

daughter.
word of

rights

in the house as the
To such the enclosed extends

warning.

Happy the daughter who has the moral stamina to preserve the integrity of her home by tella

ing

the mother her

place.
Geo. M. Cole.

MOTHERS IN-LAW AT

BAY.

Monongahela River is
for to cost $356,400, one-half of
which is appropriated by the bill.

walking

create

Baltimore harbor isprovided

authorizing

Editor

By a judicial decision in the Supreme
Court of New York the status of the
ir other-in-law
has been defined with a
particularity never before attempted,
and certain rules of general equity are
The traffic on the Great Lakes will be laid down which are of interest to sonsrelieved by the project for additional in-law and daughters-in-law alike. Most
work in the Wyandotte Channel of the cases of domestic trouble over this essential feature of our social life arise
Detroit River, the recommendations of
from the fact that the mother of the
the Engineers contemplating the widen- wife is a member of the household. In
ing of the channel at a cost of $310,000, this case the husband’s mother was the
one-half of which is appropriated by the offending person, which makes the de- |
cision all the more interesting.
When
bill. A praiseworthy feature of the the wife in
question found that her husmeasure just passed is the absence of band’s mother was
running things with
the so-called "pork barrel” elements, too high a hand, and with the consent of
her
she
home
left
and demanded a
son,
which, it has been alleged .distinguished
separate maintenance.
former river and harbor bills, but which
In granting the petition the judge laid
is emphatically denied by Mr. Sparkman, down the principles of family life which
who has been a member of the Commit- must govern. The husband must support his mother if she is invalided and I
tee for 16 years.
has no other means of support, and may
take her into his home, but she is there
Col. George P. Scriven, who was nom- as a boarder, and has no privileges whatever and no authority concerning houseinated by the President last week to be hold
management. She must be dumb
Chief of the Signal Corps, with the rank and inactive—although this seems deof Brigadier General, has had a wonder- manding the impossible. The wife was
must be supported
fully interesting career, some of which right in leaving, and the
husband makes
unless
reads like a romance. He has done rec- ! independently
his mother take her proper place in the i
onnoissarce work in Mexico, Cuba and Hompstir rirHp.
This ahanHnnmpnt nf
the Philippines.
He has been military the home by the wife does not amount to
attache with the U. S. embasies|in Mex- legal desertion, but is a proper exercise ,
of an undoubted right.
So far, so good.
But the judge goes
during the war between Turkey and further and says the same principle apGreece, was the special military repre- plies to the mother of a wife resident in
She may be present, and
sentative of the United States at the the household.
must be supported if she has no other
coronation of the present head of all the
not interfere with
must
but
she
means,
Russias, marched with General Chafee the domestic economy or normal relaAll of which is
from Tien Tsin to Pekin in the China tions of the household.
to husbands, although
relief expedition and was present at the very comforting
j
it may be doubted whether the decision
engagements thereafter incident to the itself will go very far unless those most [
relief of the beleaguered capital of interested take occasion to carry out its i
provided

corrected the
The
hand.
elevation and the lateral position of the
gun, approved the captain’s aiming and
shouted, “Fire!”
There was a sharp report; a puff of fire
and smoke from the vent, but no roaring bellow of the big gun. It had missed
fire, and the black craft and Moultrie
were Bending a storm of shot and shell
against the iron walls of both monitors.
The

!

Lake

on

the

lock No. 6 on the

run

lieutenant

The tbbing tide,

of the very
sections in

Harbor

to the extent of

For

He found

amid debris of the

Indian

To

may be of irterest to many
readers, as there will always be mothersin-law in the world and some of them

$40,800,000

fiuu.uuu is thought a sufficient
for this year’s work.

The great smoothbore gun was run out
an^absence
of the usual shot or shell, although the until its muzzle was adjacent to the
cartridge was in its place at the breech. opening in the turret; tue latter revolved
He drew this tow ards the muzzle, as he and rumbled until the gun was pointed
had often done in unloading the gun, towards the Confederate craft, and the
pillowed his head upon it and soon fell captain inserted a primer in the vent and
asleen.
stepped back with the lock-string in hiB
within the bore.

at

!00 to 1000 feet to cost

Iiuuvci

the gun
out!” ordered Lieutenant Tallman, as he
fingered and adjusted the gun-sight.
Man the

new

MOTHERS-IN-LAW.

Inquirer

in- ]
mease in the width of the 35-foot chanlel at York Spit, Chesapeake Bay, from

hook,” replied the first sponger,
placed the long-shafted sponge on

on
as

for 21

numbers

destroy great quantities ot trout eggs
and valuable young fish.
Other proof of
the natural need of farmers and fishermen for the beautiful birds that the
J milliners have almost driven to extinction will be presented by representatives
of these interests.
Following the recent introduction by
Senator Root of a resolution empowering the President of the United States to
call an international congress on bird
protection, representatives of the world
powers actively engaged in saving the
rare species that is
being massacred for
their aigrette plumes are now expressing to the Audubon organization their
While the
support of this movement.
whole globe is at present scoured for
these trophies, taken from butchered
mother birds for market here, a tariff
ban would do much toward saving the
beautiful heron from world-wide destruction, it is asserted.
“With the people of the United States
of almost every class united to support
us in asking Congress to bar from our
country the aigrettes of the unfortunate
heron, we expect to meet the big millinery interests in sole opposition before
the congressional committee,” said T.
Gilbert Pearson, secretary of the National Association of Audubon Societies,
at its headquarters, 1974 Broadway, today. “The slaughter of these useful
and beautiful birds is a commercial matter only to the men who sell their scalps
in those States where this shameful traffic is not already forbidden by law. Congress should certainly recognize the
sentiment and interests of the whole
people, who ask it to end this importation as a matter of humanity as well as
economic and agricultural benefit.”

[

!

j
j

China and was recommended by Major
General Chafee “to be brevetted a
a
Lieutenant Colonel U. S Army for
gallant conduct at Yangtsun, Aug. 6,
1900, and at Pekin, China, Aug. 14 and 16,
1900.” Colonel Scriven is an enthusiastic aviator and believes .that the United
States should have the best fleet of aeroplanes and hydroplanes in the world. He
speaks Spanish, French and Italian and
is “a splendid type of the intellectual
soldier who has his country’s cause very
much at heart.”
"Generally debilitated for years. Had sick
headache, lacked ambition, was worn out and
all run down. Burdock Blood Bitters made me
a well woman.”—Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup,

principles.

Mothers-in-law are much abused in
many respects. Their troubles are due
to the fact that they do not believe

daughters

or

daughters-in-law

com-

j
j

Children

Cry
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At, a Probate Court Item
for the County of Wal t
day of January, a. it

1

-'.j'.j'

certain Instrument, pm
will and testament
ate of Charlestown, m
been presented lor prohat.-.

A

|

Ordered, That notice he
by causing a c.
published three weeks
publican Journal, publish,
may appear at a l'rohaP •
Belfast, within and for saiiii
Tuesday of February u,■%.
terested

before noon, and show
wiiy the same should
uut allowed.

j

W

H

;

j

I

At a Probate Court hem
for the Comity of w
day of January, a. l>. im-

■>
...

...

When

a

Every Noise Ge’t3

-v

!

-■

1

l.>

[
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ITTALDO 88.—In Court
»*
fast, on the 14?I> .|
John II. Gordon, guard
Brooks, in said County.
tii st and final account'
lowanee, together will
guardianship trust.

j
if
(I
i

Ordered, that notice t
successively, in
newspaper published
that all persons interbate Court, to be held at C
of February next, ami
have why the said allowed and resignation
JA a f->
A true copy. Attest:
Artjhr W

|

weeks

a

T

« «

Bonds
j

are

DOW, AGENT,

BROOKS, MAINE.

■< >

w

<

Ir-.....

„

...

■

\M fast, on the 14th
Charles M Howes, ;i• im:ni
ot Charles F. Connei. hit.
County, deceased having
final account ot admini '•
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice
weeks successively, in I
a newspaper publ.slc-d m •.
that ail persons interesthate Court, to he held at
day of February next
thex have, why the 'aid a<
allowed
JAM I
A true copy
Attest:
AKTHI K AN'. I.i

9
>

!

(?)

J
j

s

f

j
S

In Coin T
last, on tin* 14th
• 'iara F. CrUthi. a.inm.
W
J.
Metiilvery, late
County, deceased. Ha o.
final account of admmistr
allowance.

U’ALDOSS.
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■

>

i)

Ordered, That notice t1
weeks successively, h
in-wspapei | ublished •:
that ah persons in»eres;<
hate
Court to be held
day of 1--hi u:ir\ ne\:
they h \e, x» h\ the said
allowed.
J \ MI
A true copy.
At'e>t
A 15THCK \V.
a

NEW YORK.
The love of good looks is a very natural
We are all just human enough
Capital and Surplus over $6,( 00.000
to wish to look well and make a good
PAMPHLETS ON APPLICATION.
appearance.
...____I
I have met many people, some of them
ladies, who were mortified because t,
faces, otherwise attractive and oft" c err
beautiful, were marred by a di> and
sallow skin, flabby and wrinkled, or : y
unsightly pimples and blotciw*.
It has been my good fortune to point these
people t > a sate a.id very sing ie r» uedv |
Announces that he has limited his practice
for their affliction; and because there are I
to diseases of the
many others who suffer in the same way.
I am giving my remedy here.
Everyone
should understand, however, first,
that these troublesome things have a
very simple cause and come only because
AND KLtKACTION.
nature is failing to eliminate poisons from
the system in a natural way. If these
Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p. m
people will take Dr. True’s Elixir they
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.
will aid stomach and bowels to carry otf
waste matter that now is clogging the pores
20RNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
of the skin and marring physical beauty.
I counsel all who wish to possess good j
23tf
Telephon connection
looks to follow' this advice and I urge
them further to use, every night, Parker’s
2-30-2 Cold Cream.
Persist in this and
nature thus aided will give you back the full
measure of beauty that is yours by right.
Guaranteed work in Chinrody, Manicur-

feeling.

[ye. Ear, Nose and Throat

NOTICE.

ng. Shampooing and Facial Work. Also a
dll line of all kinds of Hair Work at_,my
larlors over Shiro's Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

23tf

1

s

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY OF

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO SS.

J.

U

-■

required to give Bonds
in positions of trust, and who desire to
avoid asking friends to become their
sureties, or who may w»sh to relieve
friends from further
obligations as
bondsmen, should apply in person or
by letter to

U/XAJ^j^.

RT1I I K

\

BONDSMEN SUPERSEDED.

MARCELLUS J.

J A M !•:Attest:

At a Probate Court, u>-v
for the County of \v;, m
day of January, a d. ]
certain instrument, pt
w ill and testament
late of Stockton Si .n.
Waldo, leceased, ha\ii
bate.
Ordered, rhat noteinterested bv causin_' a
published three we«-ks
publican Journal, puldi-l
may appear at a I’t-.i
Belfast, within and »
second Tuesday of Kh
<T'f*k before noon, an
have, why the same
proved and allowed.
.1 \ M
A true copy. Attest:
Art in k \\

>r. Williams
Medicine ('i*., Schenec- My, N. Y.
The helpful booklet, “diseases of
the Nervous System,” will be sent
free on request.

How to Be More Beautiful.
*7*
bv f\

^

A true copy.
A

receipt of price, bytheJ

Those who

;

wliy

better still get six boxes for
If this is not convenient,
they will l>e sent, postpaid, upon

o—o—o

j

•'

and allowed.

or

“In addition to the State roads, there
is a type known as ‘class A roads’ which
would be built just as State aid roads
are now constructed with the State giving a certain amount and the towns contributing their share. But this class of
roads would be entirely different from
the State roads which would be built
wholly by the $2,000,000 bond issue.”

i
*

■

§2.50.

on

„

may appear at a Prnbam
fast. Within and for said <
Tuesday of February
before noon, anti snow
the same should nm

DR. WILLIAMS’ PINK PILLS
FOR PALE PEOPLE

Surety

|

A certain instrument,
ft
"ill ami testa!!., m
late of Belfast, in said <
f*d, having been presented
Ordered, That notice m
interested by causing a
published three weekpublican Journal, pubh-i..

“On Your Nerves”

{

no:

Attest:

Akthi

V

j

•"
v

JAMh>

A true copy.

done.

?;

£■

5

roboti < nit
for the County of 'V;.,'
January. \ ]». 1M3
O VIM II AN'C.iK FOYI
! 1*
a
VT Foy •. late
Waldo, (leceas -i. hav
playing that FivdJK
r
poi ted admUilsti at.n
ceased.
( h deled. That the
id p.
'op' inten 'tec'
all
order to be pub'ished in
in I he Kepnbhcnn Join
lishcd at Belfast, that tin >
bate Court, to be held at I
said County, on the 11th t
Iitl3, at ten of the clock !•■
cause, if any they have, \\.
petitioner should not Iv* g:
JAM!'
A true copy. Attest:
A KTH Civ \V. Lh

j

At a

j

■

KCUTltlX’S N ITLCK.

IjtX by

l-l'llt-ii

gives
—

notice that
V .if rllM

]
j

j

j
;

f

<

j

{

I

sin-

of
.JOSEPH H. KROWN
lhe County of Waldo, deehaving demands against tl

j

in

ceased

!

desired '<> presei
tiemenr, and all indebted into make payment itnm* dialMY
Unity. January 14 1913
1JM1 NISTUATOK’S

4

i

are

j

N-

A sei iter hereby gives nduly appointed adintnistrai*

|
1

J. FR YNKLIN TKEAliU

Pursuant to Sec. 20, Chap. fi7 of the Revised
Statutes as amended by)Chap. 134 of the Public
aws of 1911, I hereby give notice that unclaimed monies bequeathed or allowed in the estates
5f deceased persons are now in my hands subject to the call of the lawful claimants, as fol
1 am | repared to do all kinds of trucking
lows:
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
Amount
Beneficiary Named.
irders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
Emma M. Lemley. §146 4<>
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
Louise Cain.
33 21
i« n.
Telephone connection
Charles E. Stephenson
8 97
W. W. BLAZO,
Murray F. Gurney. 166 29
James E. Miller.
146 18
14tf
si
126 Waldo Aveue. B
Nathan Miller.
5 40
5 22
Elbridge Cunningham.
David W. Patterson. 418 92
Charles H. Thompson.
17 32
Hattie Thompson.
17 32 :
Orleand Dunn.
17 32 I
Heirs of Daniel Gardner.
137 50

TRUCKING.

H. C. Hoffses

j

CLEANING.

STEAMPRESSING

CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,
County Treasurer.
sworn

■

•,

Attestf*

of Portland was in
Augusta last week in the interest of his
roads
bill
and
good
during his stay explained to the legislators the difference
between his measure and that presented
bv John Clark Scates of Westbrook.
While the two bills aim at the same object; better roads in Maine, they are
radically different in their provisions.
“In my bill,” said Mr. Nelson, “no
town is called upon tocontribute a single
cent for State roads.
By the Scates act,
every city and town is compelled to raise
a
certain amount
according to the
amount given by the State. It is obliged
to do so, too, because the State fixes
just
where the roads shall go and how they
shall be pr>d for.
"Under my act, the whole of the $2,000,000 proposed bond issue would be expended for State roads. The amount
would be divided equitably among all the
counties of the State and everyone of
them would have a trunk line. It would
not be one big road from Kittery to Fort
Kent, but would be a system of State
highways that would include Franklin,
Oxford and Washington counties that
are not now mentioned in
the proposed
scheme.
No city or town would be compelled to pay a cent for these roads.
They would be built, kept in repair and
wholly maintained by the State. The
State would even look after all damage

Subscribed and

■>

robat.

A true copy.
AHTHl'U

When you have so far lost control of your nerves that you "fly
to pie vs" over the lei-t little noise
or excitement, it is high time to
give your nerves a restand to build
up your blood. You are keeping
up on your nerves alone. Your
pale, sallow complexion shows that
your blood is thin and watery.
Your whole system is weak and
Tiie drawn look, the
run down.
sunken eyes, the d.vpening lines
about the mouth an ! forehead, the
loss in weight, are plain signs that
the nerves and body are being
poorly nourished. Your nervous
energy and will power are all that
is standing between you and a
complete nerve,us breakdown.
Don’t put oft' taking Dr. Williams’ l’ink rills any longer. You
may lie nearer a collapse than you
think. Few people km w their endurance. Dr. Williams' Fink Fills
ami
build up, purify
^put your
blood in shape to propony nourish
over-strained
neryour exhausted,
vous system.
They contain no
opiates or harmful drugs. They
give strength, not- stimulation.
(to to the nearest drug store today and get a fifty cent box of

NOTICE.

a

iloek before noon, amt -i,,
nave, why the same si,,..,
proved and allowed.

Lyman H. Nelson

to

at

and REPAIRING.

Belfast, this

petent, and must therefore take a hand seventeenth day of January, A. D. 1913.
in the domestic game. They are not inBefore me,
CARLETON DOAK,
4
Justice of the Peace.
terested in court decisions, but maybe
some sons-in-law and daughters-in-law
will kindly, but firmly, see that they are
observed.

For Sale

A Girl’S WILD MIDNIGHT RIDE.
The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street
To warn people of a fearful forest fire in 9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses
the Catskills a young girl rode horseback at lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
midnight and saved many lives. Her deed
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.
was glorious but lives are often saved by Dr.
in
New
curing
lung
trouble,
Discovery
King's
coughs and colds, which might have ended in
"It
cured
me of a
consumption or pneumonia.
dreadful cough and lung disease," writes W.
R. Patterson, Wellington, Tex., "after four in
our family had died with consumption, and I
gained 87 pounds." Nothing so sure and safe
Office Corner of Main and High,
for all throat and lung troubles. Price 60c
and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by
3m51
BELFAST, MAINE.
all druggiats.

CARLETON DOAK
Attorney

conn.

nay appear at

Bellast, within ami
,,
and Tuesday of Februarx

ROADS ACTS.

<NJ/V

1"

by causing a
published three Weeks
publican Journal, publish,.,.

tree
one day last week, met with an accident
that will cripple him for a long time, if
not for life. The tree lodged in another
tree the butt remaining on the
stump.
1
r lemove it from the
stump
it fell on his foot making a very
painful
wound and breaking some of the
bones,
which had to be removed.
Albert Fulleis also walking with the aid of crutches,
as the result of an accident met with
while at work in the woods.
GOOD

of

terested

buildings to Lynden Johnson, who
purchased the property as an in-

William Newbert, while falling

‘*v

V

*
r»«k ^ TW
Winterport, in shhi
teased, having beet, invs*M„„(|'; -r •....fc®
r.'U| £
Oidered. That notice \„

vestment.

to

enclosed editorial from the

bill which

■vhieh new work is to be undertaken. A
million dollar breakwater is to be con-

He is

“I don’t know. I haven’t seen him this
watch.
He was at the mess at dinner

auu seeiliru

round

projects
greatest importance to the

always present whenever we have gunsleepy
the glory of his position. He wandered play,” said the captain of the fifteenthis evening about the upper deck, inch gun, annoyed at the absence of so
dodged boarding seas by getting upon important a member of the crew.
an

in

supply

j

"»■

A certain Instrument
will ami teslamen,

ate

Mrs. Louise Keen and Miss Delila
Rip- !
ley are visiting friends in Lowell, Mass.
Mr. Jay Moody of Hope was a visitor i
Sunday at the home of Harry Pease.
Miss Izora Batchelder returned
Sunday
from Hope, where she spent one week
with friends.
Mrs. Laura Upton returned
Sunday
from Camden after a visit of four
days
with friends.
David Cummings has sold his farm

and
has

1

A

village.

vation of a flock of the few Herons that
still survive the wholesale butchery of
professional plume hunters in an Audubon breeding rookery in Florida, is today being prepared to demonstrate to
Congress that these rare birds are a considerable factor in the destruction of
field mice, gophers, grasshoppers and
other agricultural pests.
While in some
few instances they have been found to
devour an occasional trout, their regular
diet is proved to consist principally of
minnows, suckers and other useless fish,
as well as water snakes that are known

'"’’I

it a Probate Ouiut
for the county of «
day of January, a. |,

The building,
containing hall, dining |
room, kitchen and other rooms, is owned
by the lodge, which has $2,300 invested i
in good securities. The gain in membership since Jan. 1, 1912,has been seven- i
teen. The gain financially, $500.
We
think this is a good showing for a
lodge
situated as this is in a little country

Data, compiled from scientific obser-

end of Morris Island.

PROBATE NOTlj

The officers of Appleton, I. U. 0. F.
were installed Saturday
evening’
Jan. 18th, by District Deputy Grand
Master A. M. Hill, assisted by Fred
Mathews as Grand Marshal, C. M. Spear
G. Warden; Justin Ames, G. Sec.; F. L
Davis, G. Treasurer and G. D. Gould, G
Chaplain; all from Warren Lodge, No!
The officers installed are as follows
127.
M. G., Perley Perry; V. G. William f’
Bryant; Rec. Secy., Frank E. Carkin 1
F. Sec., Geo. W. Gushee; Treasurer,’ I
Jesse L. Gushee; Warden, Z. E. Wellman; Conductor, Dr. B. H. Keller; K. S
S., Alvah Ames; L. S. S., Lindlev E I
SprowllR. S. N. G., F. E. Carleton; L
S. N. G., Clarence Ames; R. S. V. G.,
Leslie We tworth; L. S. V. G., Joseph
G. Wentworth; Chaplain, Lorenzo W
Morang; Inside Guard, Elmer Sprague;
O. G. Herman Mitchell. Robie B.’
Robbins is the retiring N. G. Appleton
Lodge has 112 members in good standing

lodge

this movement.

which burst among the
Union soldiers drilling on the southern

throwing shell,

proudly over
the captured mounds of Gregg and Wag-

APPLETON.

Invoke Tariff To Ban Bird Plumes. Fanners !
and Fishermen Join Women in Move. ;
Only Commercial Bird Butchers Object.
Backed by
New York, Jan- 20th.
farmers, sportsmen and women’s clubs
in every section of the country, officers j
of the National Association of Audubon
Societies have today demanded of the
Ways and Means Committee of Congress
an
opportunity to urge a prohibitive
tariff on egret feathers at the hearing on
Schedule N, which will be held before the
end of this month. Opposing the momed
interests of the millinery wholesalers,
whose inroads on the valuable bird life
of New York, Louisiana, Missouri, New
Jersey, Oregon and California have
already forced these States to pass laws
making contraband the sales of these
plumes, the national Audubon delegation
will ask that they be excluded from the
whole country in the interest of everyone dependent
upon its agricultural prosThe Federation of Women’s
perity.
Clubs and organizations of grangers in
almost every State, as well as the Campfire Club, the New York Zoological
Society, the Long Island Sportmen’s
Association, the American Game Protective Association and other holies of
sportsmen have pledged their support to

I

By Dr. William Henry Winslow, Roxbury
It

I

Audubon Leaders

Powder-Monkey’s Peril.

at Law.

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52 High Street.

Tel. 216-13

16tf
Second-Hand
goods of every descrfption. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Anti<4ue furniture
a specialty. If yoi
have anything U
sell drop me •«
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H.V.OOMBM,
Corner Cross and Federal str ts. Belfast,

port,
the County *»f Wahl*-.
luuuls as th*1 law directs,
demands against the estate
desired to piesent the sainall indebted thereto ai• it-i
ment immedi:it**ly.
>i U i:
Winterport. N"v 12,19!ID

At the

streets,

corner
next

of

to

For particulars

High
the

apply

arid

North

Church

\
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V.

A
duly appointed adinuiistr.itHELEN A. KNOW LION
in the County of Waldo
^
bonds as the law directs
demand* against the esiaito
th-*
are desired
pre>ent
and all indebted tb«*ret*>
payment immediately to !.*■'•
ville. Me., my authorized a\ LONZ »
North Conway, N. II Jaim

j
f
0

j

I

]

|

DMINISl KAl'OK'S N<>!
A sci iber hereby gives untie
duly appointed admin istrat--.
IS.YRA E. HATCH, late
in the County of Waldo, decA
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate
are desired to present the sane
and all indebted thereto are
4

payment immediately.

1

House to Let

PMIMSTK \ TOIPS
scriber hereby giv**>

*

!

Islesboro, January

^
14, 1913

;
i

I

^

|

NOTH 1

ADMINISTRATOR’S
her hereby gives
sen

been
of

m

\

duly appointed adminisii

HATCH, late
tlie County of Waldo, de<PYAM D.

in

bonds as the law directs. All
inands against the estate ot -.t
desired to present the same !-■'
all indebted thereto are icqument immediately,

PYAM 1
Islesboro, January 14. 1913
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CLARENCE M. KNOWLTON.
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be comes again.
“
.w“ here
honest people pain
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Ur. Oliver Wendell
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very inter morning
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Used 102

years for internal and external ills.
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fresh-egg
wtatO, apple
to Bangor for the sellvegetables

the best
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It alleviates

and

colds,

For you must

jn Maine.
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depends largely upon
everyday subsistence,
Orrington in its turn,
ich upon Bangor for its
,r ;ts farm dressing, and
,mount of its push and
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coughs,
throat, colic,

sore

cuts, burns and bruises.

gor

i

25c and 50c

everywhere

,uld survive, of course,
but if their relative
turned about, the case
sadder for Orrington

r
r

1

f

to have beto modern
matter what the grocilers may charge for
ir retail, the price of
seems

an

sible adjunct
f

always

;

seven cents

a

Luted trom

from away down
way up in Old Town
quart —four cents by
c.-nts by the half-pint
-ummer and winter,
in Orrington or Old
far away as Veazie,
good and the hulled
V u can expect him to
the ice-cream man
his regular customers,
re welcome than the
im
or the
Sunday
at best, icecream was
while
to
those
jxury,
the habit, hullcorn is
same

Lippincotts.

—

f

Jeremiah G. Pottle died Jan. 20th in

Holmes.

A KNOWING PUPIL,

Teacher: “What is the meaning of the
word ‘leisure’?”
Pupil: "It is the name of the place

where married

people repent!”

condition of his health demanded his retirement from active work
altogether
He was a man thoroughly devoted to the
daily routine of his duties and to his domestic circle, having few
alliances or associations which took him
very far from
either, though he maintained a deep interest in civic affairs and was in everv
way a most highly esteemed citizen The
funeral services were held Jan 93d at
the late home, Rev. P. A. Allen
officiating. The pall bearers were E. H Rose
C. A. Rose, C. M. Walker and F l'
Shaw.

It is deserving of note that with
the
passing of Mrs. Catherine Chapin there
is taken from the Methodist
church of
Camden, if not from the church of the
State, its oldest member. From the age
of 18, Mrs. Chapin had been a
loyal
Methodist and Christian, and known
much of the hardships and successes
of
the pioneer church.
She had watched
the development ol the town for
nearly
a century, and was not slow
to take up
......

---

living,

Since

sne

looked forward with joy each summer to
her auto trip to North Sears
part, where
she had spent her vacations with her
son.
Even this last summer this littl"

ENCOURAGEMENT.

“Do you think,” inquired the Rev. Mr.
Snodgrass, “that my revival services
are having any practical effect?”
outing was as great an enjoyment to her
“Yes, some,” acknowledged Deacon as ever. Besides her many friends ,n
Southpaw: “the last sugar I bought of Camden, shr leaves two sons,
Capt.
grocer Smith was only two ounces Charles Chapin of
Camden, and Captain
short.”
George E. Chapin of North Searsporr
also a daughter, Mrs. C. W. Suttlp, and
are
many ways of
BUSINESS INSTINCT.
u ith milk, with cream,
two grandsons, J. E. Robinson of Vinai-molasses: and. nossia
During pause in the sermon the dea- haven, and Wm. P. Robinson of Caliof all, hullcorn and con leaned over and whispered to the fornia. The latter grandson was especminister:
a most fitting combiially fond of her, and has received the
"Remember you were going to say news of her decease with great sorrow.
something which the
Gilman would say is something about the high cost of liv- While there are many friends here who
mourn the departure of Mrs.
n in carbhydrates to
ing.”
Chapin,
“I haven’t forgotten it,” replied the yet it is comforting to know there are
cold weather, and to
“I’ll speak of that as soon as hosts of friends over the river awaiting
not weather—a steam minister.
her coming. —Camden Herald.
to the flabby the collection has been taken up.”
power
re a glow to
the eyes

i

;
i
i
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famous cook should
entireich the ancient. Con'hodists. Baptists and
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thrive, pray and
.rthern and eastern

flapjacks,
she

now

BOTH

was

which
wont

“Oh, that’s ail right,” replied Ben;

“but what about the
I

get home in time?
too,”

loud call for
It may be
to look for a dethe old industries
a

i

forefathers,

our

!

■

n <i

maniageable

aring of bold and

{
j

t

v

A
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Daily News.

I don’t
a

club,

more.”

Gry

ren

mornings
belong to

GOOD FOR ADULTS OR INFANTS.
Mike came to the doctor about nine
o’clock with the information that their
month-old baby would not sleep a wink.
The doctor gave Mike sleeping powders
for the baby. The next day he met
Mike on the street.
“Well how did the' powders work?”
asked the doctor.
“Them
powders, Doc,” answered
Mike,” sure did the trick.”
"Made the baby sleep, did they?”
“No, that they didn’t, Doc. We gave
the darlint a dose, just as you told me,
but it wouldn’t sleep at all,"at all; so we
just took a dose o’ thim powders oursils.
we did, and went right off to sleep, and
niver heard the darlint cry one bit any-

Maine.
|
j

announced their

morning.

fee. she burdock-root
coffee; an i the tea
: sir hardback shrubs
tree” made from
■us growths of the
■is the Indians used
when they went
ars

just

“When we are married,” said Belle,
“I shall expect you to shave every morning. It’s one of the rules of the club I
belong to that none of its members shall
marry a man who won’t shave every

ry.-ana-iraian
you forgotten the
which were
ns,
baby beech leaves
:rst t".th from their
ehiiiij the glazed coat-

(

please.”

engagement.

Hi,

!

if you

freeze,

dark meat,

MEMBERS.

Belle and lien had

other side would

tne

|

dressing,

blood

some

Florence, who was an ardent admirer
of her own vocal qualities, had been selected to sing a solo at a church entertainment.'
The following morning at the breakfast table she remarked to her younger
brother:
“Well, I never thought my voice would
fill that large hall.
“Neither did I,” answered her brother
unfeelingly. “I thought it would empty

cipes, dealing

•r.e

j

warm

LITTLE BROTHER SPEAKS.

■

ic'

nigger

That made his
Without

home of
She had
to two
stricken

varied experience
edibles, the writer it.”

j
i.

little

Remarked: “I’ll take

who first
Also, may bountiful
him who first mingled
stew, and thus proi.rwed and nourishing
ived ancestors.
-s

a

Swimming in the Nile
Appeared quite unexpectedly
A hungry crocodile,
Who, with a chill politeness

duties,

of farm

j

Mrs. Mark Hatch died Jan. 23d at the
J. W. Perkins in North Castine.

AN EPICURE.

Unto

fD- FLETCHER’S

TRUE

'ASTORIA

|

Jenkins,

a

LOYALTY.

newly wedded suburbanite,

kissed his wife good-by the other morning, and telling her he would be home at
n's Twister.
t
j six o’clock that evening, got into his
auto and started for town.
tison of the Boston
At six o'ciock no hubby had appeared,
'.yns the Cape cat and the little wife began to get nervous.
:-uilt for him at OsWhen the hour of midnight arrived she
sold by him in 1907,
,1
could bear the suspense no longer, so she
in the past week
["■
I aroused her father and sent him off to
Jr., of Brookline. the
telegraph office with six telegrams
'star. Mr. Thompson to as
!
many brother Elks living in town,
boats,
the
including
It,,
asking each if her husband was stopping
Jester, the Hanley with him overnight.
— power
day-cruiser
Morning came, and the frantic wife
r
built for him last had
t
received no intelligence of the miswith a two-cylinder
sing man. As dawn appeared, a farm
-''trine.
His
is,,
purchase wagon containing a farmer and the deref 1 mean a complete re- lict husband drove
p,
up to the house, while
be
intends
to equip
tioit
behind the wagon trailed the hrntenHe will down auto. Almost
ary power.
!(,,,
simultaneously came
cruiser on the Maine a
it
messenger boy with an answer to one
articularly well fitted of the telegrams, followed at intervals
an
|i,,.'
exceptionally
five others. All of them read:
such luxuries as a by
liit,;fv
John is spending the night with
“Yes,
gs
under
the tran- me.”
».
<
:i
had
her
fitted
I
with
ft
grub lockers, etc.,
ps.f
ADVANCE NEWS.
ton to making the
(.,
Sizzler is now laid
j:
Joseph Jefferson, the actor, tells the
It
North Plymouth.— following story about his father, the late
Joseph Jefferson, so well-beloved by all
® hor
T
ompson will include theatre-goers.
[t;
For a long time before his death, Mr.
d call next summer.
Jefferson was very sensitive upon the
subject of his retirement from the stage.
When he wasplaying in one of the Southern cities a paper came out with the
news that he had decided to leave the
fi'
u !
Journal Readers Are footlights at the expiration of his engagement in that city.
•'uty of the Kidneys.
Mr. Jefferson resented the printing of
!
the kidneys’ duty.
such a story, and the reporter who had
,jo this the
kidneys are brought it in was called upon to tell how
he got it.
“Why,” he explained, “the city editor
kidney ills may follow;
told me to see Joseph Jefferson and ask
do their work.
him if it were true that he was soon to
',,ey

j

fittIR OlIV.

Pills—the

tested

kidney

endorse their worth.
'Vaido avenue, Belfast,
B
1

in

1 <■'

Sidney

nej B

are

“Well,” he

him?”
Me.,

Pills whenever

not

working right'
short time. We keep
house all the time. I
gladly

me

“ “

in

PraiBe of Doan’s Kidand consider
them the beat
to he
had.”
ib

STlNrrfvY
at

Lame—Remember
S8k

for

the

kidney •’emefrir DOAN’S KIDNEY
Mr. Robinson bad—the
8

testimony.
rr«t6r.Lh“rr"'
urn

retire.”

60c. at all

Co., Propa., Buffalo,

was

asked, “did

“No,” he replied; “I

you see

went to his hotel
and sent my card up to bis room, and it
was sent back with this written on it:

been in her usual good health up
weeks before, when she was
with a shock that caused her
death. She was born in Castine and the
greater part of her life was spent on the
farm where she died.
Up to about 12
years ago, when her husband died, they
owned this farm, which was known as
the Hatch farm, and were very prosperous farmers, kind
neighbors, and had
made a host of friends. She leaves one
daughter. Mrs. Addie Bachelder of Verona, who has the sympathy of the entire
community in her great loss.

Rufus C. Barton

called to Vina!the death of his
mother, Harriet M., wife of Thomas
Barton, at the age of 73 years, from
heart failure, following an attack of the
grip. She leaves three sons, a daughter,,and a brother, Rufus Conway, who
lives at Hurricane. One son, Edward
Barton, is a resident of Islesboro.
haven

last week

was

by

Charles Folsom died Jan'. 17th in East
Dixmont at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. A. L. Croxford. The funeral service was held there Jan. zuth, Kev. r.
S. Dollitf officiating, nd the burial was
in the family lot in Knowlton cemetery,

Newburgh.
Vena E.,

wife of Daniel C. Griffin,
died Jan 20th, at her home in South Freedom.
She leaves a husband ar.d young
daughter, besides one brother, Robert,
of Winslow, and one sister, Vesta, wife
of George W, Bridges of Unity.

was

Asked for by a

LIFE’S STRUGGLE
WITH ILLNESS

1

Correspondent.

By the courtesy of Nathan Gould,

to whose fund of local historical
data there really seems to be no limit,
we are enabled to
print the appended
copy of the “War of 1812 poem,™ asked
for by a correspondent recently. Tne
patriotic outburst has often been inquired for, and has always been of much
interest to antiquarians, especially those
interested in Portland history. It is a
particularly interesting clipping for the
Bcrap book.—Portland Argus.

Esq.,

YE

;

1

Euphemia, Ohio.—“Because of total
ignorance of how to care for myself
when verging into womanhood, and from
taking cold when going to school, I suffered from a displacement, and each
month I had severe pains and nausea
which always meant a lay-off from work
for two to four days from the time 1

PARLIAMENT OF ENGLAND.

16 years old.
I went to Kansas to live with my sister and whije there a doctor told me of
the Pinkham remedies but I did not use
them then as my faith in patent medicines was limited. After my sister died
I came home to Ohio to live and that
has been my home for the last 18 years.
“The Change of Life came when I was
47 years old and about this time I saw
my physical condition plainly described
in one of your advertisements. Then I
|
began using Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg-

You next impressed our seamen.
And of them slaves you made.
You then insulted Rogers
While cruising on the main,
And had we not delared a war
You’d do it o’er again.

frigates were but
Yankees could not fight,

And

our

few

Until brave Hull, the Guv-riere took
And banished from your sight
The W asp then took the Frolic—
You nothing said to that,
The Poictiers being on the line
Of course she took her back.
1

Then next you sent your Boxer
To box us all about,
But we’d an Enterprising brig
That beat your Boxer out.
We boxed her up to Portland
And moored her off the town,
To show the Sons of Liberty
The Boxer of renown.

Ontario,

The lake not known before,
Your British squadron beat complete,
Some took, some run ashore.
Then your brave Indian Allies,
You styled them by that name
Until you turned their tomahawks
And Savages became.
For your mean insinuations,
They despised you from their souls,
And joined the Sons of Liberty,
That scorned to be controlled.

will enforce

our

Do

us
not

our

commerce,

men;

Give up all claims to Canada,
Then we’ll have peace again.
Then England, we’ll respect you.
And treat you as a friend.
Respect our flag and citizens,
Then all these wars will end.

“I live on my wits.”
“I guess so. You don’t look well fed.”
“I really believe you married me for
my money.
“You’re wrong. I married you because I thought you would
let me have
some of it.”

but he took the name of the
whom he was adopted at the
age of 4. After teaching school several
years he came to Springvale nearly 30
years ago to take a position with the
Advocate, which he later purchased.
Mr. Dexter was prominent in church
and
temperance work and in fraternal
orders. He was a member of the Springvale Free Baptist Church, past grand
chief templar of the Good
of
Allen

woman

by

Templars

Maine, past grand commander of the
Golden Cross and member of the su‘Mr. Jefferson has retired.’
preme commandery, past State coun.ilor
“So. you;see, I had good authority for of the Junior Order of United American
the Btory.”—January Lippincott’s.
Mechanics, and was a member of Springvale Lodge, F. & A. M.; Ruth Chapter.
O. E. S.; White Rose Chapter, R. A! M.
$100 PER PLATE
Friendship Lodge, I. O. 6. F. Ruhamah
was paid at a
banquet to Henry Clay, in?New Rebekah Lodge; Fluellen Tribe, LOR
Orleans in 1842. Mighty costly for those with M., and T. F. Boylen Lodge, N. E. O.
stomach trouble or indigestion. To day people P. He was for two years superintendent of schools at Sanford.
everywhere use Dr. King's New Life Pills for
to survived by his wife,
these troubles as well as liver, kidney and .He
formerly
Miss Isidora Horne of Springvale; a son
bowel disorders. Easy, safe, aura. Only 28 Frank of
Lewiston, and a brother who
Cta. at all druggists.
resides in Massachusetts.

been used

by

the people with

satisfaction for more than EO
years. Medical Book sent free.
fob
Prlco
Ho.
1 Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
2 Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease. .25
3 Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infanta.25
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
3 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
9 Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
10 Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13 ('roup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14 Salt Kheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
15 Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
10 Fever and Ague, Malaria...25
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal.25
10 Catarrh. Influenza, Cold in Head.25
20 Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
21 Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
27 Kidney Disease.
25
20 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
SO Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34 Sore Throat. Quinsy
25
—

77

...

..

Grip, Hay Fever and Sommer Colds.35

receipt of prios.
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Op—■

■old

by druggists,

or

sent

on

William and Ann Street*. New York.
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For Infants

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Signature
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Always Bought
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Season

CATrLE

STATE.

Professor Campbell of University of Maine
Says it Equals Western States.
That the State of Maine offers opportunities for cattle raising which equal,
if they do not surpass, those of the
western states is the opinion of Professor

Percy

A.

of Maine.

Campbell

of the

o

could

present time, however, a large amount
of pasture and grazing land in the west
has been given over to more intensive
cultivation. As a result the western
farmer can no longer allow his cattle to

the fields uncared for,
but is
obliged in raising his beef stock to exercise the same care and attention that.is
necessary in theeast.
Statistics show that the percentage of
farm lands in Maine is 32.9 and that the
average value of this land is $13.73. The
total number of cattle in the State is
256,532. Thus an average of 9.163 acres
would be available for each head.
In
addition to this farm land, there are
uncultivated
tracts
which could
large
easily be converted into excellent pasturroam

age.

According

to Professor

Campbell, the

oj
i

and

SALESMEN.

The Mars Hill View used the

following
importance of advertising:
exchange tells the story of a boy

to show the
“An

was

to market with

sent

a

sack full

The Only Successful Treatment

For Liquor
and

Drug Using
It Destroys the Craving
No Nausea or Sickness
No Confinement
No Prostration

T.

ol

our arms

We miss

TELEPHONE 2224

PRINTED

her face

On earth there is

fill

now

vacant

U

_

without

we are

For the

To bear
To

our

waiting only

surrmons

us

to that

that

will come,

City,

eternal home.

Will meet her at the
Where death

portals,

can never

come.

particulars apply

robed immortal.
And greet
In that bright, Eden home.
Mrs. L. A. Partridge,

Chas. F.

Brewer, Me.
GRANITE

STATE

FIRE

INSURANCE

December 31, 1912.
Real estate. $
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and

bank.
balances.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.W

Total

Jas.

The

45,000 00
10,100 00
935,295 50
60,951 51
97,801 88
11,203 34

p.

all liabilities.

DR. E. H. BOYINGTOH

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

will

give-

2 o’clock

m.

CHARLES P. CONNORS. Sec.
ALBERT H. ANDERSON,desk

3t3

The Committee on Agriculture will give n
Public Hearing in the Financial Affairs Room
No. 115 (fourth floor) State House, Augusta, or
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5th. at 2 p. m„ on the
following Acts and Resolves:
No. 4.

I

Resolve

for the

protection

of trees

»nd shrubs from the introduction and ravages
)f dangerous insects and diseases.
No. 5.
An Act to amend Section 1 of Chapter 195 of the Public Laws of 1911 relating to
the appointment of a live stock sanitary comnissioner.
C. M. CONANT, Chairman.
O. M. RICHARDSON, Sec y.

LOUIS O. HASKELL, Clerk.

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting ^glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE

Committee

November.

16,309 05
200,000 00
331,904 74

W. H. Lord, Agent, Winterport.
B. B. Sanborn, Agent, Stockton Springs.
3w5

Thompson.

No. 20.
An act to provide for the regulation
and supervision of Investment
Companies.
No. 15. Resolve proposing Amendment to
Constitution changing September election to

liabilities and surplus.$l,16o,352 23
Pattee & Sen, Agents, Belfast.

EYE

1

to

LEGAL AFFAIRS.
on Legal A Hairs
public hearings as follows:
THURSDAY, January 30, 1913, at

Assets

Surplus

>'

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES

COMPANY, PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

over

R

One
of the finest residences in Belfast—containing
12 rooms and a hath. Hot
and cold water in six sleeping
rooms.
Excellent closet and
accommodations.
Fine
storage
For other
stable connected.

her,

chair,

our Father, He has called her,
To those blest mansions fair.

Now

ON

For Sale

other,

no

_

a

MATTER

r:c- mole

gentle mother.
her smiling face.

Home is lonely

MiB.

Portland, Maire

.-.:co Usiro
Home Ren.-dies for T
and Nerv.v sr.ess

our

T'V

MORR.SSEY. M.D..

love erf.,id her,

we see

We miss

B.

151 Congress Street

In memory dear we hold her,
Our mother gone before

Though

Collapse

tional and honest methods
and a comfor*abie h -me

LIBBY.

In

or

General health improves from the
beginning. Healthful surroundings, skilled physi-uar..-. ra-

ELIZABETH

IN MEMORIAM OF MRS.

I WILL BE AT
successful stock raiser of the future
will be the one who can raise enough Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m., February 6th.
feed to last through the winter.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, February 6th.
or this purpose the conditions in Maine
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. m., Feb. 7th.
are excellent, as good crops of com,
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m., Feb. 7th.
oats
and
clover, hay, barley,
green Bellows House, Freedom, Saturday a. m., Febcan
be
secured.
easily
vegetables
ruary 8th.

freen

~|

_

University Agents’

year3 ago
beef much more cheaply than it
be raised in the east. At the

0.

DAY

n-j
Boats
I
Trains
U
Special Rates

an

produce

jj

to 12 p. m,

a. m.

In
article in “The North- Interest and rents.
east” he says that the reason this indusGross assets. $1,160.352 23
try has not developed faster is that the
Admitted assets.$1,160,352 23
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
people of Maine are slow to realize their
Net unpaid losses. $
52,593 60
opportunity.
Unearned premiums.
559,544 84
A few
the west was able to

1

L

Tickets, 50c. and $1.00

Open from 10

her

MAINE EXCELLENT

p

Evenings 25c.

But

Half-Century.

H.

PROGRAMME

Afternoons 10c.

There is

IA
CASTOR
and Children.

7

ADMISSION:

who

“1 hear there's a white hope who will
box Jack Johnson any time.”
“Who is he?”
“He’s an undertaker.”

o

originally Frank

NEW

=

board",

1856,

]

j

The name—Doan’s
inspires confidence—
Doan’s Kidney Pills for kidney ills. Doan’s
Ointment for skin itching.
Doan’s Regulets
or a mild laxative.
Sold at all drug stores.

but Impressive Services Held for
Islesboko, Jan. 22-At the Parent- Simple
Mrs. Balentine.
Teacher meeting, held a week
in
ago,
the high school building, Dr. B. E LarSimple but impressive services were
rabee gave a talk on Food Values. As I helu in the
chapel Jan. 22nd as the final
only a few were present it was decided honor to the
memory of Mrs. Elizabeth
to have the leclure repeated at Dark
Harbor, this Monday night, and tne Abbott Balentine, the beloved registrar
meeting was adjourned after an inform- of the University of Maine, whose death
al talk for the gooc of the associatioi. occurred Saturday.
The meeting held last nigh: in the Dark
The chapel was filled with students,
Harbor grammar schoo building, v. as members of the faculty, and friends of
the most successful held since the associ- Mrs. Balentine. The services were
openation was organized. There were tit tv- ed with music, after which President
four peopie present. In the absence of Emeritus Fernald offered prayer. ResoStewart Grindle, the pres lent, Leslie E. lutions voicing the genuine sorrow of the
Smith, a member of the school
| students were then read and were folpresided. Miss Adelia J. Webber, princi- lowed by the tribute of the members of
of
the
Pendleton
ar
pal
gramrt
school,first the faculty, read by Dean J. N. Hart.
gave an outline of the work of this organ- In a brief address President Robert J.
ization as accomplished by toe Calais Par- Aley testified to the loyalty and generent-Teacher Association, or e of the most osity of Mrs. Balentine. The bearers
successful in this State. Miss Webber were James A. Gannett, Frank Oak,
visited one of the meetings of this asso- Professor Charles P. Weston, Professor
ciation during the Christmas recess and William F. Schoppe, Carl H. Lekberg,
made a general investigation of the and Professor Truman L. Hamlin.
work done there. Temporary chairmen
The resolutions adopted by the faculty
of five committees
were
appointed: were as follows:
“The niece of the first President of the
Legislative committee, Leslie Smith;
educational
committee, Mrs. Jennie college; the wife of one of the earliest
Thorne Johnson of the Ryder district and most respected Professors; the Secschool; school improvement committee, retary to the President and Faculty; the
Miss Beulah Philbrook, principal of the University Registrar; No one knew the
High school; social committee, Mrs. university better, nor served it more
Harry Babbidge; press committee, Mrs. faithfully, than Elizabeth Abbott BalenB. E. Larrahee. After the business was tine.
rliRnnspri of. Dr. T.arrahpo craxn.
“As members of the Faculty, we wish
instructive talk, beginning with the true to put on record our appreciation of her
definition of food, and giving a brief character and services, and to express
comparison of the foods used in early the sense of personal loss which comes
Bible times, and those of the different to every one of us. Her industry will be
Mediterranean racer, with the foot's used our inspiration, her courage our cheer,
at the present time in this country. The and her unselfish life will compel our aduses and abuses of food were taken
up miration while her memory endures.”
and the relative value of expensive and
Mrs. Elizabeth Abbott Balentine was
inexpensive foods were illustrated upon born in Norridgewock July 26, 1855.
the blackboard with a table showing the After her marriage on November 23,
coloric values per pound. The meeting 1882, to Walter Balentine, professor of
was adjourned at ten o’clock, and all agriculture in the Maine State College,
felt that a very satisfactory
beginning she came to Orono. On the death of her
had been made.
husband in 1894, Mrs. Balentine was
made secretary to President Harris.
FRANK H. DEXTER DEAD.
Two years later she became secretary
to the faculty and last year was made
Springvale, Me., Jan. 23.
Frank H. registrar of the University.
Dexter, editor and publisher of the
Springvale Advocate for 25 years, died
early this morning of a disease of the
Over
heart.
He was born at Malden, Mass., Feb. 2.
Humphreys* Specifics have
and his name was

j

of rabbits, lingering around town all day
"What’s your nationality?”
and coming back without selling them.
“Half Scotch and half Celt-sir.”
When asked by bis mother why he had
not sold the rabbits, he said no one asked
“1 was in jail last night and they had him what was in the sack.
How many
to bail me out.”
of our merchants are like this little boy?
"What was the matter?”
They have plenty of goods for sale but
“1 was full.
fail to tt 11 the people what is in the sack.
If you expect to sell goods in this day
and age, you must open your sack and
“I have a friend who owes me and who
the merits of your stock in
is now out in British Columbia.
He keep shouting
trade.”
wrote me a letter recently to explain
Reading the foregoing reminded me of
that he would pay up as soon as he struck
another and a different boy who dealt in
it rich.
He is prospecting in the Sawrabbits so long ago as W. L. Sampson
tooth peaks.
He closed the letter by
had his marble shop in the American
saying that although the thermometer House block. I was
standing in the door ;
often dropped to 30 degrees below zero,
of my drug store in Mayo’s block when a
he expected to keep warm this winter as
came along with a most disreputable 1
he is camping out on
“a mountain boy
looking dead rabbit and wanted me to
range.”
buy it. I told him I didn’t can to buy,
but he was so insistent that my sus“Why do the leaves of a book stay to- picions were aroused and I asked him,
“Who said I wanted to buy a rabbit?” j
gether?”
and he replied “A man in the marble
“They are bound to rio that.”
shop at the lower end. He said you
not to want it but if 1
would
“Waiter, this coffee is nothing but hung onpretend
you would take it.” He was a
mud.”
salesman, displaying his stock in
“Yes, sir; certainly, sir. It was ground good and
trade,
hanging on, and although he
this morning."
didn’t sell his rabbit to me, it wasn’t
his fault—nor Sampson’s, and if he is
“Did that man tell you how much alive and well today 1 am sure he is a
“live wire” at something. -L. P. Evans
money he had?”
of Dover in the Piscataquis Observer.
“Nope. He has untold wealth.

FUNERAL OF BELOVED REGISTRAR.

iSLESBOKC

1

gether.”

free trade and commerce,

impress

Numbers.

Grand Army Night
Baby Show
Dolls’ Congress

t

TWO

These laws by Heaven were made,
That Yankee ships in time of peace,
In any pert should trade.

Grant

|

“There is said to be more honor among
horse thieves than any other.”
“What makes you think so?”
“Well, they nearly always hang to-

peace.

o

Dancing Every Evening.
Free Gifts Every Day.

“Do you obey the Bible injunction to
love your neighbor?”
“I try to but she won’t let me.”

For Yankee ships are building fast,
Our navy to increase,

They

Musical

on

Use every endeavor.
a

U

-AT-

LFine

several counters.”

sons of Britain,
Far distanr. is the day
When you’ll regain by British force.
What you iost in America,
Go tell your King and Parliament,
By all the world 'tis known,
That British force by sea and land
By Yankees is o’erthrown.

make

February 11-15,1913,1
Orchestra Concerts Afternoon and Evenings,
Prominent Speakers.

[From The Atchison Globe.]
man walked into a store and
inquired if they had an adding machine.
“No,” said the head clerk, “but we’ve

Lament you

1

BELFAST, MAINE,

Belfast Opera House.

A young

Your commerce will annoy.
The Essex in the south seas.
Will put out all your lights.
The flag that waves at her mast head
Is free trade and sailor’s rights.

to

Food Fair)

=

VAUDEVILLE JOKES.

Our Rogers in the President
Will burn, sink, and destroy.
The Congress on the Brazil coast

And strive

one

and after childbirth.”—Miss Evelyn
Adelia Stewart, Euphemia, Ohio.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

And then upon Lake Erie
Brave Perry had some fun.
You own he beat your naval force
And caused them for to run.

Whilst Chauncy

Compound

and I cannot tell you
the relief it gave me in the
any
first three months.
It put me right
where I need not lay off every month
and during the last 18 years I have not
paid out two dollars to a doctor, and have
been blest with excellent health forawowoman of my age and I can thank Lydia
E. Pi nkham’sVege table Compound for it.
Since the Change of Life is over I
have been a maternity nurse and being
wholly self-supporting I cannot over
estimate the value of good health. I
have now earned a comfortable little
home just by sewing and nursing since
I was 52 years old. 1 have recommended
the Compound to many with good resuits, as it is excellent to t^ke before

The next your Macedonian,
No finer ship could swim,
Decatur took her gilt work off,
And then, he sent her in.
The Java by a Yankee ship
Wan sunk von all must know.
The Peacock, fine in all her plume
By Lawrence down did go.

on

etable

or

I

BELFAST

|

was

You first confined our commerce
And said our ships shan’t trade,

You thought

I

Mrs. Stewart Tells How She
Suffered from 16to45 years
old—How Finally Cured.

Ye Parliament of England,
You Lords and Commons, too,
Consider well what you're about.
And what you mean to do.
You’re now at war with Yankees;
I’m sure you’ll rue the day
You roused the Sons of Liberty
In North America.

■

;

1812.

THE WAR OF

Rockland, aged 80 years, 2 months and
16 days.
He was a native of Lincotnville, but in early life resided in Montville, whence be removed to Camden and
engaged in the tailoring business. Forty
years ago he went to Rockland and in
partnership with F. C. Knight organized
the tailoring firm of Pottle &
Knight
The partnership lasted four years after
whicii Mr. Pottle engaged for a’ short
time in the grocery business. The
vocation of tailoring appealed more
strongly
to him, however, and for
many years he
was with E. H. Rose.
Retiring from the
latter s employ he engaged in business
for himself, on a modest
scale, until the

ANODYNE

o''

i-ier

RECENT DEATHS.

JOHNSON?!

hi"' <wic«
by the door
hull corn;

passed

»’tr.

___a_

—

^THE H^LLCORN

WAN ItU
L1EALTHY AMERICAN WOMAN-26 to 40
1

(Protestant) as working housekeeper
family of two in Boston, Mass. Good wages*
tind treatment. Exceptionally good position
for right party. For particulars inquire of
MRS. FRANK A. CUSHMAN,
No. 19 Congress St., Belfast, Me.
2t4p
—

n

CAUTION NOTICE
hereby forbid all persons trusting or harwring my wife, Minnie L. Roberts, on my
iccount, after this date, Jan. 22,1913
FREEMAN E. ROBERTS.
2*4
Belfast, Me.
I

Journal

The Republican

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1913.
PI-BUSHED

The

Jan. 15th

THURSDAY

EVERY

Republican Jour.

■CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

[

The Monhegan lobster law calls for

Years of

a

close time on the crustaceans within two
miles of the island from June 26th to

Albee, proprietor of the Monhegan
Pub. Co; House, a summer hotel on Monhegan island, appeared before the committee on
sea and shore fisheries at Augusta in adManager

amendment to the law so that
vocacyof
summer residents and others on the island
an

f

Advertising Terms,

or

one

square,

one

Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
In advance, $2.00 a
Si rscription Terms.
for three
year: $1.00 for six months: 50 cents
oaths.
___

The enormous sum of $60,000*000 has
been voted for good roads in New York.
If the peas all come up now, .what’ll
we do in June? —Poston Globe.
Plant some

more.

to take

right

shall have the

enough

for

immediate food purposes from June 25th
to Sept. 15th. This is opposed by the
fishermen. At the hearing Mr. Albee

offered to bet that

an

equal number of

lobster fishermen had more
money than the members of the committee had, but no one took up the wager.
in favor of

retaining present conditions.

glad that Helen Gould is mar- It is like the conditions in the country at
ried, as the daily papers can now turn large. It is admittedly more prosperous
their attention to other matters.
than ever before, yet the Democrats
changes in the tariff which are
The Androscoggin county grand jury propose
more likely to check than to advance the
reported 82 indictments last Monday,
present prosperity.
practically all for larceny and nuisance.
We

are

The Outlook says that oleomargarine
is better than butter; and yet the associate editor poses as a friend of the

has

one

Aroostook county, which has
nearly equal to that of Massachusetts,
the 49th State of the Union.
A bill has been

22nd,

Jan.

in the legisclose time on bull

presented

ple

polls

at the

expressed

as

witnessed

the

was never

promotors should be held in life-long
contempt. 1 he Democrats, with the aid

Progressives, had unseated
Representative Farrar of Ripley, on the
ground that as a postmaster and federal
officer he had no right to a seat in the
ttie two-leggea Kina.
house; but at Wednesday night’s session,
after telling speeches from B, rtram L.
have
The weather this winter is said to
Smith of Patten and Wilbur D. Spencer
been very favorable for gum hunters,
of Berwick, the house voted, 77 to 69, to
is
It
a
day.
who have averaged $3 to $4
reconsider the action whereby Repreestimated that io,000 pounds of spruce
sentative Farrar was unseated and he
Maine.
in
harvested
gum are annually
Restored to membership.
was thereby
The pickers receive from 15 to 20 cents
Four members of the Democratic party,
providing

1 ature

for

a

of certain

for four years from Oct. 15, 1913;
but it is understood to have no political
significance. There is no close time on
moose

an

ounce.

The Democrats are planning a big cut
'in the wool tariff-from GO per cent ad
Under
valorem to near 20 per cent.
former Democratic low tariffs the number and value of sheep was reduced nearly one half, and that would no do„bt be
the result now.
Here is

interesting

an

item from the

current issue of Farm and Fireside:
"Last year the gross income of the Steel
Trust was about $700,000,003. But the
last year
gross income of the farmers
from poultry and eggs was $750,000,000
—$535,000,000 for eggs alone.”

Gov. Haines is reported
from

the

grip;

but

as

recovering

Cumberland and

Lisbon,

vote with their

Ala wrong; but Representatives
C. Wheeler of Paris and 0. M. Richardson of Canton, who were elected to

right

legislature

of Gov. Haines
has been followed by raids on liquor selJers in several counties, with the promise of more to come. Last Thursday
two dray leads of liquors of all kinds,

traitor.

most.y

tottlea

ana

saiu

lo

ee

Bar

all, were seized at
Lest week more than $7,000

$1,000

worth

goods

in

j

tled there and their methods of inten-

sive cultivation had shown what might
be done; and in the past these neglected

supplied large

f arms had

families with

all they needed and theirownbeen in comfortable circum-

had

stances, while their present owners

These

$25.00. Sale price

<

<

Misses Suits were $15.00. Sale price

<

are

only

Big Reduction

A

Waists were

Big Reduction

few of

a

the money saving

(Open Evenings)

on

on

Dress Skirts.

Furs and

J

{

Millinery.

STORE,
<

OF THE COUNTRY
SCHOOL.
*

No other school requires of its teacher a
greater versatility chan does the rural school.
While the schools of this kind are
usually
smaller than village or city schools
they

October, showed that the first settlers took
steps very early to have preaching, and what
is true of Foxcroft is probably true of every
town in Maine. And this was not because of
any sickly sentiment; it was because the citi-

a

skill

much wider range of
in

passing through

these

This

alone is a requirement not easily met, since
methods of teaching little children are radically different from those adapted to older pupils.
To be fully prepared for all the subjects ap-

per

farm.

hvptho-p

The

themselv.es.

inenmu

whole amount
and

paid

teed

out

was

for

and

was

Court of

jaw with ulation to advertisers was discussed at
igth, and it was the general
that the result would be that

opinion

merchants in the smaller cities and towns
would be spurred to greater efforts to retain their tr ade. While the sentiment of

the country publishers is largely against
the parcel post, it was conceded that if
the country merchant takes advantage
he will be able to
of his

opportunities,
the competition

living
man

hand

from

had had

no

a

settled,

and

even more so

because of

ble

conditions.

But any one who thinks the churches reliberal support; who thinks people as a
whole show their appreciation of what the
church has done and is doing for their community by liberal and prompt contributions
for it should become connected with the business

end of

sons

a

low
!
;

church.

through
barnyard

the

incompetent handling

manure

This

who wouldn’t

as

for self

dollars and cents of

weight.
pounds a day,

a year. Just think of this, merely as a byproduct." Another paragraph attracted

the trusts and on the railroads.
or transHave products been cheapened
facilities improved? We are

portation

of the New York,
Hartford and New Haven R. R. of its
trnllpy lines has had the contrary effect;
certain
that the cost of travel between
as well as the
points has b< en increased,
of changes. The
expense and number
of
up its steamer lines reto id that the

divesting

was

this:

“It wasn’t

a

horse.

matter of course as he

a

iff under the last Cleveland administration dealt a blow to the sheep industry
from which it has never

fully recovered;

other uses that will support three or
four or a dozen sheep, you will find it so
occupied, and on the larger estates sheep
meat for domestic

supply
kept
| c onsumption. Here, of course, there
is plenty of land available—land that is
Virgil G. Eaten of the Bangor Daily
remarkable practically valueless for other purposes.
News is the author of some
We have no data at hand as to the numfish stories, but his far-reaching memory
ber of sheep in Waldo county, but as our
—or should we say, fertile imagination?
from the correspondents occasionally report the
—has been eclipsed by a yarn
Ad- arrival of a wool buyer in the towns, and
Mariner’s
The
Viand of Bluenoses.
and
published the local markets have native mutton
vocate recently received
an in- and lamb for sale, it is evident that some
read
have
“I
item:
the following
Whether
in your of our farmers keep sheep.
fish
of
singing
teresting account
are

to

their numbers could be profitably increased we are unable to say, but the
a
‘Frost matter is worth considering.
Nova Scotia. It is known as the
like a
Fish’ because it may be frozen
SEAKSMONTin water in
if
but
of
placed
ice,
Mrs. George Kelso, who has been with her
lump
and
out
thaws
that condition it soons
Bister, Mrs. Merrick Tibbetts, in Keene, N. H.,
The
ever.
for the past few weeks, has returned home....
swims around as vigorously as
to The sick folks in the village are on the mendnatives make use of this property
The fish is caught, ing hand_There was a dance at Dirigo Hall,
make ice cream.
In
cream.
night, Jan. 22nd. The attendance
frozen, and placed in the
and Wednesday
thawing out, it freezes the cream
was small, but a very pleaaant time was enjoybeat
I
time
its movements at the same
ed by those present.
it smooth.
paper.

It recalled to

me

the memory of

rather remarkable fish

.Ihe mixture

making

we

have in

Toledo, )

)"

Public.

I

CALL AND SEE.

seldom

Variety Store,-78 Main

village

or city teacher, while many
country children will not have

the

greater burdens and responsibilities laid

SS.
Suprenu
January Term, 191

w

[Isaac Bassett Choate, though a native of
the State of Maine, is for the most part a resident of the State of Massachusetts, where he
has his home at 99 Pinckney St
He was born
at South utisfield (Naples) on July 12, 1833;
was
a
graduate from Bowdoin College in

And

brated

in

of

many

his

songs,

las

hat

The railroad

man

is allowed

it

Children Cry

gists.

LCASTOR
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j

notice of the j.-

tested copy of r.hi

here appear, and
hall see cause.
Attest:

j

an-

GK>

>.

(ABSTRACT Ol
Replevin writ, one
bucket, weight about i
Ad damnum $500.
Writ dated June is.
ind entered at the Se{
:»f replevin.
Plaintiff’s Attorney,
and. Me.
A true copy of the 0:
>tract of the Writ.
Attest: GEt>

j

|
j

WANT'D
GIRLS

1

TO WORK

Apply

to V

!

:RENCHB0R0 LAND

was it when was young and fair
The century now worn and old,
When Destiny led gently there
To life’s bright hounds a favored pair
With gifts of price untold.

So

Dock Foot of M

TO R

How eagerly with listening ear
The world was waiting for a song!
Some poet’s lull-toned voice to hear
Ring out its gladness loud and clear,—
So had it waited long.

oi

j

Jhurch street, i
4,f
No. 17 e

:

Northerly

minstrels sang of old,
“The perfect world by Adam trod;”
One bard the Golden Legend told,
One took his theme from age of gold:—
With song they fared abroad.

These sang,

!

cr

notice

mccessively in The K
wiper printed at Hi
kVa Ido. the last, puMU
ourteen days tr■
lourt, to he Roden a
he County of Wah.o
\pril, 191.”, that said o

as

Dr.

One wailed the grief of Israel’s king.
Dark woes of parricidal strife;
The other, gently comforting
Poor human hearts, did softly sing
The world’s sweet Psalm ot Life.

half

j

W7C. I®
DENT

)3 MAIN STREET,

Munjoy

still greets the morning gray,
Still liramhall watches late and long;
The fair town seated by the bay
Holds in her heart of hearts to-day
Her gifted sons of song.
—Isaac Bassett Choate.

New V al

j

...

no

Behind Chocorua’s crest.

j

...

had

j

ibstmct of th.» pi a

Twombly Grant, wife of Everett Grant, these are c ntained in 1 is, “With Birds
formerly of Monroe, had passed away at her and Flowers,” published in 1895. Among
who will not make a
do not pay anything, home in Somerville, Mass., with pneumonia. his published writings ore ‘Wells of F.nglish,”
She was the daughter of John and Emma
1882; “Obe^d, the Camel Driver,” 1899; and
expect the church to pay its bills I am not inHe has done much
Her remains were brought here “Apollo's Guest,” 1907.
formed, and yet they do expect this, and if Twombly.
editorial writing and has contribute 1 much to
Much sympathy is exthe church should have to suspend its work and laid in the tomb.
tended to the bereaved parents and husband. periodicals. A few years ago, when a memorbecause of non-support they would be disShe leaves a little son..
Everyone is anxious ial number of the New York Home Journal,
pleased and very likely blame the church offor snow to come for many reasons. Wood- established by N. P. Wilds and George P. Moreials for incompetency.
ris, was published, many of the contributors to
When William H. Vanderbilt wras at the piles are low—much sickness prevails, due in
head of the Vanderbilt system he put a fast part to many sudden changes in the weather. that periodical signalized the event by approtrain on between New York and Chicago which t ...Mrs. Herbert Cooper has returned from a priate articles in prose and verse. That which
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. follows was one of them.— Pastor Felix.)
was not profitable and he proposed to discon- 1
Simpson in Belfast-Monroe Lodge, No.
tinue it.
I
When this became known a newspaper re- 136, I. O. O. F., held a public installation Jan.
Tides running swift in storms and calms.
17th
at
their
were
hall.
The
officers
installing
Past rocky headlands, ledges lone,
porter interviewed Mr. Vanderbilt and urged
Dist. Dept. Grand Master McMahan and E. F.
Are nowhere stayed with softer charms
him to continue the train, saying, when Mr.
Than where the flood’s caressing arms
Littlefield
as Grand Marshal.
work
was
The
Vanderbilt explained that it was not profitable,
Round Falmouth Neck are thrown.
done in a very able manner,with the assistance
“you should keep it on because the people
of the members of Monroe Lodge to fill their
Munjoy stands gazing down the bay,
want it.” Mr. Vanderbilt replied: “The people
Off on the ocean’s open breast,
After installation the members marchbe d-d; if they want the train they must staff.
For coming light keeps lookout aye.
to
ed
to
the
room
for
refreshments
dining
Bramhall sees it fade away
And
[numamc.
jjauuiiu.c it anu llior.c
a

suggest'

riven to the said de*,

regularly.
Just how the people
definite pledge, or who

hv Mr. Gilbert, and where

on

Pendleton,
of servir■
of thi
igent. or attorney

least not

music furnished

now

‘J

vs.
ieI• iward S. IVn

Melds 8.
he time
labitant

of

Some

{
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\ E. RickneU

1862; and was admitted to the Cumberland
Bar in 18G5.
Mr. Choate is a gifted and versatile writer, a great lover f the birds and
flowers, which he has described and cele-
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BORDER STATE BALLADS.

their

what they felt able to
the loose collections; others who would
wait until the end of the y :-ar arid see how

!

MRS. E. A. MUDGETT

of only twenty-seven or eight
weeks.
Advocates of the rural school say that the
greater demands on the rural teacher ought to
produce for her a salary at least as high as
not

greater freedom
of speech than the church official, but the grand collation was served. The officers are
N. G., Ed Gilbert; V. G., Leslie White; Recordsame fact holds true in the church as in the
railroad—if the people want the church to ing Sec’y, A. F. Durham; Financial Sec’y,
Franklin Chase; Chaplain, Wilder Parker;
run they must contribute to its support.
MORRILL.
There is a lamentable feature of the situation Treasurer, F. L. Palmer; Right and Left SupMr. Forest White, who is employed as a
which I have not touched—the business stand- porter- of N. G., Frank Littlefield and Eivin
draughtsman in Montreal, Canada, spent a few
Dickey; Right and Left Supporter of V. G.,
I ing of the church.
at
home
C.
B.
Merriam
days
recently-Mrs.
1
As the most honorable institution in exist- | Roscoe Clements and Freeman Clark; Con
of Belfast visited relatives in Morrill last
ductor, G. A. Palmer; Warden, N. J. Curtis..
ence it should be able to meet its obligations
week-The Ladies Aid had a very pleasant
and yet because of the neglect and Loyal Rebekah Lodge of Monroe, No. 92, held
promptly,
meeting with Mrs. Mabel Gurney last Thursindifference of so many people who are a public installation Jan 21st. The instalday. The next meeting will be the annual all- ! identified with it by
membership or other- ; ling officers were Dist. Dept. President Helen
with
Mrs.
Isa
Waldo.
Wentworth,
day meeting
wise, and who want it to exist because of j A. Cooper; Grand Marshal, Mamie Curtis, as_Our substitute rural mail carrier, Mr.
its influence for good in the community, ! sisted by Monroe members to fill their stail’.
Elmer Hartshorn, received on his birthday Jan. it is
The The officers are as follows: W. G., Mary J.
unable, as a rule, to do so.
j
20th, 100 post cards. These were placed in the minister is not
paid promptly as he would ! Haley; V. G., Susie White; Chaplain, Nancy
boxes and he found them as he proceeded from
be if he worked in a factory and generally Gilbert; Conductress, Sadie Cunningham; Warbox to box on his route. It is needless to say
not enough; the choir and the janitor get den, Laura Palmer; right and left supporter of
j N.
he was very much pleased to be so kindly re- their
G., Evelyn Parker and Abbie Jewett; Repay when they can; the fuel dealj
membered by his many friends-A petition
cording Sec’y, Helen A. Cooper; Financial
er and others who supply the miscellaneous
is being circulated asking for a Star Route beneeds of the church, are paid so uncertainly Sec’y, Emma Haley; Treasurer, Mary Twom
tween Morrill post office and Bedfast.
that the business is hardly desirable, and to bly. The work was done in a fine manner,
from
Belfast occupied
Miss Effie Baker
each part was well rendered and all felt it was
cap all, the women have to serve suppers and
the pulpit here last Sunday afternoon, and
do all kinds of stunts to piece out the church one of the best we ever had. All repaired to the
gave us a very helpful sermon... .The remains
dining room for refreshments and after tables
income.
of Mrs. Rose Collins were placed in the rewere cleared a social dance wus enjoyedAll this is not true of every church but is
ceiving tomb in Morrill cemetery Sunday, Jan. true in bo
Mrs. Franklin Chase entertained the W. C. T.
many cases that it must stand as an
19th... .There has been much sickness about
axiom.
But it should not be so. Every per- U. Jan. 24th. It was one of the largest gathmonth
from
and
the
colds
town the past
grip. son who
profits in any way by the presence of erings of the year. Twenty-one were present,
.The “oldest inhabitant” doesn’t remembei
the church in the community should find out one new member taken in and one joined at
a January like the one we are just leaving be*
what his share of its support is and pay it as the previous meeting. Our ranks are growing
hind us. It has been a great time to cut lum*
he pays for what he eats and wears—ungrudg- larger and we hope that much good will be
ber in the woods and we are now anxiously
ingly. When this is done the church will done the coming year. Arrangements are belooking for snow to haul it out on-Readers
ing made for a sale to be held sometime in
and do good as never before.
of this “local” must not forget the evening’s prosper,
February. The next meeting will be with
entertainment to be given at the Grange hal
Mrs. Addie Ricker... .Church sociables are
NORTH MONTVILLE.
this, Thursday, evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Thompson are rejoic- held every two weeks and much interest is
Mrs. Lewis Ritchie
ing over the birth, Jan 22nd, of a 4-pound shown in the good work
FRIGHTFUL POLAR WINDS
daughter_Mr. Fred Davis recently had a returned Saturday from a long visit in Massablow with terrific force at the far north anc telephone installed in his house-W. V. chusetts with relatives and friends-Mrs.
play havoc with the skin, causing red, rougl Thompson is confined to the house with rheu- John Twombly was in Massachusetts last week
matism_Mrs. Susie Conant is working for to be with her daughter in her last illness.
or sore chapped hands and lips, that neei
Mrs. Ethel Thompson... .Harold Bowler, who
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve to heal them. It makei
has been running a hay press nearly all winter,
the skin soft and smooth. Unrivaled for cold
has returned home.. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nutsores, also turns, boils, sores, ulcers, cub 1 ter visited Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Busher Sunday.
FOR FLETCHER’S
....Miss Nora Wiggen visited her aunt, Mrs.
bruises and piles. Only 25 cents at all drug
Alice Bartlett, in Freedom the past week.
F. J. CHENEY & C0.f Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Today, with the nrices of mutlamb

1

returns

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous suraces
of the system. Send for testimonials

had a

with wool at

of

County.

Notary

so

soaring,
premium, a flock of sheep on a New England farm is a curiosity.” The low tar-

ton and

of Ohio, City
Lucas

very long ago that every farmer in New
England had a small flock of sheep, as
much

ne

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
doing business in tae City of Toledo, County ami
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of HALL’S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)

a

effect
giving
that is, so far as the owners of small
mains to be seen. President Mellen of flocks are concerned. Having given up
B. & M.
this road, which controls the
their sheep they turned their attention
for
increashad
Central,
plans
and Maine
It woujd seem that the
to other things.
to Maine by promethods employed in Great Britain
ing the summer travel
■7i ding better noiei ai-cuimnuunuuiio,
might be successfully employed here.
jal-d and on the coast, and had acquired There sheep are kept everywhere, even
the Kioto House at Moosehead Lake and within the limits of the larger cities. If
had
the Samoset at Rockland. Plans
there is a piece of ground not needed for
dollar
been made for building a million
hotel at Bar Harbor; but that project,
with other improvements, if not abanthis
doned, is held up until the war on
over.
is
■corporation

tate

year; calves, 67 8-10, valued at $24 a
year; pigs, 83 6-10, valued at $60 a year;
cows, 74 1-10, valued at $29.27 a year;
horses, 48 8-10 pounds valued at $27.74

It

include these items the

:

I

ty the one
"Sheep produce
valued at $26

not

very small indeed, and far less than the
prelim in farming in either case.
C. E. Smith.

manure

thousand livp

attention.

does

of

tionery and Novelties

improvement.

full educational equality until rural
teachers are paid more than others, to offset

pledge

Wear, Jewelry, Toys, Sta

of

maintain that

into

are

much wasted nitrogen, phosphorjust
ic acid and potash.” Another speaker
presented a table showing the value in

terest.

war on

it

so

34 1-10

People are beginning to ask what benefrom the
fit to the public has resulted

no more

represents

of the mail order
houses, and will himself be able to extend his trade through its operation. In
this connection an article on “Want Ads
and Parcels Post,” 7th page, is of inmeet

about. It)

of

amounted to six hun-

dred million dollars.

plant the income would he
per cent or capital invested, which is
than ought to be expected. While if

depreciation

Dresses, Shirt Waists, Infant-

........

country t< achers is generally
Maine the weekly salary is often as
seven or eight dollars,with a school year

that of the

a

they felt poor; others
anything but would put

opportunity

The pay
small
In

position he would encounter perwho wouldn’t pledge anything because

In such

Crockery, Clothing,
Hosiery, Underwear, !

ers,

success.

nrmir

i

China and

to assist in many of the social and

w’ould receive

ceive

1

I shall close out my entire stock of goods

affairs that engage the attention of the
people of her school. She must be a natural
leader and director if she is to make her school

1

remarkable statement, based on statistics:
“The annual loss in America

FIRE SALE

other

can

first

modern

about

willing

HOWES,!

JAMES H.

!

I

EARLY.1

terCOME

A country teacher cannot stand still proliberal support; that |
mnct
__l_
would be glad to help an institu- focsmnallv
books and
tion which contributes so much to the welfare i who fails to read professional
of the community, that merchants and pro- papers, or to attend teachers’ institutes and
fessional men, in fact everybody, would real- conventions, soon loses her strength as a
teacher. The very isolation of her work reize that the church is as necessary today as it
was a hundred years ago, or when their town
quires that she take advant;:ge of every possichurches

all who

(MIA

nwr

Put how long would these advantages exist
without the influence of the churches? How
long before people would cease coming here to
live or cease sending their children here to be
educated? Not very long, you may be sure.
All this being true, it would seem that the

upon her.
to mouth.
This city
The census on manufactures shows that
j things came out; others who cheerfully pledge
More eggs, better fowl on less feed guaranin
farming,
experience
there
are
in
88,476 persons employed
3,546 all they can afford to.
was paid in to the Superior
teed when Pratts Poultry Regulator is used. It
but set to work to learn, and at the same establishments. There is $202,260,000 in capiIt would naturally be supposed hat the lat- regulates digestion and prevents disease. Pratts
Portland by liquor dealers, which shows
time lo instruct his neighhors. To ac- tal invested. Wages and salaries amount to ter class would include all th'= church mem- Poultry Book, worth oullars, free, L. 1. Shales
there is something doing in that city.
|
& Son.
complish this various means were em- $43,429,000, which with other expenses make hers, but., alas, it does not; it is possible to find
the
value
total
The
total
MONROE.
A t a recent meeting of the V estern
lectures
$154,821,000.
ar.d
sometimes
a
church
outlay
by exp-rts
members,
great many
ployed, including
A wave of sadness was cast over the little
.Vli chigi n Frees association in Grand from a nearby agricultural college. One of product was $176,029,000. If the above ex- church officials, who are not known to conof Monroe when the news came that
Rapids the operation of the parcel post of these lecturers made the following pense account included interest on capital and tribute anything to church expenses or at village
Alice

Harbor.

STORE OPENS AT 8 O’CLOCK

Little is expected of the city te scher in the
direction of community service. A really successful country teacher,however, must be able

their children and to make homes for

cate

1

to this Sale.

classes, demanding

teaching children of all ages.

people

in

labor, board, fertilizer
$16,800,000.

were

The Bargain Event for Which You
Have Waited is Here! 1
Every Department in this Store Cor, I
tributes Unusual Special Bariiai^ I

pre-

sent

zens, not
that the

tenantry, whose sole desire is to get all they
can out of the soil and make no improvements
that they are not actually obliged to. Should
this occur in Maine, then we may look for that
decadence in Maine agriculture that is so evident in many other States. Another gratifying fact is the large proportion of our farms
free from mortgages. Over 70 per cent of all
the farms in our State are free from incumbrance. I doubt if it can be said of any other
business as a whole that less than 30 per cent
of it is carried on with borrowed capital. Look
at our traders and manufacturers and see how
large a part of them are doing business on
credit.
The total product of our Maine farms for
the year 1909 amounted to some $61,000,000.
rin

I

>

bargains.

THE TEACHER

[L. P. Evans, in the Piscataquis Observer.J
The history of Foxcroft, as we had it last

!

j

Colonial Theater Black.

Support.

Church

Feb ,1st m
3rd and 4th. I

Saturday,

\
$

SKIRTS

NEW YORK BARGAIN

The

This v\-ill bp

practically
ers

Special bargain in Ladies’
$1.50. Sale price 59c.

|

telligent and successful agriculture. Let us
hope that Maine farmers may never give up the
management of their farms to an irresponsible |

turn

his letter to Gov.

inauguration

$4.98

were

$15.00 and $12.00

WAISTS

|).

lack of care and oversight, the
general lack of thrift and tidy surroundings,
neglected barns, and those mostly fringed with
bushes, all bespeak that lack of the eye of the
master which
is the sine qua non of in-

have

The Saturday Evening Post is publishproposed
ing a serial, “Old Lives for New,’’
England which relates the
experiences of a city
Governors on railroad matters shows man who
buys a small farm in a country
on
his
lost
not
has
e-rip
public
that he
place near a large city and undertakes to
questions, and the stand he has taken revolutionize things. He finds the once
meets with general approval.
productive farms run down; orchards
few of the people have garGov. Plaisted’s inauguration was fol- neglected,
or keep a cow or hens, and the
dens,
sale
the
for
bars
lowed by the opening of
of what they eat comes
of liquor—in fact, open bars came into greater part
from the city.
A few Italians had setwas
election
his
as
soon
as
ex ister.co

Ladies’Suits

One-Piece Serge Dresses in all colors and sizes, were $12,
One lot were $8.50, Sale price $4.9$
Sale price $7.50.

<i

county is but 46.7 per cent^

readily distinguished

Honorable men,
saw fit to change

elected, if they
their party allegiance later, would
resigned their seats rather than

thus

\

as individuals but as a body, knew
influence of the church was needed
in the development of the best type of civil
pearing in the daily program of a country
life and they were willing to support it.
The recognized importance of the church in j school calls for many hours of outside study
the community to-day is shown by the fact and preparation every day on the part of the
very
interesting feature of the report that it is made prominent in the advertising j teacher.
is that relating to farm ownership. It ap- sent out to draw business and inhabitants to !
The country teacher does not have the ad|
pears that over 94 per cent of the farms our towns and cities. A town without at least , vantage of constant contact with associate
are operated by their owners.
This accounts I one church would hardly expect to draw peoteachers, with the great help that comes of
for the thrifty a; pearance of Maine farms,
pie to it for few parents, even if not church- j such contact, while the superintendent and
and the neat surroundings of most of the
other official advisers are not often near at
goers themselves, would care to take their
farm buildings.
In some of the States to the children to ?* town without church influences.
hand to lend their ready assistance. Hence,
west of New England nearly one-half of the
more than other teachers, she must he
We take our ow n villages as an illustration.
prefarms are carried on by tenants, the owners We are
justly proud of our schools, of the t pared to meet all the emergencies of instruceither living in the villages or in houses on the
tion or of discipline that are likely to arise.
public library and of the various things that !
farm, separate or in connection with their go to make a good community, and realize
Resourcefulness must be a prominent part of
tenants.
The two classes of farms can be that because of them
her equipment.
come here to edu-

States.

voted

Republicans,

as

the Democrats.

Foss of Massachusetts on the
concerted action of the New

known. The

J

ton

with

i

j

party and cast their votes for reconsideration. Representatives Sanderson and
Stuart, who had been with the Progres
sives, also voted with the Republicans to

the

Sale Price,

$10.00.

were

SALE

i

SUITS

FOR LADIES AND MISSES

j

There are 15,000 cattle, 6,300 horses, 4,122 hoga
and 11,522 sheep in this county. The average
number of acres per farm is 104; average number in the whole State 105. Franklin county
farms average 150 acres; the largest in the
State. Aroostook county averages 118.
One

of

Plummer of

conscientiously

could not

line we must clear our counters. Goods will
be
This reduction from our original low price must
bring
on every purchase.
A few of the bargains we offer-

$9.00

of^the

Belfast,
Representatives
Hodgdon of North Yarmouth, Stanley of
Dunton

spring

for our

COATS

)

county has the largest per cent of foreign
born of any county in the State.
There are
213,088 persons who were born in Maine
now residents of
other States. As regards
illiteracy, or persons 10 years old and
who
over
cannot
read or
write, this
The
county makes an excellent showing.
whole State has 4 1 per cent of illiterates,
Waldo county has but 1 per cent, while Aroostook county has 12.4 per cent.
Maine is the 34th State in population and
the 38th in area and the 20th in illiteracy.
There are 60,016 farms in the State which ocWalcupy about one third of the entire area.
do county contains 3,607 farms.
The total
value
farm property is $200,000,000; $8,829,000 w.irth of this is in Waldo county.

the State capital, and its

at

1I

That

curtain dropped on the “post officers”
farce, staged at Augusta by the Democrats; the villians were discomfitted, and
A more disgracethe right prevailed.
suggested making
ful attempt to defeat the will of the peoarea
an

farmeis.
Some

Wednesday evening,

Aroostook

room

sold at a big reduction.
money in your pocket

)S>

the

that of

Saturday, January 25th.

Commenced
To make

CENT!

9

tO BUYS’ CLEARANCE SALE

Editor of The Journal: The ab*
8tract of the last census has just heen distributed and it contains about 80 Urge pages
in relation to the State of Maine. Our population is given as 742,371, an increase of about
7 per cent, while the increase of all the States
averages 21 per cent. The population of Waldo county is 23,383, or 32 1-3 per square mile:
11,865 are males and 11,518 are females. The
native-born population of the State is 66.7 per
cent; that of this county is 91.8 per cent, while
To

good argument

be a

to

seem

—

MAINE IN THE CENSUS.

Monhegan

That would

|New York Bargain Store)
j

Disease
Blood
and
Doctors Failed to Cure.
Miss Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 Lafayette St., Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:
“For three years 1 was troubled with
catarrh and blood disease. I tried several doctors and a dozen different remedies, but none of them did me any
good. A friend told me of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I took two bottles of this
medicine and was as well and strong
I feel like a different person
as ever.
and recommend Hood’s to any one sufcatarrh.”
from
fering
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*

Catarrh

Last week C. I.

following.

BY

Suffering

CAUTION NOTICE.
hereby forbid all persons trusting
boring my wife, Minnie L. Roberts,
I

or

har-

on

my

account, after this date, Jan. 22, 1913.
FREEMAN E. ROBERTS,
2w4
Belfast, Me.

Paper
Tothe Public
For ll,l'
Agents

We are

for Parisian

Know the Guarantee is

PARISIAN Sage, the

storer,

is

guaranteed—

Sage, and
Genuine^!

quick-acting hair

we

re-

I

(

|

To stop falling hair,
To
To

cure

dandruff,

cure itching of the scalp.
To put life into faded hair.

To make harsh hair soft and luxuriant.
To make hair grow or money back.
It is the most delightful hair dressing made
and is a great favorite with ladies who desire beautiful and luxuriant hair. Large bottle
only 50 cents. Giroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
American makers.— A. A. Howes & Co. Belfast.
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Hair Falling?!
Stop it now 1 You
do it with Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
Does not color the hair.

Ask Your Doctor.
Four
“brite and fare.”
below

zero

Lowell, Mam.

yesterday morning;
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look ! j
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will sell at greatly redured
pnces in order to clean them un.

Remember,

we

believe in nolcarrying
»«“It will pay you to look them over.
we

RALPH D.
12 MAIN

goods from

over

one season to

1

another
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SOUTHWORTH.'

STREET,

(Phone 67.2)

but

CENTER montville.
The following officers of Montville T ent,112,
of Maccabees were installed
by Mr. James Cilley of Waldo: Past Commander, Harden Ers-

H. L. Whitten Co.

kinc; Commander, Pearl Berry; LieutenantCommander, T. S. Erskine; Record Keeper, C.
B. Cushman; Chaplain, Loren Howard; Sergeant, M. M. Wentworth; Master-at-Arms,
James Stearns; 1st Master of Guards, S. B.
Place; 2nd Master of Guards, F. L. Gay; Sentinel, Harold Foster; Picket, Ralph J. Thompson.
-Mr. Embert Ramsay, who is attending the
M. C, I., Pittsfield, spent the week-end with
his mother, Mrs. Hulda Ramsay... .The Misses
Frye have sold their apples to Mr. Frank Luce.
Mr. Ed Penney of Lowell, Mass., accompanied the remains of his father, Mr. Ralph
Penney, from Lowell to the family lot in this
town ...Mr. S. S. Smith passed through town
Jan. 20th in his automobile, an illustration of
our unusual winter-The sewing circle held
its regular meeting, Jan. 23rd.

Have

full line of groceries and

a

LY good values in

Tea

give

can

you

SPECIAL-

Tea, Coffee and Molasses.
from 25c. to 60c.
per lb
“
“
27c. to 38c.

Coffee

Molasses

“

35c. to 50c.
per gallon

No premiums given with Tea
and
ty can t be beaten at the price

...

The School Committee.
The regular
Tuesday, Jan. 28th, was the 84th birthday of
meeting of the school committee was held last Mrs. Mary A. Pendleton, who lives with her
Monday evening. It was voted to employ Mrs. granddaughter, Mrs. Walter Dutch, Elm street,
The regular meeting of the North Church Leon
Armstrong to drive her own children to it was celebrated with a surprise party which
PROSPECT.
tiuild announced for Feb. 3rd has been
post- and from the Pitcher school. The family live included sixteen relatives. Refreshments, inMr. and Mrs. Warren Benson were guests
to
Feb.
10th.
poned
on a cross road off the route of the
regular cluding a birthday cai;e, were served. Mrs. of Mrs. Benson’s
sister, Mrs. Rose Hirding, in
The Universalist Social Aid will meet with school team. Messrs. Orrin J. Dickey, Win. B. Pendleton was given a purse containing a genSwanville, several days last week.... Mrs.
and William L. Hal! were made a
Mrs. John A. Fogg this,
VVoodbury
erous sum of money from relatives and receivThursday, afternoon
Clara Cummings was in Bangor recently and
at the usuai hour.
special committee to draw up Resolutions on ed a shower of 80 post cords with birthday
visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunn ingham for
the death of Mr. Edgar M. Cunningham, a
“Grandma” remarked that it was
several days-Mrs. Harriet Batchelder of
| All members of A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V. member of the board. The Senior class of the greetings.
the happiest birthday she ever knew.
are requested to be
Frankfort called on friends here Sunday_
present at the meeting
I
school
a
High
presented paper giving reasons
next Monday evening. The degree will be
West Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wood Mrs. Jennie Dockham, D. D. G. C., went to
why the class should take the trip to Washingworked on two candidates and a
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cunningham attend- RrpWPf luct uippL' anrl inctalloit fhp hffioupa
banquet ton, I) C., instead of
having the formal graduserved.
ed the funeral of their uncle, Edgar M. Cun- Acadia Temple, Pythian Sisters, and while
ation exercises.
Mr. Proctor, principal of the
Frederick W. Brown of the Belfast post of- cchool, presented reasons why they should not nirgham, last Tuesday... .George B. Dyer was there was the guest of Mrs. Agnes Moore_
....Alice M. D. Shute of Boston spent several
fice conducted a civil service examination for substitute the trip for the graduation exer- confined to the house a few days last week
with a bad cold and grip.... Mr. and Mrs. days at her old home here last week....Miss
R. F. D. carriers in the High school room last cises.
After a lengthy and interesting discusHerbert Seeking visited his father, Levi See- Lena Toney closed a very successful term of
Saturday, twenty-four taking the examination. sion the committee vot£d unanimously for a
school at the mountain last Friday afternoon.
in Swanville Sunday-Henry Elms is
kins,
The
are
sent
to
form
of
papers
graduation in connection with
Washington, D. C.. for simple
|
All hope she will return for the spring term.
examination. A few did not complete their the trip, the exercises to take place in Memo- confined to the house with the grip. He is at....Mr. and Mrs. Fred Alley were guests of
tended by Dr. E. A. Wilson.... Albert Miller
rial Hall instead of the Opera House, and the
papers.
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Gray recently ...The
and Alphonso Frye came from Camden Friday
class not to presenta work of art to the school,
The social and musicale in the rooms of the
afternoon to attend the fireman's ball and re- many friends of True Trundy in this vicinity
been the custom in recent years,
which
has
Belfast Musical Society last Monday evening I
were pained to hear of his death.
The famturned to Camden Monday_Laura Morris,
j Mr. Woodbury was made a committee to eonwas largely attended and all
who has been sick with pneumonia, is gaining ily have the sympathy of all ...Maurice
signed for mem- iVr v. r. h ihe teachers and
in
to
regard
pupils
Ames is spending a few days at his home bebership the coming year. A social hour and an II
and is able to sit up a few minutes at a time...
.-ubsiiiutmg the regular work of the school
fore going to Dark Harbor, where he has emimpromptu musical program were enjoyed and for
»-tc.
It was voted that the tuition Alberta Drury visited her aunt, Cora Sides,
essay
a dance followed
Doughnuts, cheese, coffee, of
last Saturday night and Sunday.
ployment.
pupi's fr m Waldo to the grade schools be
etc., wTere served.
11
(__
* i___
A Tenth Anniversary. Mrs. A. C. Hopkins
SWANVILLE CENTER.
The meeting of Seaside
was hostess of a
session Tuesday evening
The Industrial Club met with Mrs. H. P
Chautauqua Circle school.
Monday afternoon, February 3, will be held
j of the Hit or Miss Club. It was the tenth an- White Jan. 22nd-Miss Mary f ord of BelThe
Firemen’s
The
levee
Ball.
annual
with Mrs. Charlps BhnaHpc 99
niversary of the marriage of one of their fast is the guest of Mrs. Wm. Clements_
and ball of Washington Hose Company, given
The lesson topic is from the
members, Mrs. Lulu Carter Hills, and the Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements of Searsport were
January magazine, in the
Opera House hist Friday evening, was Club planned a
‘‘A Reading Journey in Paris" and from the
surprise for Mr. and Mrs. Hills guests Jan. 22nd of Mr. and Mrs.Albert Moody.
C
very largely attended and a success in all re- and
L. S. C. book, "The Spirit of French
it was successful beyond expectations, -Mrs. Wm. Clements, who was 80 years of
Letters,”
The supper was a bountiful and apspects.
six.
ciiapter
even in securing the presence of the
Roll-call, quotations from the
groom of age Jan. 21st, received a shower of cards and
petizing one, everybody called upon having the
poems of Sidney Lanier.
evening of Jan. 28, 1903 and others who letters.Mrs. Anna Webb was 84 years old
responded liberally to the call of the firemen, were interested in the event. The
gifts in- Jan. 29th, and her friends sent her a shower of
Col. Frederic E. Iioothby of Portland has and covers were laid for over 500
people. cluded
china, aluminum, a water color by P. A. cards-Business is at a standstill for the
had the honor of being elected a director
of There was a large corps of waiters, and supper
Sanborn—a view of Northport which included want of snow... Potatoes for a few days last
the Chamber of Commerce of the
United was served from 6 to 8 p. m. Dancing began,
the Hills place—and a beautiful bouquet of week were 50 cents and the farmers rushed
States of America, th- headquarters of which at 9
p. m., after the grand march, which was
After the presentations the hostess them to Waldo Station
pinks
are in Washington.
lively.... Miss Hazel
Col. Boothby has for some led
by Chief Eng neer Stephen S. L. Shute and served delicious refreshments and a social
hour Marr went to Bangor Sunday to make her
time been one of the vice presidents of
the
Mrs. Shu e, followed by the assisiant chiefs
was enjoyed
At a late hour the guests left home with Mr. Page, her uncle, and attend
National Business leag .e of America, the
par- members of the company arid a ! rig line of
with thanks to the hostess, congratulations to school... Mrs. J->hn Palmer of Monroe was
ent office being in Chicago.
dancers. Eighteen dances, ten of them waltz’s,
“Ike and Lue and hopes of other events to thrown from an ice boat on Swan lake and her
w ere on the program, and music was furnished
A Parish party will he given in
Memorial
ce’eorate, some not far distant.
shoulder was injured quite badly... The Inorchestra.
Chief
Shute acted as
hall, Thursday evening, Feh fith, under the by Keyes’
The Belfast Musical Society will give an dustrial Club will have a sociable at Comet
auspices of the Unitarian society. The usual floor marshal, assisted by Assistant Chiefs A.
open night Tuesday evening, February 4th t G'unge hall Feb. 19th, if fair; if not, the first
D. Hayes and Eugene L. Cook. At intermissupper will be given at 6 o'clock, followed by
Admission to the hall 5 cents.
8 o’clock. The public is cordially invited. Ad- fair night.
sion
came the drawing of the prizes, the big
X
at
o’clock. The party will be under
dancing
mission 15 cents. Following is the program:
Sandwiches, cookies, doughnuts and colFee will
etc., and following that a she r musithe direction of the social
turkey,
committee, which is
Mrs. Raymond
Piano Solo, Impromptu elegaique,
Schubert be so rved, all for 10 cents
composed of Mrs. Harry Clark,chairman, Mrs- cal program was given, consisting of tenor
Miss Edith M. Davidson.
Maiden is now able to be dressed and sit up....
George Keating, Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant, Mrs. solos by Arthur Johnson, selections by the Vocal Solo,
My Cavalier
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Dickey and Mrs. Susie
Mrs. Anna P. Booker.
George E. Bosk, Mrs. William M. Randall, Mrs men’s quartette, Willis C. Haseltine, Ralph I.
Dawson were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
American Composers
Paper,
Thomas B. Bincmore and Mrs.
I Morse, Seldon Hammons and Luther Ham-

Coffee, but the uuali-

!

|

PHONE 125

key closed her school

in district No. 3 and rehome in Dark Harbor last Satur
day The school in districts No. 1 and 2,
taught by Miss Nellie Rose, closed
Friday.
Several visitors were present to listen to
a
very interesting program given
by the pupils.
All did their parts in a
very creditable manner.
The teacher served a treat of
peanuts and
home-made candy... Mr.
turned to her

spent the week-end at
IN

UNDERTAKER,

Emery Cunningham
home from Bucksport.

LICENSED EMBALMER,
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

A

YELLOW CAT.

If. to your twilight land of dream.—

|

everything modern

Persephone. Persephone,
Drifting with all your shadow host,—

Dim sunlight comes with sudden
And you lift veiled eves to see

!

i

Slip past

in

Caskets and Burial
Suits.

gleam

little golden ghost,
That wakes a sense of springii
g flowers,
Of nesting birds, and lambs
new-born.
Of spring astir in
quickening hours.
And young blades of Demeter's
corn;
For joy of that sweet
glimpse of sun,
0 goddess of unnumbered
dead.
Give one soft touch,—if only
one,—
To that uplifted, pleading head!
Whisper some kindly word, to bless
A wistful soul who understands
1 hat life is hut one
long caress
Of gentle words and gentle hands.
Margaret Sherwood in the February Atlantic.

~

Giias.R. Coombs

MEMORIAM.

LEO:

I

I

a

Home Telephone 48-3
Office

j

4g. 4

72 MAIN

STREET, BELFAST

JONES i:

NOTICE
I

If the person who was seen
taking a package which had been left on a shelf in front
of a store on Main street will send $5.00 to
the owners of the above store no further
action will be taken, hut if not
will
make

they

an

example oi the person.

lwo

■

..

Pitcher.

Elhridge

S.

|

!

.1

Hearing,

T

I

;

ilURSDAV,

F.

bruitry (>, 19 lit. or
mi Chapter 2 oi

The

Judiciary Committee

will

I

On

an

Act

*enlarge

give

a

fromi their

them
many friends ...The buildings of M. W. Swett in East Knox, occupied by
and Mrs. Chas. Hart, were destroyed by
fire Wednesday night, Jan. 22nd; also a barn
owned by O. B. Woodbury. ...Mrs. Helen
Wentworth called on Mrs. B. L. Aborn Jan.
Mr.

2Dth

...Miss

IjUIu

nancy

is

wonting

lor

Mrs.

|

SWANVILLE

Lettie

the powers; of

Shcvpseot Valley Power C :upany.
3t5
JO UN R. Dl NTPN,

ecr

the
iary.

CARDOFTHANKS

We desire to thank our
many kind friends
for their aid and sympathy to us in our recent
bereavement, and for the many beautiful flowers that showed love and
respect for our loved
one.
MR. and MRS. EZRA L. TALBOT,
MR. and MRS. EARLE L. TALBOT,
MRS. MARY O. LITTLEFIELD,
MISS HAZEL E. RAMSDELL.
p

recently had the privilege of inspecting
J. W. Nickerson’s new barn and were surprised to see what changes could be made with a
little energy and perseverance. In the first
place we noticed that the foundation was solid
cement under the whole building.
The cellar
is 15x70 feet with cement partition wall. The
barn is 42x70 feet. The floor runs through
the center. On one side of this the bay extends 35x15 feet. Next a 12 foot space is left
for a silo, which will be built next year. Next
is quite a large carriage room. Then in the
southeast corner is a very pleasant workroom
for repairing farm implements. On the other
side of the barn floor is a 40-foot tieup, in
which we noticed some thoroughbred Jersey
stock from the Broadmoor Farm, G. B. Blanchard, proprietor. Then comes the watering tank;
then four good horse stalls, and next a commodious har ess room, with toilet and cellar
stairs. It is all well lighted by eighteen fullsized windows. For convenience and economy of labor we think it unsurpassed by any
barn we have ever been in_The many
Iriends of Elmer Cunningham will be sorry to
hear that he is ill with scarlet fever at his
boarding house in Caribou ...Miss Grace Gil-

run

about

Fully equipped, including top, extra tire, full
set of
tools, etc.

PRICE RIGHT.
Inquire

of

HERBERT

HAMLIN,
Brooks, or

C. B.

NORTON,

Belfast.

DR. E. H. BOYINGTOK
EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St.,

WIN7ERPGRT,

MAINE

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
I WILL BE AT
Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m., February 5th.

York’s Hotel, Brooks. Thursday, February Oth.
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. m Feb. 7th.
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m Feb. 7th.
Bellows

House, Freedom, Saturday

ruary 8lh.
We

been

6,000 Miles.

purlin

CARO OF THANKS

market, taking advantage of the rise
in price. Price paid 50c-O. R. Gordon had
the misfortune to lose a nice two years' old
heifer recently-J. Webb sold a nice cow to
C. M. Hall of Belfast last week_Mrs. Albert
Palmer was the week-end guest of Mr and
Mrs. Harry Rich of Winterport-Mrs. Abbie
Bailey and Mrs. Annie Aborn called on Mrs.
Esther Conners. Jan. 24th.Miss
Lena
Bailey visited friends in Thorndike the past
week. ..Miss Clara Emerson is working for
Mrs. Mattie Abbott....D. F. Wentworth is
laid up with rheumatism-Leon Whitten and
Miss Rosie Boulter were married Jan. 22nd.
Congratulations and best wishes are extended

Has

m.,

We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors
for their assistance and
sympathy to u in our
Bailey and C. J. Rich were in Boston I late bereavement.
on a pleasure trip the past week_Several
CART, and MRS. ALZO M. CARTER
from here went to Belfast last Saturday....
CHARLOTTE CARTER.
p
Miss Emma Larrabee is working for Mrs.
M. Shibles_Farmers are rushing their potatoes to

1912 MODEL

m

On nil Act t on:
1'oLtic
Laws of 1911 relatin
■. 11. ;
LEWIS B. MuFADUEN. Seen tai v.

| hearing
TUESDA Y, February IS, at li p.

|

2 p.

|

KNOX.
A. 3.

Bradford.... Bailey Brothers are sawing
wood with their trasolene outf

...

Committee

The Committ 'e on Sea and Shore Fisheries
j will give a pui'ii.- hnarii.r in room Ho, Stole

watson Kouertson.

|
|

EDISON

I
11

lugj IlUllJj
These goods
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The W. C. U. will meet next Friday afterproposes to make weekly trips, touching at
noon with Mrs. Annie Frost, 56 Cedar street,
and
thence
east. Ellsworth would
Portland,
instead of at the Home for Aged Women, as
be the first port touched after leaving Portwas announced.
j
land, and from there he would go to Bar HarThe Lincolnville Club of Massachusetts will
bor and Milbridge and thence direct to Boston.
and banquet at the
He wants the merchants in the places on this hold its annual meeting
rooms of the Twentieth Century Club, 3 Joy
route to buy an interest in the vessel and
give
Feb. 20th, at four
it their freight business ...The New Yor* ! street, Boston, on Thursday,
be served at six o’clock.
Herald has transferred its ship news to the o’clock. Dinner will
will be a large attend2nd page and announces that it is there to Tickets, $1 00. There
ance this year.
Come and renew old acquaintstay, except on Sunday’s, when you must hunt
ance.
A prompt reply will be appreciated,
for it through innumerable pages. The Herbut there will 1 e room even if you are unable
ald maintains its old-time prestige for
giving
J. A. Pitman, secrethe latest and most accurate news of the ship- to notify the secretory
tary.
ping.

....

'■
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can
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s/vctAi-f sir

Then stop It!

i
8*
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Up Stairs. Odd Fellows' Block

j

,,

glasses.

Mrs. Howard W. Whitten.
n one and
solos by Charles Ilammons. all of
Violin Solo,
Sarabande,
Bohne
which were greatly enjoyed. Ice cre£m and
Miss Hazel Doak.
Last Saturday Mr. William Burkett, formerVocal Duet,
Selected
after
9.30
cake
were
served
Roscoe
;
by
Arey
.> for the sum of $2000 for
Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Miss Caroline G.
ly of this city, was the victim of an assault in
Wash; from an attractively arranged booth.
Hatch.
'14 They are both deserva factory in Newburyport,
Mass., where he is ington Hose Company is composed of 20 rnemAux Italiens,
Owen Meredith
Reading,
|
employed. There was a dispute as to the i bers. The
Miss Alice E. Simmons.
captain, George H. Darby, the l'oreVocal Solo,
On
opening or closing of a window and a fellow
Billow
es the anniversary of the
Rockinp, Planquette
I man, W. A. Decrow, and the assistant foreman,
Mr. Arthur F. Johnson.
employee attacked Mr. Burkett, inflicting a F. X. Pendleton have done
ve T. Osborne and his famigood service ir the Piano Solo,
La Regata Veneziata
Lizt
severe
cut
on
one
the event a very happy
eye which it was feared
Miss Amy E. Stoddard.
fire department for the past 15 years. The
Selected
ptain. He was the recip- might cause the loss of sight. Mr. Burkett compensation that these men receive from the Male Quartette,
was taken to a hospital and hiB assailant
Mr. Willis G. Hazeltine, Mr. R. I. Morse, Mr.
.>n& from Palestine Comwas
city for responding to calls at all hours of the Seldon B. Hammons, Mr. Luther A. Hammons.
Templar, and from King arrested. These particulars were given in a day and night, often at the risk of their lives,
received numerous post Boston Sunday paper, and relatives and friends is but a trifl 3 in comparison with the
New Advertisements. The 9-cent sale at
duty perfrom absent friends, gifts in this city are anxiously looking for later formed, and everybody is pleased that their the James H. Howes’
dry goods store, Odd Feli news.
remembrances; and from
annual benefit proved to be a substantial one. lows’ block, will be for three days—Feb. 1st,
gton, D. C., a gold headed
A Talk on Reading.
In response to an inThe Promotion of Pupils in the Publi | 3rd and 4th. Unusual special bargains will be
h hie name. He wishes to
vitation from Superintendent
and Schools. At the recent Parents meeting Mr , given in every department. The store opens
Woodbury
-Mi The Journal to all who the Belfast
teachers, Miss Nellie Harvey of Woodbury, the superintendent of schools, ex- at 8 a. m. "Come early and avoid the rush.”..
d him.
the Castine Normal school addressed a teach
plained the matter of promotion as it now Miss H. M. Black, Main street, announces a
muslin underwear and hamburg sale to begin
ers meeting in the High school
building last stands, stating that eight and one half per
r.g Mr. AI bra Fogg gave
Saturday forenoon. She spoke extempora- cent, of the pupils in the grades were obliged 1 today, January 30th, and invites a call from all
■i Women a stereopticon
who are looking for bargains in these lines_
for about half an hour from a wealth
u> uu over ineir wuir ui tnc
year, making
Mountains and City of neously
of personal experience on “Results in Read- | loss in the efficiency of the schooi system. He Attention is called to the advt. of the FrenchL dealing with the White
ing." She teaches and advocates the use of ; suggests that difficulty might be overcome by | boro Land and Fisheries Co., successors to
'■ exquisite scenes and dephonetic reading exclusively in the first three ! semi-annual promotion, with fewer pupil, to a Clarence E. Mclntire, wholesale dealers in and
rr.ulating and refreshing
grades, but would add the use of the alpha- ; teacher; promotion by subjects, and a special producers of fresh, dry, smoked and pickled
e
ilia. The views of the
This company wants girls to work on
bet in the fourth grade
teacher for those who are unable to keep up fish.
buildings of Washington ence in individual cases reading. Independ- with their
is one of the first |
classmates, or who are behind by smoked fish at their plant at the foot of Main
On the previous
-yed.
things to be taught and acquired. This makes reason of absence owing to illness. A special street, and are paying a higher price than is
ve an interesting, gripj
the phiM mnro cumonti'l l„
paid elsewhere in Maine fo* similar work_
! teacher would take those behind and fit them
lecture
on
*:ally perfect
which must be acquired wilh more patience. to go on with their work. At the present
See statement of the Granite Fire Ins. Co. of
time.
I
rial hall for the Seniors
XT
II
I). UIhe word drill, the dictionary drill in
hunting the brightest pupils are held back to a certain
up words and learning their pronunciation, the degree and the duller ones forced
ahead, so I James Pattee & Son, in Winterport by W. H.
_=
; vefy necessary drill of expression,which should that the efficiency of the system is lessened. Lord, and in Stockton Springs by B. B. Sanborn.
Hoi proof stockings, sold only in Beli be taught from the primary to the High school, A special teacher would do much to
remedy
were taken up
separately and lucidly explained. this. In the matter of giving credits for work fast at The Dinsmore Store, are guaranteed to
The habit of questioning the
pupils should be outside-of the school, he suggested that such wear six months without a hole, and you can
acquired by the teachers in order to ascertain might be given for domestic science at home. have them in pure silk if you want them....
if they have the correct
thought in leading. For instance, to the girl who cooked, sewed or Capt. and Mrs. Alzo M. Carter and Miss CharNever interrupt the pupil while
reading, as it was proficient in the general work of the lotte Carter publish a card of thanks_See
only tends to confuse them; never be too hasty home, credits might be given; also to the
notice of the trustees of the first mortgage
pupils
to criticise them before the
in
class, but wait al- who could show that they had kept early houra bonds of the Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R*
Co....Mr. and Mrs. Ezra L. Talbot, Mr. and
ways until they have finished their lines. In for a certain length of time. It is alBO
proall branches of
°F
reading call attention to and posed to adopt a system for giving credits for Mrs. Earle L. Talbot, Mrs. Mary 0. Littlefield
cultivate a love for the beautiful. This
and Miss Hazel E. Ramsdell publish a card of
par- music taken outside of the schools. The reguticular benefit will be appreciated by the
pupil lar and systematic medical inspection.or health thanks... Mrs E. M. Cunningham and Mrs. L.
3
in after life. To stimulate a desire for wholesupervision, was also discussed at this meeting H. Hart publish a card of thanks.See nosome and instructive
'"lute Records were 35c.
reading outside of school and Mi. Woodbury said that it was quite as tice to the person who took a package from
«
work is a great privilege to a teacher, and of necessary to look after the
the front of a store on Main street....One
physical as the
inestimable worth to the pupil. A pleasing mental condition of the chdd.
Under this head Metz “22,” 1912 model for sale. Price right.
21c.
reference was made to Belfast’s public library would come the hygienic“nd
to Herbert Hamlin, Brooks or C. B.
sanitary condi- Apply
I'Mite Itecords were 50c.
and its benefits in this direction. Apt illustra- tions of the school
•
buildings. It was unani- Norton, Belfast_Members of the Board of
tions were given of failures of teacher and mously voted that the matter of
Trade and all wishing to become members are
promotion
pupil to understand each other. In cases of should be readjusted so as to insure an in- invited to call on Eton B. Gilchrest and leave
<
specially dull pupils outside work was strongly crease in the efficiency of the school system, $3 in exchange for a membership ticket for
1913.
' »urs
advised.
But few questions were asked by and that there should be some regular
(:
system
truly,
the teachers and there were no discussions. of medical inspection or health
supervision.
The name—Doan’s inspires confidence—
There was a good attendance of teachers and On the question, Should there be some sort of
Doan’s Kidney Pills for kidney ills. Doan's
the address of Miss Harvey was greatly enjoy- system for home training in domestic science?
Ointment for skin itching. Doan’s Reguleta
ed by all present.
26 were in favor and 11
opposed.
or a mild laxative.
Sold at all drug stores.
■

k

<*n

$2000 for each
1914, and $500 to pay an
‘j,:.se for remodelling the
ve presented by Representvor of the Waldo County
he

cure
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when

“ran

t

j

and

ago last
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The only store that has
these wonderful hose for
sale is

plush,

in

r-

for Three

improved her sheer,
handsome cabin cruiser
two years ago. She is

m

|

j

owned

We

above kinds with

do

|

the eyes.

troubles of the

!
i

WE HAVE ON HAND BROKEN
LOTS IN

1

be traced to

a ■

.."‘,bo

Shipping Items. Capt. C. W. Holmes of
was in Ellsworth last week in the interest of a proposed packet line between Boston and Maine ports. He has an
option on a
j
| sailing vessel, a Gloucester fisherman, in which
he proposes to install power, and which he beI
j lieves would be suitable for the business. He

and

,,

|

Gables,

imperfections of

Boston

$1.50 and $2.00
$2.00 and $3.00
$2 00

Guaranteed

eases can

w!

Months, Men’s, $2.00; Women's,
$3,00.

Galsworthy.
as

prs. Silk

in most

Miss Hettie Pierce, Mrs. Geneva
Sargent, Mrs.
Lena Sholes, Mrs. Grace A. Smith,
Mary Wech
Mrs. Ralph P. Russell.
Gentlemen—Alfred
Don
Brown,
Clark, Dr. Chas. E. Hussey, Rev.
H. F. Milligan, Fred H.
Shute, E. E. Thorndike, William G. Wallace, Albert Wood.

you buy Holeyou not only get

6 prs. Men's,
6 prs. Women’s,
6 prs. Children's,

;3

Mrs. W. B. Swan, High

if

P__r»_1_
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STOMACH DISORDERS

Advertised Letters. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast
post office for the week ending Jsn 28th. Ladies—
M

best fitting hose to be had.
Yes-even to Pure Sure
Silk if you want them.

sition than that of the pershppn

j1

this assured Service, but
you also have the pleasure
of wearing the softest and

indebted to Senator Conam
Register of the Senate ol

S

>ou

—B.

dwelling.”
j

headaches,
nervousness,

the
dinner of the Waldo County Veterans Feb. 6th
and also to attend the sessions.

asked to sacrifice with
most hose of this character.

of

up

Red lids,

morrow, Friday, afternoon
of Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens

program at their regular meeting on that day.
All members are requested to cook for

are

f the

The third in the series o? Arts and Craft*
whist parties will be given in their room to-

Next Tuesday is McKinley day and Mrs. L.
C. Putnam, president of Thomas H.
Marshall
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., requests all
members to be prepared to take part in the

But that isn’t all. Quality without Style is like a
fine steak without season-

of Freedom.
<•

without
for Six Months.
wear

1 The Home of Good Values 1

do not always make their presence known by failing sight.

under the direction
and Miss Evelyn P,
Morison. Refreshments will be served. There
will be ten tables and the
play will begin at
2.30 o’clock.

Ifoleproof

The Waldo Counts
will meet with Thomas H
fast, Feb. 6th. If stormy

kting.

j

absolutely Guaran-

IjjMKcttRmraiKKmKnasjgBgRKRMemiffimMnaaHgfMGaRi

Eye Symptoms

The public supper in the Baptist
vestry Jan.
22nd, under the auspices of the Christian Endeavor, was largely attended and was a financial success, netting the society $30.

teed that Six Pairs of the
celebrated

house and attends to

.s

|
j

is

Mra. June* C. Durham returned
Monday
from Bingham, where she waa the guest several days of Mias Marian Hazeltine.

a.

in., Feb-

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to
the kind neighbors and friends who so kindly
assisted in our late bereavement, also for the

beautiful flowers.
MRS. E. M. CUNNINGHAM.
MRS. L. H. HART.

FREE

Blended
Rheumatic
^OIL:®>
Tlic original of the
compound Rheumatic
< i!.
I he original formula
has been purchased and the oii is
being prepared by the

Blended Rheumatic Oil
WM. 0. POOR & SON,
hKLFAST.

Iry it.

Prices:

STOMACH REMEDY
Splendid For Gas, Sourness, Fermentation,
Heaviness and Upset Stomach.
Send your name and address to Booth’s MIO-NA, Buffalo, N. Y.; a postal card will do.
Say “Send me sample of MI-O-N A,” and you
will have an opportunity to try for yourself a
remedy for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Gastritis
or Catarrh of the Stomach that has relieved
and cured thousands upon thousands of
people
throughout America.
So certain are MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets in
any case of disordered stomach that ^A. A.
Howes & Co. will supply you with the distinct
understanding that if you are dissatisfied with
results they will refund the purchase price.
Could anything be fairer? MI-0 NA Stomach
Tablets are highly recommended by leading
pharmacists everywhere, 50c.

AGENTS.

NIAIM.

15, 25 and 50 Cents,
t2;t

p

SAMPLE,

Company.

ERNEST SMITH*S~
PUBLIC CARRIAGE.
Trunks transferred from boat

or

cents; also passengers trom
High
boat or train, 10 cts.,
or

train, 15
street to

night
day Tel. 6-4
Belfast, maine.
4tf

NOTICE
At

meeting
Mortgage Bonds
a

Belfast, January 22, 1913.
of the trustees of the First
of the Belfast & Moosehead

Luke R. R. Co., the following bonds were drawn
payment May 15, 1913, at which time inter-

for
est
1
6

on same

will

cease:

$500 bond No. 25.
$1,000 bonds, Nos. 4, 41, 53, 76, 78 and 102.
W
B. SWAN,
)
ALBERTO. BURGESS,
Trustees.
6
BEN D. FIELD,
)

■

LUXURIOUS MOTOR CAR FOR TOURING.

February Magazines.

From

“THE NOBLEST MAN I EVER KNEW.”
The following is taken from the FebruIt is a letter
ary American Magazine.
that won second prize in a contest entitled "The Noblest Man I Ever Knew’ :
“I have always wished that I might
have the opportunity to tell of this wonderful man, the noblest man I ever knew.
“My first remembrance of him was
ofBeeing him come from the newspaper
fice where he worked and pat a towheaded newsboy on the head as the gamin
of the street smiled up at him. The two
trudged away together, and, my curiosi-

ty urging

me

on,

■

Best Bread—
and More of It
—the lightest,

■r

■
HI

finest,

whitest bread and
more

loaves to every

j|1
i«

;■

*U

1 followed.

“They presently came to a shabby little cottage on a side street, where, waiting at the side gate, was a crippled boy
of thirteen; one boy, with an arm gone,
one
pored over a book, on the tiny porch,
hoed potatoes in the side yard, while
another cut wood briskly in the back.
"Queer calls and whistles greeted the
arrival of the newcomers, and the lame
in.
one was shouldered and carried
"Two years before this man, only a
short while out of college, with a remarkable record behind him and ahead of him
ambitious plans to be carried out, was
told by a world’s authority on the subject that he had an incurable cancer. to
"Knowing that he probably had six
eight years ahead of him, and that life
could never again be for him very gay,
be determined that he would put as much
joy in other lives as possible. From that
day he became famous for his gaiety and
good humor.
“Coming home from some late affair
one night, he found sleeping in a doorhomeless.
way a lame newsboy that was
After that he shared his room with this
little chap.
"This was the beginning of the happy
little home I found by chalice that afterOne by one he tounn it necessary
to take them in, for, as he said, ‘there
was nothing else to do.
“By day he worked in the hot, close
office.
By night he trained his boys.
He had to start at the beginning, patiently teaching them to apply themselves
and learn their A-B 0’s, instilling into
their lives some of his youthful ambitions, molding their characters, and
he knew
yet never pushing them, for this
He was their pal, never
would be fatal.
their critic.
“It took much planning to keep so big
a family on so small a salary, much tact
and kindliness to keep them from letting
the harder job of education go and enjoying only the more pleasant one of being housed and fed, but he kept at it
cheerfully, and all stayed on but one,
who ‘flew the coop,' as the others put it.
“Thus he struggled on till each boy
was prepared for college or the business
world; then his tired body relaxed, and
the bovs knew for the first time lhat a
horrible disease had been the enemy of
their jolly comrade for many years, and
that most of the time he had been in
noon.

great pain.
“He had, before he died, the reward

seeing one of his boys enter Johns
Hopkins, another studying law at a noted
university, and the other two trusted
of

bank-clerks.

“He was neither rich nor famous, but
in his quiet way he was a noble man
the noblest I ever knew.
He gave to tne worn iour cieau, guuu
men that he hail rescued trom thestreets
where they were exposed to every temptation, and he desired no other reward
than that they should succeed.”
—

blaine’s marvelous memory.
the present Mayor of
Toledo, Ohio, writing his personal reJames g.

Brand

n

Whitlock,

miniscences in the February American
Magazine, tells the following story of
an
experience he had with James G.
Blaine, when, as a reporter, he was assigned to report a speaking tour with
Blaine:—
“For a young correspondent who had
about life, it was an
an eager curiosity
interesting experience to go on a jour1 remember my delight in being
ney.
assigned to a little trip down through
He was
Indiana with James G. Blaine.
then Secretary of State in President
Harrison’s cabinet, and unhappy, as
most men are apt to be in public positions, though a sort of cruel and evil
fascination will not let them give up the
vain pursuit of them, —vainest perhaps
when they are won.
When 1 reached the station Mr.
Blaine was already there, walking up
and uown the platform arm in arm with
He was a gray n.an,
his sin Emmons.
dressed in gray clothes, with spats made
nis
hutjit and there was
of the cloth ot
about him an air of v ague sadness, which
in hr- high countenance became almost a
pain, though jus: then in the companionship of the son he loved, there was for a
little while the expression of a mild happiness, maybe a solace. William Waiter
Phelps, then our minister to Germany,
was traveling with him. and on the way
down to South Bend the constant entrance of plain citizens from the other
coaches into our car filled Mr. Phelps
wim a kind ot wonder. Commercial
travelers, farmers, all sorts and conditions of men, came and introduced themselves to Mr. Blaine, and he sat and talked with them all in that simplicity which
marks the manners, even if it has departed from ihe spirit, of the Republic.
It is a remarkable sight,’ said Mr.
Phelps to us reporters, ‘a sight you
would witness in no other country in the
world. There is the premier of a great
government, and yet the commonest
man
may approach him without ceremony, and talk to him as though he were

nobody.’

“With my interest in the tariff ques-

tion, which then seemed to me so fundamental, I did not lose the opportunity to

Mr. Blaine about his reciprocity project; but after a while the conversation
turned to more personal subjects. When
he learned I was from Ohio, he asked me
suddenly if I could name the counties
that formed the several Congressional
districts of the Statt. I could not, of
course, do that, anc I supposed no one in
the world could do it or ever want to do
it; but he could, anti with a naive pride
ir the accomplishment he did, and then
astounded me by saying that he could almost match the feat with any State in
the Union.”
ai...

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-
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—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
ic richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

H
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I will guarantee you to atop that itch in two
goconda*
No remedy that I ha\*e ever sold for
Eczema, Psoriasis, and all other diseases
of the skin has given more thorough
satisfaction than the

P. D. D. Prescripttoi for Eczema
I guarantee this remedy.
Wm. O. Poor * Son, Druggiete.

Atlvice about Stomach Trouble*!
tnJ How to relieve them*
Don’t neglect indigestion, for it

ill

to be built over San Francisco Bay between San Francisco and Oakland were
recently presented to the San Francisco
supervisors by a Los Angeles engineer.
His plans call for a bridge 9 1-2 miles in
length, including its approaches in the
two cities This bridge, to be the longest
and in every way the most massive in
the world, would be supported by 10
piers, placed 2,230 feet apart, and it
would cross the bay at an elevation of
A cross-sec180 feet above the water.
tion view of the proposed bridge appears
in the February Popular Mechanics Mag-

Specifications for

[III

JT3
(19

|8!

a

pepsia Tablets leads us to believ#
them to be one of the most dependable
remedies known for indigestion and
chronio dyspepsia. Their ingredients are soothing to the inflamed
membrane* of the stomach. Rich
in Pepsin and Bismuth, two of the
greatest digestive aids known to
medicine) the relief they afford is
very prompt. Used persistently and
regularly for a short time, they tend
to relieve pains caused by stomach

suspension bridge

In this community only

at

our

rwn

iinbb

01

■ vvn

wnwvbn*

to be allowed to grow up,
with freedom to indulge his own natural
instincts upon a wide variety of good,
sound, wholesome nutritious food, it is
promptly found that the things which
the child really likes to eat are meat and
milk and butter and sugar and fruit and
ice cream and the clean crusts of bread
and hard crackers; in other words, exactly the things that he most needs and
must have in his daily business of growing up.
“When he has been fed and ‘indulged’
like this the child can be trusted with a
candy-box on the table all day long and
an
unlocked
Starches and
pantry.
cereals are all very well to grow guineapigs and horned cattle, but they are not
at all the things needed to raise human
now

beginning

VITAGRAPH, El)IS()\
ESSANAY, LUB1N, SOLAX,IMP,REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION,COMET MELIK s
ETC., urging us to send photoplays to them- We want mare writers and we’ll gladly teach you the secrets ol success'
We have received many letters from the

We

are

for publication.”
Perhaps we can do the same for you.
directed by us, and it sells forfjinly $25,

store:

YOU] WILL

Wilson, Proprietor
Maine
Thi ThetaIt Sion

r lYEiELr

to

Money Buck for any

Hancock

that

rise until mixture has doubled in bulk.
Cut down, beat thoroughly, and spread
evenly in two buttered round layer-cake
tins. Sprinkle with nut mixture, let
riBe, and bake in a hot oven thirty minutes. For the nut mixture mix two
tablespoonfuls of sugar and three-fourths
teaspoonful of cinnamon, and add threefourths cupful of soft stale breadcrumbs, two tablespoonfuls of melted
butter, and three tablespoonfuls of chopped blanched Jordan almonds.”

Strand.

EVERY ROOM A HOUSE.

Probably

nowhere is there eo strarge
“house” as that lived in ly Joaquin
Miller, the “Poet of the Sierras.” In
fact, in this cafe “hcuee” is a collective
noun, for the bard sleeps under one roof,
eats and cooks under another, and entertains visitors under still another. Yet
the poet insists that it is all one house,
with merely a pleasant walk in the sunshine between the rooms. The poet’s
home is at Dimord, California, in the
foothills at the the back of Berkeley and
Oakland. He is much visited by lovers
of his poetry and the “guest room” is
generally crowded. In this room he haB
a museum of relics, and be shows with
grim pride a piece of one of his own ears,
which was frozen off in Alaska.—From
the February Strand.
a

complete
tuilding.lege also has been notified that Levi M.
Stewart, late of Minneapolis, Minn., had
left an unconditional bequest of $50,000

to Bowdoin. Mr. Stewart was a former
resident of Maine and graduate of Dartmouth. The college has received funds
for the construction of a new dormitory
which is to be built within five years.
In the meantime the money will be invested with a trust company.
Lewiston, Jan. 22. President George
C. Chase tonight announced the gift to
Bates college of $60,000 from Dsvid D.
Stewart of St. Albans. It will comprise
the Levi Stewart fund, in honor of the
donor’B brother, and will be held in trust
to be used in any way deemed advisable
by the trustees for the benefit of the

students._
Repairing

the

Carolyn.

Boston, Jan. 23. Work on the steamCarolyn, now in the drydock at East
Boston, haa been temporarily delayed because of a strike among the boilermakers.
The men quit work, it is understood, because they objected to the riveters being paid on a piece-work basis.
The Carolyn arrived here last November,
after being saved from the ledges at Metinic Island, Me., and haa been in the
drydock at East Boston for several weeks
undergoing repairs. Nearly 100 platea
have been taken off the vessel, having
been found to be damaged.

The

CART WITH A HISTORY.

proprietor of the

finest cafe in Los

Angeles formerly sold “hot tamales”
from a push-cart, and, although he is
now wealthy, he still preserves this old
vehicle. In erecting a business block to

house bis modern restaurant, he built a
cupola just large enough to contain the
old tamale cart, and it may be plainly
seen from the street.
In fact, far from
being ashamed of this relic of his days
of poverty, he ia so attached to it that

>ew profession
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1543 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.
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Clubbing Offers,

loiiowmg

me

clubbing

offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if ary, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
We have to pay for these publicaadvance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
this office.

tions

for

year’s subscription paid

one

The
The
The
The

year in

one

in advance:

J

Journal ai d Farm and Home..$2.00
Journal and Tribune Farmer.. 2.25
Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
Journal and Woman's Magazine. 2.25

The

publications

included in

our

clubbing

-I
I

It

i&£:

of-

fers may be sent to different addresses.
The publishers of the W< man’s Magazine

have advised

us

of

an

scription price and
clul bir

a

increase in their sub- |
consequent advance in j

rates, and The Journal

g

and

Won ai’s

VOLUME 85

!

Magazine are now $2.25.
'lhe publishers of McCalls magazine have
sent

this notice:

us

"T1

select their free patterns

e

w

subscril rs n: y
thin 30 days after

WITH THE ISSUE,

receipt of their first mag’ zint by making
request on an ordinary post caul, slating
that the pattern deeirtd is a free pattern to
winch they are entitled
the

a

January 2,

A LITTLE DUTCH DOC.

fTbe Animals’ Friend. London.]
livid away back in lhe sixteenth
century, and the old chroniclers tell us
he was a spaniel, and net over large m
His name we do not know, but his
size.
bravery, love and devotion are unquesHe

tioned.
His memory is still cherished after
these four centuries, and his deeds have
been immortalized in bronze and stone,
and in the portrait painters’ art.
He belonged to William he Silent of
| Orange, and was his constant companion
and loyal friend. In the camp at Malines,
in the" dead of night, his loud barking
saved his master’s life from the attack
of some Spanish assassins.
The intelligent, devoted little dog must
have been a great comfort to this grave
and thoughtful man in the sad and arxi1 ous hours which he
spent trying to find
the best solution to the harassing prob! lems constantly besetting the Netherlands.
There is a fine statue at The Hague, on
the Het Plein, of William the Silent, by
Royer, 1848, with the noble dog by his
side, looking up into his face with brave,

|

adoring eyes.
Tuesday, July 10, 1584, was the saddest
day of all his short life for this valiant,
For on that date his
little Dutch dog.
beloved master, William the Silent, was
struck down by the cowardly bullet of a

one Balthazar Gerard, who had
and ingeniously plotted his death.
This great patriot and leader, Prince
William I. of Orange-Nassau, the Ancestor, as he is proudly named in history,
As Motley so beauwas beloved by all.
tifully says: “As long as he lived he was
the guiding star of a whole brave nation,
and when he died the little children cried
in the streets.”
No wonder, then, that the faithful little animal, who had been the comrade of
such a man, refused his food, and pined
away sorrowing until he died. It is a
beautiful example of unselfish love and

fanatic,

long

allegiance.
In the splendid

black and white marble
tomb of William the Silent, in the Nieuwe Kerk, at Delft, the faithful dog lies
for ever on guard, at the feet of the recumbent figure of the Prince he loved so
well.
A gracious tribute to the memory of
this dear little Dutch dog ib given in that
charming book, “A Wanderer in Holland,” by E. V. Lucas.

Grace C. D. Favre.

Delft, Holland.
No Postmaster

er

A

every week, and will write ii

9
9
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SEASON?
Fannie Merritt Farmer, cookery editor of the Woman’s Home Companion,

une

9
9

SoLACK REMEDY is a recent medical discovery of three Gel man Hotel this that d.ssmves
Uric Acid Crystals and Purifes the
inoo. u is
easy to take, and wi 1 not .necl the weakest
stomach.
It is pi aranteed under the Puie Food and
Drugs Law to be absolutely tree front |
or
harmful drugs of any description.
sOi.At E is a pure specilic m overs w .y, and
has been proved bejoid quesihm t
lie the
surest and quickest renu-uy for Uno Acid
Troubles km wi to medical science, ii
matter
how long standing
It teaches ami n-nuvrs the
toot of the trouble (Uric Acid) and unities the
blood.
IDE SOLACE Co. of Battle <.Trek me the
Hole U. H Agents and have thousands <n voluntary testimonia' letters which haw* > i-»*n received from gratetul people solace has restored to health. Teftimemal letter•*, hteiature
ami FREE BOX sent tipi n request.
It Lee Morris. President of tlie* First National
Bank of l liico, Texas, wrote tlieHolaiv < mpany
as follows:
“I want you to send a box ot Holace to my father in JV emphis. Tenn
lor which i em-:«.«.*• Hi.
I his remedy has been us»d by some Inei.ds of
mine I,tie aim I must sa) its action wa>won
deiful.
‘’(Higned) lv i.. Mot 1 i".”
Put up in 2; c. 50c and $1 CO boxes.
IT’S MIGHTY HM TO HE AY Ell. AND
YOU CAN m ON 1.1 Ho BY T AKIM. sOl“No npecial Tieatment Hchemes or
Al K
Lies
AI ONE:
tile
HOI ACE
bees.” JIM
v\ ork.
AY rile today for Ike free box,« te.
SOLACE ltt-Mi 1>Y CO., Battle Cm k, Midi.
10 w*

—

—
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ache that Solace Fails

County?

■

wrote

9

TRY SOLACE AT OCR LXPENSE

Rheumatism, Neuralgia

| Ellsworth American.]
The eastern section of Hancock county, particularly in Franklin, Sullivan and
Winter Harbor, is alive with most interesting rumors of a railroad project
This project differs from most of those
of recent years in this section, which
have been heralded by a blare of trumpJAPENESE COALING DONE BY GIRLS.
ets, some big-sounding talk befor the
Coaling at Nagasaki, Japan, is an in- legislative committee on railroads and
teresting sight, being done entirely by I expresses, and finally- note that word
girls, says a writer in the February Wide finally —the granting of a charter.
But this rumor starts with a lone fishWorld Magazine. Big coal barges bear
down upon the ship as it approaches the erman and a close mouthed guide; then
beings on.
two
fishermen, who enjoyed exploring
“If your child has developed an abnor- shore, and as soon as it comes to anchor
and finally a whole surveying
mal craving for anything, or even a a rough ladder is placed between the inland,
with the tools of their profession
marked tendency to gorge himself to his liner and the foremost barge. On each party,
and the secret was out.
of it a girl quickly takes her place.
injury upon any particular food, it is be- rung in
And here is the rumor for what it is
the barge quickly shovel the coal
cause you have starved him, and you Men
baskets holding half a bushel worth: The Canadian Pacific railroad,
ought to be ashamed of yourself instead into shallow
each, to the sound of a monotonous chant, long looking for a desirable ocean outlet,
of scolding him.”
and these baskets then pass from hand or inlet, has fixed its eyes upon Winter
to hand up the living ladder with marvel- Harbor, in Hancock county, and is maklous celerity.
Each girl seizes one and ing preliminary surveys and explorations
ABE MARTIN’S SAYINGS.
it straight up in front of her, for the contemplated extension of its
Abe Martin, the Indiana funny man, swings
above her head, when it is caught by the railroad from Matawamkeag, its present
writes a number of quaint sayings in the
next
Down a second ladder, like- eastern terminus in Maine, to Winter
February American Magazine. A few wise girl.
packed with girls, the empty bask- Harbor.
of them follow:—
Such a road would traverse practically
ets pass in similar manner back into the
“Speck Moots is at home from th’ rebarge to be refilled. Barge after barge the entire length of Hancock county
formatory, an’ says that two terms is j is
emptied in this way. The monotonous from north to south. The project looks
enough fer any man.”
never ceases; the living elevagood on the map; it is in line with the
"Tell Binkley says a tourin’-car is like chanting
tor goes on hour after hour with its long-known desire of the Canadian Paa baby: ever’thing happens t’ it th’ secnever-ending stream of baskets, until cific to reach an ocean port in Maine, and
oncl summer
is full, when the ladders
“Folks that
blurt out jist what the last bunker
been carried forward is consistent
as if by magic and the ship is i far
they think wouldn’t be so bad if they disappear
ready to proceed on her voyage. A Pa- with the methods of big railroad corporthought.”
| cific
mail steamer will “bunker” two ations which have the wherewithal to
“When you do find a boy that’s tryin’
thousand three hundred tons of coal in accomplish their object.
t’ git a
education he seems t’ think
The story begins with a lone fisherman
ever’ body in th’ world ought t’ help six and a half hours, an average of three
hundred and fifty-three and three-quar- who dropped into the village of Winter
him.’’
Harbor early last summer, engaged a
tons per hour, or nearly six tons per
“It pays t’ be honest, but it don’t pay ters
conservative guide to take him out into
minute—an almost incredible record.
t’
suit
some
fellers.”
enough
the harbor.
Once out on the water, the
"You kin alius tell a self-made man if
“fisherman” opened his fishing kit and
USE Ob' PAPYRUS.
you'll keep your ears open.”
spread out charts of the harbor and a
“We ail like our relatives when we’re
The Papyrus plant, which once floursounding line, and while the “fisherman”
little.”
ished in large quantities in Egypt, but is fished lor bottom and made
on
“Flattery’’ won’t hurt you if you don’t now is almost extinct there, still abounds the chart when he got a “bite,”figures
the guide
swallow it.
in the Jotdan Valley, as well as in the
and
his
shut
his mouth shut
kept
“Nobuddy works as hard for his money neighborhood of Jaffa and Sidon. It and fishedeyes
for fish for “evidence” at the
as th’ feiler that marries it.”
grows best in a marshy soil, easily at- end of the day’s sport.
taining a height ol eight to ten feet.
And then the fisherman went away,
The stems of the plant, which are hollow,
IIOW A WOMAN WITH $100 CAPITAL EARNdeclaring himself well pleased with the
like bamboo, are leafless, and as thick as
fishing at Winter Harbor. It is presumED A GOOD LIVING.
a man's arm at. the lower part, tapering
ed he tuld others so, tor along in .SeptemThe Woman’s Home Companion is away to a point.
This wood, says a
ber two more fishermen followed in his
publishing a series of articles showing writi r in the February Wide World Mag- footsteps, located the
fishing grounds as
how a woman with a $100 capita) can azine, is used today in the Fust for a
indicated on the lone fisherman’s hart,
build up a little business that will yield variety of purposes, both ornamental and
and they too, pronounced the “fishing”
an income sufficient
to suppurt her.
At Jaffa it is converted into
In and useful.
the February number appears an ac- sandals, boxes, various articles of lurni- satisfactory.
But they wanted to see more of the
count of a Mrs. Russell who wms left a
ture, and even into boats. In ancient
and took to making long tramps
widow with a daughter of twenty. When times, particularly when the Pharaohs country,
inland.
Perhaps they were alter some
her husband died all that she had was a reigned in Egypt, the papyrus was cultiinland fishing, but though they skirted
debt of $250 and a good collection of fur- vated and converted into paper, and
lakes and streams they kept their eyes
niture. She borrowed $100 on her house many museums can boast of specimens
more
persistently on the hills. They
furniture and with this capital she and ! of these ancient papyri manuscripts.
didn’t carry home many fish, which
her daughter started a small lunch room
brings to mind the old saying, “there’s
which is open from ten in the morning
more to fishing than fish.”
until eight in the evening.
She calls it 87,000 CHILDREN COME HERE E\EhY
YEAR.
Finally, they, too, went their way, and
The “Just-a-Bite” Shop.
Following is
the places that knew them orce with the
At Ellis Island, where the kiddies and
an extract from the article:—
the Maine town for
“The first day they opened they served Uncle Sam first meet ard shake hands, kindly curiosity of
the
within its gates, settled
twenty-two people, between eleven and the officials will ted you that the child back stranger
for
their winter sleep, blissfully
two o’clock; six during the afternoon,
immigrant sounds the most hopeful note
The public ignorant still of the railroad project that
and nine for supper; a total of thirty- in the immigration problt m.
was knocking at their gates.
seven.
The menu for the first day was: school system will see to it that each
Now comes a crew of surveyors—not
“Noodle soup, 10c; corn eho der, 10c; little immigrant has a chance to beet me
fishermen this time, but real surveyors,
chicken pies, 20c; oyster patties, 20c; an American, while the adult immigrant
with the tools of their trade. They are
pork and beans, 10c; pimento and brown is only too likely to learn the qutstionmaking their heat quarters at the Relay
bread sandwiches, oc; strawberry junket, able ways of petty political bosses.
House in Franklin, and are busy running
10c, apple pie, home made, 5c; custard
According to Uncle Sam, an immigrant lines
through the towns of Franklin,
pie, home-made, 5c; coffee, tea, milk or kiddy is any child under fourteen, but it
Gouldsbcro and Winter Harbor.
seems that the little ones are never too Sullivan,
cocoa, 5c; home-made crullers. 5c.
And with their coming comes a full“In counting up, they found they had young to feel the importance of landing
Ever the cooing babies fledged railroad rumor, buzzing about the
made a net profit on the first day of at Ellis Island.
ears of the natives, disturbing their w in$3.10 besides what food they had left open their eyes wide when a uniformed ter
them to recall now'
khaki-clad
over and their own
meals for both of inspector or a
physician theirsleep, causing
suspicions of the erstwhile fishthem. The salts
of
the
first day chucks them under the chin, as if to say,
ermen, and to nod wisely, “I told you
amounted in cash to a total of $10.23.
“Well, sir, shall Ido?
so.”
“The second day they served chicken
Something like eighty-seven thousand
soud fmade from the stock of the riav
youngsters “come over” and pass
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Bitter
before from the chicken pies), breaded through the gates at Ellis Island every taste?
Liver perhaps
Complexion sallow?
side waking up. Doan's Hegulets for bilious
pork chops and sweet-potato roll, chick- year. Children under sixteen, unaccomattacks.
25c
at
all Btores.
en salad,
mince pies, cup custard, and panied by either parent, may be excludbean-salad sandwiches. Their income ed at the discretion of the Secretary of
GIFTS TO MAINE COLLEGES.
and
Labor. Where admission
that day was $14.30, and their outlay Commerce
was $8.33.
Their net profit on the sec- is to occur, the minimum requirements
Brunswick, Jan. 22. Three important
ond day was $3.72. They found that are that the children shall enjoy good
gifts to Bowdoin college were announced
shall
be
to
close
relatives
about
ten
cents
a
health,
goinsr
they averaged
profit
today by President William D. Hyde.
person, and therefore if they served who are able ar.O willing to support and John S.
of Bath has increased his
enough, they could make a very decent properly care for them, bhall be sent to gift for Hyde
the construction of the new
school until sixteen, and shall not be put
income.”
Thomas W. Hyde athletic building, built
at wcik unsuited to their years. Frein honor of his father, from $25,000 to
quently a bond is required as a condition $42,000, which latter sum covers the
DOES YOUR APPETITE
FLAG AT
THIS
of
Frem
the
mission.
ap
February
cost of the
The col-

before

$100 MONTHLY FOR SPARE TIME WORK.

NATIONAL AUTHORS’
INSTITUTE,

project.

Coming

“never

only one good idea

Write NOW and learn just what this

Don’t argue.

Don’t hesitate.

when a fire threatened his establishment
he directed the firemen to let the silver
and cut glass go until the old cart was
safe!—From the February Strand.

Pacific

EARN

a

If you can think of
low figure,

who

as

your future

for which it is recommended.
The Rexall Store* are America's Greatest
Drug Stores

Canadian

manufacturers, such

SEND YOUR name VXD ADORE33VT OXCS FOR FREE COPY OF
-moving picture playwritingouw illustrated book,

171? 1717

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
•nd city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain. There is a different Rexall
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human illeach especially designed
for the particular ill

film

selling photoplays written by people

CITY DRUG STORE

railroad

I

'! you have ideas-if you can THINK-we will show you the secrets of this fascinating new profession.
Positively n,
is wanted.
or literary excellence
necessary. No "flowery language"
The demand for photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are “moving heaven and earth
their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever increasing demand. They are offering || $100 and more.
;„r
single scenarios, or written ideas.

LIGHTING THE PANAMA CANAL.

As the completion of the canal draws
near, interest in the vast construction
work merges into a great variety of details which will be necessary to its operation. For the first time, says the February Popular Mechanics Magazine, in an
illustrated article, two great oceans will
be connected by an unbroken avenue of
brilliant lights, through which the world’s
commerce will pass, for this canal will
be in service every hour during every
day in the year. Like Stately sentinels
standing at attention, a double line of
buoys, beacons and lighthouses will enable the pilots to safely follow the zigzag course from Atlantic to Pacific.

■

experience

Edmund
Belfast

I

We Will Show You How!

disorders.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets help
insure healthy appetite, aid digestion, and promote nutrition. As
evidence of our faith in them, we ast
you to try them at our risk. If they
do not give entire satisfaction, ws
will return the money you paid us
without question or formality. Three
sixes, 25 cents, 60 cents and $1.00,
You can buy Rexall Dyspepsia Tablet#

azine.

■■BIBB BBBM9H

|

Plays!

\rr\l T CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
iUU EARN $25 OR MORE WEEKLY

ordered Btomnch.
Our experience with Rexall Dys-

LONG.

IS
SI

Write Ideas for Moving Picture

lead to all aorta of ills and comAn eminent physioian
p.ications.
once said that ninety-five per cent of
ell ills have their origin in a dismay

BRIDGE NINE MILES

PLAN

—

Stop That Itch!

SUSPENSION

jffl

published in the February number of
periodical eleven recipes for appeIn the February Amencan Magazine Dr. tizing dishes which she feels quite sure
Woods Hutchinson begins a new depart- the vast majority of her readers do not
know how to make.
She says that at
ment called “Health and ;Horse Power.”
On the subject of children’s appetites he this time of year the appetite begins to
flag and that the housewife is often
Bays in part:—
“Every one of the cravings which we puzzled to serve meals that will please
not infrequently see in the average child, the family.
Following is one of the
for sugar, or green apples, or butter, or recipes:—
“Cincinnati Coffee-Bread
Put onecake; yes, even for dirt and shoe-leather,
third cupful of sugar, one-third cupful of
are simply due to his having been starved of some element in the unbalanced butter, and one-half teaspoonful of salt
and inadequate ration on which we have in a bowl without a lip, and pour over
compelled him to live, whether he liked one cupful of scalded milic. When mixture is lukewarm add one yeast-cake,
it or not.
“When the child is allowed to grow up broken in small pieces and dissolved in
as a few children, jthank Heaven, are one-fourth cupful of lukewarm water,
two eggs, slightly beaten, and enough
bread flour, once sifted, to make a stiff
batter. Beat thoroughly, cover, and let
THE CRAVINGS OF CHILDREN.

Causes Much Disease

A motor-car truck, upon which is
mounted a body whose interior arrangement is similar to that of a railroad car
for private use, haa been constructed by a
large manufacturer of automobiles. The
body of the vehicle, which was built for
ihe accommodation of those who desire
the acme of luxury when touring by
automobile, is 26 feet long, 6 1-2 feet
wide, and over 9 feet high. The car contains a stateroom for the driver; a ladies’
stateroom, with sleeping room for five,
and a men’s stateroom, with space for
four. The men’s compartment is alBO
used as a dining and smoking room, and
is provided with two extension tables and
a folding desk. In the rear is the “kitchenette,” with every convenience and device necessary for both storing food and
preparing elaborate meals. Pictures of
the car appear in the February Popular
Mechanics Magazine.

as

Legislator.

A resolve
Augusta, Me., Jan. 23.
providing for an amendment to the Constitution, which, if accepted by the
voters, would prevent postmasters from
serving in the Legislature, was presented in the House today by Representative
The
Newbert of Augusta, a Democrat.

resolve proposes to strike out the words
“post officers excepted” in the Constitution. It was tabled for printing. If
passed, it will be submitted to the voters
next

September.
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The Republican Join
Entered Upon its 85th Year and \

IT

i

<

has reason to be proud of, and is duly gra
the commendation and patronage it has
in the past, and in the coming year will

j

merit its continuance.
T’S aim has been to present the news of the
county in readable form, to encourage evei
enterprise in wl ich Maine men and women

engaged,

to

promote

all movements for mora:

material advancement—in brief, to
per worthy of Maine homes.

as

print

a

JOURNAL has a reliable and industrial
of correspondents to furnish the news of

THE

County, and occasional contributors

at ho

abroad whose articles are not surpassed in
merit and interest by those appearing in more
tious nublications.

-NOW—
IS THE TIE TO SUBSCRIBE
$2.00

a

Year, $1.00 for Six Months.

50 cents for Three Months.
__

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
BELFAST, MAINE.

>

MUSINGS.
nicrobes In Your
of the
Journal.
r,et the friends of our youth
.ise of many years, how en;s to find them in comfort-

¥*'
jr

stances and
that have

tP

if
P

crobe

causes
baldness, and their
theory hac been verified by eminent
scientists.
This microbe destroys
the hair follioles, in time causing the
scalp pores to close and the scalp to
become shiny. Then, it is believed
nothing will revive the growth. If
treated before this occurs, baldness
may be overcome.
We know of nothing that has
given such universal satisfaction in
treating the scalp and hair as Rexall
•*93” Hair Tonic. It has been designed after long study to overcome
the cause of falling hair as discovered
by Prof. Unna, Dr. Sabouraud and
other eealp and hair specialists, and
we believe it will do more than anything else can to remove dandruff and
stop falling hair; and if any human
agency can promote a new growth
of hair it will do that, too.
We want you to make us prove it.
We will pay for a month's treatment
of Rexall '*93" Hair Tonic used during a trial, if you will use it according to directions, and are not
thoroughly satisfied. W hen we will
do this, you surely should not hesitate
to at least try it.
You*
Start the treatment today.
mere request will get your money
Two sises: 50o
back if you want it.
and $1.00.
You can buy Rexall "93” Hair Toni*
la this community only at our store:
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Sunday morning and we
be present.”
A priest
gave a temperance talk, having in mind
a former chum and schoolmate who
happened to be in the audience with his parents. When the priest was through with
his talk, the young man arose and politely addresseo' the audience. He said that
if he knew a glass of whiskey were to
end his days, he would have to take it.
His parents were so overcome with grief
that they left the room and within a year
the young man w*as picked up in the
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gressive ideas of the modern woman,
but preferred to confine her thought
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Jesus and John was disThere seemed to be little room
the church for the progressive
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home.

earth
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or

star

or

hu-

little act a matter of small consequence. These young ladies are to be

body has been sep•■ments and each ele-
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the old ladies of the future.

They are
jar by itself, but the continually moulding habits of thought.
'he soul, no man can io- How sad when we see
them moulding
smprehend.
wrong habits of thought, habits of disa portion of the nerve
honesty, habits of disrespect for age
surch met to discuss and experience.
A man may fail of the
dicers of the church. most brilliant success in life,
just from
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arrived and left
'hat is all he knows
the whereabouts of

Banquet

Held

at

Naval

Prison.

ar

Portsmouth, N. H.-A very pretty
wedding took place recently at the navy
;
yard, when Lucy Garfield' Cartledge of
r
point, some other | of Philadelphia became the bride of Gunrviewed. Each man nery Sergeant James Lippert, of Ann
that ear is passing Arbor, Mich,, stationed at the naval
prison. The ceremony took place at the
•'
the route.
If a cer- home of Sergeant and Mrs. A. B.Bristow
church knows that and was performed by Rev. C. Le V
Brine of the Christ church of this
city.
K high professions in
The bride, dressed in a charming gown
that profes- of white
silk, was attended by Miss Rose
his fellowman unjustly, Fox of Philadelphia, who wore a handJnrhri9tian to withhold the some dress of pink silk.
"Inch
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de. The
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A SICK HEADACHE
Unfits

were

recipients of
costly gifts.
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many handsome and
The banquet was a novel event from
the fact that it was the first thing of the
tind to occur within the walls of the
government institution.
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Saturday Evening Post, The Ladies’
Home Journal and The Country Gentleman, find boys to push the sales and
train them to obtain regular customers.
There is a good-paying business right
here for some one. Write at once to

and there are one or two
for instance, that could be mentioned which no British shipowner is
likely ever to employ again. It used to
be the custom more than it is now to
name ships for people, but that was in
the days when they were owned more by
individuals. Corporation ownership has
done away with this practice to a large
extent, and vessels are now named more
with the idea of conveying a sense of
strength, power, greatness, and the
routes that they serve.
In transatlantic vessel nomenclature,
however, the German lines have in recent years named some of their big new
vessels for American statesmen, such
as George
Washington, President Lincoln and President Grant. The United
Fruit Company followed this course too
in naming four of its vessels for Admirals Dewey, Schley, Sampson and Farragut respectively, but it is not a common
practice now. In naming a ship it has
come to be regarded that the ideal designation should be emblematic of the
best there is in the vessel, that a name
should not contain more than ten letters,
and that it should be distinctive.
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ALDrtON, General Passenger \gent
I MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General
Manager,
Portland. Maine.

EASTERN

__

! Bangor

Line— Winter Schedule.

|

Publishing Company

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

i

_

FARE REDUCED

Sales Division, District No. 2

Belfast and Boston.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

$2.25

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST
*

————

Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.

m.

For Winterport at 7.30

a.

days,

-■

and

and

for

Leave Rockland
steamer

at

from

Saturdays.

5.15

Wednesday*

m.,

Saturdays.

Tuesday*

Fridays.
of

Boston. Mon,

Thursdays.

Leave Boston at 5.00 p. rn.,

(or

.nnd

arrival
Boston) Wednesday*, and
a. m.

on

FRED W. POTE, Agent. Belfast. Maine

William Lincoln West
WANT ADS AND PARCEL POST.

In

Et-\eteriu»fy
liitlustj-r r,

recent editorial the Aurora (111.)
Beacon points out to the merchants of
that city how the new parcel post lawcan be used to
good advantage in developing business among rural customers.
But not only is the merchant benefitted
by the new law, for the enterprising
farmer can work up a profitable business
in farm products, such as butter,

use—the best

lowed in

There is no glare: no flicker. The light is soft and c;ear. The Rayo
is a low priced lamp, but you cannot get batter light at any price.
Rayo lamps are lighting more than three million homes.

a

England for

some

time and says:

buy is

the

Rayo.

At Dealers

Everywhere

Buffalo

ANIMALS

STREET,

MXINB

BELFAST

(Mpital Never

<

losed.
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Notice of First Meeting oi
Creditors.
! In the District Court of the UnTod <*.
'ted st8t«9 S t
!
the District of Maine.
the matter of George
| In W.
Norton. Bankrupt,
bankruptcy.
i
S To the Creditors of George VV. Norton of Paermo
m the
County of Waldo and idstrict aforesaid, a
Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the
llthday of
j January, A.D. 1913, the said Georg*- W. Norton

*

was duly adjudicated
Bankrupt; and that the
First Meeting of his Creditors will be held
;‘t the office of Dunton & Morse.
Savings Bank
Building, Belfast. Maine, on the 7th day of
March, A. I). 1913, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the said Creditors
may
attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee,
; examine the Bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may
properly come before said

I

Boston

Albany

DISEASES OF

Phones—Hospital59-13.

Lighted without removing cbimney or
shade.
Easy to clean and rewick*
Made in various styles and for all purposes,

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

NO

II

1 o|Y|r|

Now York

—_

|

The

Stickney

Stove

Store

meeting.

JOHN R. MASON.

Bangor, Maine,

Referee in Bankruptcy.
Januarv 34. 1913.

CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

Kitchen

PRESH FISH, CLEANED, POSTPAID, 4pound, Is 6d.
Fisherman’s Syndicate,

*

Furnishings, Stoves,

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

Ranges

Attorney at Law,

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.
J CHN B.

Opp.

cost of living-get nule’s
bams and bacons direct from factory;
sides,
ismoked, 8 l-2d; smoked, 9d;cuts of steak. 9d;

Reduce
p

can

you

81*1.1

Save the Children’s Eyes—and Your Own,

r\AIRY PRODUCTS—NEW AND SEPARATed milk; rich, thick, double and clotted
Devonshire cream, fresh butter, new-laid eggs,
nrst prize medal Wiltshire bacon and
hams, and
dried milk by post prepaid. Prideaux’s Creamery, Montcombe, Dorset.

u

lamp

ALL

Hospital, I'liurmacy him! Office.

The Light for the Home F” SiSL

“One of tile most successful methods
of usi.ig the parcels post is by advertising. By displaying his wares in the
home paper in attractive style the local
merchant can bring the purchaser directlv to his store.
"Every day can be made a bargain dav
! through the parcels post,
“Ifirect
connection between the conI
sumer and the producer may be established »y this system. In England the
i business possibilites of the parcel post
are well understood, as
may be seen from
! the
following advertisements clipped
from a Loncon newspaper which runs a
department neaded ‘Bargain by Post;’

|i>n|<h tor Bureau of Animai
Department of Agriculture

VKT^KINAKIAJVj
TREATS

eggs,
etc., among residents of nearby cities by
in
the
local
advertising
newspapers. The
Beacon declares this plan has been fol-

STICKNEY,

Memorial

Building.

Church Street

Open

BELFAST,

at all times.

P
p

MAINE.

tice in all Courts.

i:

a

lty.

Probate practice
2tf

istpaid.

apples and delicious apple
products from famous Whimple (Devon)
orchards by post. Write for prices.

Lovely

|

“Thp farm

urA/fnnoa

arrnrc

Here Is

onr?

and the advertisements that fill the columns of English newspapers tel) how the
city consumer can get such goods direct
from the farmer. The same newspaper
columns can tell the farmer how he can
get his sugars and coffees and teas and
canned goods and other staples which the
farm does not produce from the tradesman in his nearest city.
“And the department merchant in the
small city, the dry goods merchant, the
milliner, haberdasher, the druggist, and
the hardware merchant will also show
the farmer that he can select his purchases from the more amp'e stock of
their city stores and get these goods
through the parcel post service at prices
which will fairly compete with the metropolitan mail order houses.’’

bounty

present.

MAGAZINE

Is the Leading Fashion Journal in America.
In the matter of dresB, McCall’s is indispensable
to every woman. There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’9, brimful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money ideas
for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.

a

Bargain/
|

al,,n|"y)R
|/\

t

Miss fiis

Extraordinary Offer

By special advertising arrangement
lishers of McCall’s

we are

with the pubable to offer you this well-

with
the

our own

paper for

regular price of

our

only

a

few cents mare than

paper alone.

;

The above extraordinary offer may be accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend their
time ahead for the time mentioned.
The only re-

any one of the celebrated 15c.
terns from your first copy of McCall’s

a

yepupiiutn journal

,

i
j

j
\j

The publishers of McCall’s are planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to
keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar publications. Every issue will be full of delightful sur-

1

S

known popular Ham; and Fashion Jjurnal together

quisite

n.

j

Don

McCall’s is a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.

prises.

$5, it being urged that the fur

of the animals was not worth
enough in
the market to create much of an incentive for farmers and others to hunt them
with the State paying what it does at

Genuine

.3

MCCALL’S

game warden staat a hearing before
the committee on inland fisheries and
game Wednesday afternoon. The hearing was on a proposition to increase the
to

a

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
!
The Republican Journal, One Year,;
Any I5=Cent McCall Pattern,

THE BOB CAT BUSINESS.

Belfast, formerly
tioned in Bangor,

"L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

f horn

BELFAST.

ir

Belfast, depart... 7 05
City Point. t7 10

We Want a Man

Augusta, Jan. 23. Details of a profitable industry which has grown up
along
the Canadian border of Maine, whereby
Medicine for a long time, and always with good
bob cats, loupcerviers and Canadian
results. I can highly recommend it for Sick
lynx are killed on the other side of the
Headache and pains in the stomach."
line and brought into Maine where the
Mrs. W. D. Sargent, Skowhegan, Me.
$2 bounty paid by the State is collected,
were brought out by Walter I. Neal of
Regular size 35 cents at all dealers.

mess rooms.

couple

a

for every phase of existence, business, proThose who suffer from
fession, or social.
headache know the symptoms, and when to use
the remedy. Wh: t remedy is the difficult question to many. The True “L. F.’’ Atwood’s
Medicine seldom fails to relieve promptly.
“I always had Sick Headaches before taking
•'L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. After taking it, I
have no more Sick Headaches, and would not
be without “L. F.,” says Mrs. George Anderson,
Brunswick, Me.
“I have used the True “L. F.’* Atwood’s

The best man was William Becker
also attached to the naval prison.
Following the wedding ceremony the
contracting parties and their friends repaired to the non-commissioners dining
hall at the naval prison where a reception was held and a most excellent banquet served"to the guests.
The dining hall was a most ideal place
for the reception, among the beautiful
holiday decorations that adorned the
The

writ-h

FROM
n

|

easy task, and yet, strange

farrtt

On and after Jan 13,
1913, trains connectat Burnham and Wuterville
with throogh
trains for and from Bangor,
Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as
follows:

j

posite effect,

Poultry

will be open to the
students in this Course.
Arrangements have been made with
prominent fruit growers in the State to
deliver lectures during the course in
Fruit Growing, and every effort is being
made to give the best Short Course the
College has ever offered.
Circulars giving full details concerning these courses wil! be forwarded on
application to the College of Agriculture,
Orono, Maine.

given as an illus- failure to establish confidence in his
has its duties to ; honesty.
Geo. M. Cole.
nt perform its duties i
Haddonfield, N. J., Jan. 17, 1913.

hearing,

wrhilo

AGRICULTURE,

important
Management Course

gan

r

ship appropriately

new

BELFAST

“anBor.

to

dealingscnnlldem

ing

1

SHIPS.

All

_BURNHAM

rlia«%OAa

MA

certain.

B"

Dealer—Wm. A. Swift, Belfast.

•

out, of packing and marketing. These Grimsby.
problems will be dealt with in detail in T ARGE ROASTING
FOWLS, 43 PAIR;
this Short Course.
ducks, 4s pair; geese, 4s 6d, postpaid. Miss
The Course is so arranged that the Cox, Strand House,
Rosecarberry, Cork.
lectures in the
most

‘*vfi8

j

always

a
an

Iwtfs tfilra

absolutely

o

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
Telltho.,:a.m. Are- PortIa“d' Mai“®‘

—

it may seem, the name of a ship often
has much to do with her success.
Passenger ship3, for instance, require different names from freight ships; that is,
a name that would be suitable for
a
freighter might be quite detrimental to
a vessel intended to carry tourists on
pleasure bent. There are some names
that seem to be particularly unlucky,

25c. and 50c.

culture could be questioned. The inves'ment is small, made up only of the railroad fare, boarn and room While at Orono.
The returns are immediate and lasting.
The S ort Courses in Fruit Growing
and Poultry Management open February
4th and run for three weeks. Lecture's
will be given during each hour of the
forenoons, and the afternoons will be occupied in actual practice work. Are ycu
interested in fruit growing?
If so. it
will pay you to take the Short Course. It
is intensely practical in scope.
It doer
not deal with theories.
It introduces
for detailed study those orchard practices which are recognized as modern,
scientific and economic.
If you are planning to establish a new
orchard, or renovate an old one, most
certainly many problems will present
themselves. It is important that they
shall be settled right
Always there are
problems of pruning, spraying, grafting,
orchard
in
fertilizing
management; there
are problems of varieties of fruit to put

name

’-')AI
TREATV°rKVTmeKby,
*h®, NKAIused.
T'
hypodermics
Reff
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1
suits

«,.

but be sure that you
get GLOVE brand.
Made in all heights, all sizes and for all purposes but only
one grade
the BEST.

as

The time has long since passed when
the value of the Short Courses in Agri-

or one

nts

To
not

cs.

SHORT COURSES IN

s
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DRINK HADIT

they

id feel well and there is no
ing rubber boot on the
ley have behind them the
and reputation of one of
ind best-known manufacturers in the country.
When buying rubber

MENU.

THE BEST NAMES FOR

railroaders, laborers,
rely on L>r. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil. Fine for
cuts, burns, bruises. Should be kept in eveiy

the

MAN'S

re-

Glove Brand

ear

ySi
addreel

in,M

are always absolutely
dependable. They fit well,

capital.

AN ENLISTED

pair of

a

its

A sailor of twenty years ago, more or
less, would surely have considered he had
occasion for unbounded gratitude if he
had been invited to sit down to the Christmas Day dinner provided by the Navy
Department this year to about 10,000
enlisted men on the battleship fleet of
the Atlantic. The menu on that day
consistt 1 of oysters, turkey with green
p .'pper salad, roast leg of lamb and brown
gravy, lettuce, salad, maple dressing,
stewed
tomatoes,
cranberry sauce,
pickled olives and chow chow, pumpkin
pie, apple cider, fruit, nuts and cake,
and was said to be the most elaborate
ever prepar d by the navy.

as

They are so fearful woman who would disown all the rules
-ing fully guided by for family discipline laid down in the
ace that
they sit in Bible.
:i meeting for worship.
It is hard to tell which will be received
lie meetings are des- with
greater favor at the gate of the
to become extinct.
Eternal City, the one who disowns these
believe as fully in
great and unchangeable truths or the
ight within and prae- one who is too cowardly to uphold them.
mntly. In the after- A little talk on the sphere of the young
Methodist Sunday woman laid stress on the value of
young
r. instead of spendpeople’s organizations. A young lady
ing into the mysteries j
may go to a neighbor and ask her to
creation of man, dis- join the organization when she could not
the man of the pres- with propriety
approach her on more
sing
He proved the vital questions.
The importance of beauman race by telling
ginning this work in early years is
which have unearth- brought home very
forcibly when we
which a high degree consider the
power of habit and the im: been
developed. He portance of starting out on the right
elements which enter road.
We may think one little thought

j

pense with British

some good
doubt.
Permission to show him thl.
f
de,lr“3' giro him my
M® correspond
and oind«laJ|y
with him, as them
'"*1 V®„ma"y good fellow* who
realty wan t to be
*
g®nuln? ioitcr among the scoree
wi can
mn show
.how”you,
we
proving absolutely that the

MARC

useless if
;htest defect.

on

*-

Potent to stir the imagination with
hints of miraculous changes now dawning upon the world are the numerous
illustrations appearing in the February
Popular Mechanics Magazine. The reader feels uneasily, that the capabilities of
the human race have scarcely been
tested, and longs to view the wonders so
surely in store for another generation.
The cover design for February shows, in
delightful color effect, an electric furnace just as the molten metal is issuing
from it. An interesting article describes
the furnace and its use in refining steel.
A number f illustrations show how the
Panama Canal will he lighted, and an
article states that, “F< r the first time
two great oceans will be connected by
an unbroken avenue of brilliant lights,
through which the world’s commerce
will pass, for this canal will be in service
every hour during every day in the
year.” Two Datres of views show the
latest types of aviettes, the “machines
for attempting manflight by man-power
alone,” and which are being widely experimented with. Something new in
deep-sea diving apparatus is a sledge
which is towed by a surface boat and
may be kept either on the surface or at
the bottom, by means of rudder planes,
The bracing of sky-scrapers so that they
are able to withstand high wind pressures is discussed by J.
E. Murphy, in
an illustrated article. Two pages of illustrations accompany an article on “The
Harnessing of the Mississippi for hydroelectric Power,” and the project is compared with the Panama Canal.

benevolent purpose. A lady believing
souls more valuable than money,
gently
touched him on the shoulder and said
“Tell them also that we shall have a

their drunken father.
mg dead, he is all they
them of a happy child-

..

nn..

The February American Magazine contains a wonderful letter by Allan Pinkerton, never before published, in which the
famous detective relates his connection
with the first plot to assassinate Lincoln.
Lincoln was on his way to Washington in
February, 1861, and the plan was to kill
him in Baltimore while he was
passing
through that city on the way to Washwhere
he
was to be inaugurated.
ington
Pinkerton discovered the plot, saved Lincoln's life, and tells the whole storv in
this letter, which was written in 1866'but
never reached the public until The American Magazine got hold of it.
Brand
Whitlock, Mayor of Toledo, Ohio, writes
the second chapter of his personal reminiscences and tells some remarkable
stories about James G. Blaine, Governor
Altgeld, and the Whitechapel Club of
Chicago, which in its time was probably
the most famous and most interesting
Bohemian club in the world.

a

special effort to have everybody invite
their friends to come together at a certain time to raise some money for some

io

f
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things.
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:-k of the pleasant social
wife's children are de-
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nnt

buy

ugh work,
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can-Hawaiian Line, which runs steamers
the Atlantic to Puerto Mexico and on
the Pacific to Salina Cruz, and whose

The article shows how

h*» rnrriaH

TRADE

,ho“ld 70u h»ve
M*?"**"*-.
""“".fa'1 UP<>“ you who is in

boots for town
rof the heavier

sailing-ship tonnage she was purchased some time ago by her Russian
She now has on
owners for $15,000.
board approximately 1,400,000 feet ot
lumber, and the charterer will pay about
$26,000 for the run, or nearly twice as
much as the owner's investment in this
vessel. It is estimated that her expenses for the
trip will be about $8,000, leaving a clear profit of $18,000 to her own-

started her to thinking. Out of this experience grew the League. Hers is a
story of a woman who started great

as

part of the city. Was
fall caused by the imfa life’s companion or

■

a>-; :•

mnv

From “A GOOD FELLOW”

boots
u

city in the United States. It also precanal when
sents a dramatic picture of the
origin of vessels will use the Panama
the League. Mrs. Julian Heath, a New it is open. The Tehuantepec Railroad is
York woman, had an experience which 192 miles long and was built at great ex-

church she thought she saw a partiality
blest of men for many shown to those moving in higher financial
the ; circles.
\vi* parted company at
Being of a sensitive nature she
a
:emy. An unhappy sec- had not entered a church in the city
,s blamed for his down* where she was then living but was strivlibrary were evidences ing to wend her way heavenward with
blamed such chance associates as happened to
m that much
*
be thrown around her. Several families
,\ beautiful set of books
t
rican Men and Women are reading sermons at home instead of
A
ged to be a present from attending church.
rs-sr "'
A prominent church man was
who had gone into busimaking
,sar„;
he continued to live

[rubber

INTO

in

or

conclu-

are

TONNAGE

An illustration of how greatly tonnage
is in demand was furnished recently,
when the old Russian bark Clan MaeFarlane left the Columbia River bound for
Durban, South Africa, with a cargo of
lumber. This vessel was originally built
at a cost of $75,000, but with the decline

is

with tradesmen.

t.hp nlnn

me

me.

SAILING

published in the February
Woman’s Home Companion. It is an ac- ers.
count of the Housewives’
League, an orTHE TEHUANTEPEC TO DISCONTINUE?
ganization of 500,000 women, which, in
It is
the
of the
two years, has developed to the
point Panamabelieved thatmean opening
the end of the
where it is actually assisting hundreds of
canal tray
thousands of housewives in the United existence of the Tehuantepec Railway,
States to reduce the cost of living. One which runs from Salina Cruz to Puerto
of its great contentions is that women Mexico, with up-to-date facilities for
should study the market reports in the handling cargoes in transferring same
newspapers in order to get information from trains to ships at both terminals.
about prices which will enable them to This is the railroad by which at present
buy intelligently when they come to deal cargoes are transshipped by the Amerito women

The Resell Store* ere Americe'a Greatest
Drug Store*

food and the soul at

OLD

SERVICE.

An article of great interest and value

Rexall Store in nearly every town
and city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain. There is a different Rexall
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
saeh especially designed for the particular ill
for which it is recommended.

any other person on
are as badly charred

in

PRESSING

reader is reminded of that now-famous
story, because of its originality, humor,
brisk action, tangled but quite
plausible
complications, and general breeziness.
The short fiction maintains the
high levei
fixed by Lippincott’s standard and the
are
well
filled
departments
as usual.

Edmund Wilson, Proprietor
Tha Tkyxalt Stan
Belfast
Maine

his sober moments,

in

;

for

SHIPS AND SAILORS.

The February
Lippincott’s is a wellrounded, ripe and rich magazine, full of
varied fiction and papers adjusted to the
season.
As usual, every feature in it is
complete, there being nothing continued
but the entertainment, which never
flags. The novel, “Miss Phoenix,” is
by a new writer, Albei t Lee. While its
tneme is entirely unlike that of
Mary
Roberts Rinehart’s “Seven Days,” the

Authorities say that a microbe
baldness. If you are losing
hair try our remedy at our risk.
Professor Unna, of Germany, and
Dr. Sabouraud, the great French
Dermatologist, claim that a mi-

Eiutor
*5

Literary News and Notes.

Scalp

is that you pay in advance.

Remember, if you accept our big McCall bargain
the best we have ever made—you may select free of
—

charge

postcard request

to

McCall Pat-

by sending
The McCall Compiny.

Call at this office or send your order
scribe today.

by mail.

I
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n

rupnsnmg to., Belfast, Me.
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STOCKTON

SEARSPORT.
Florence Colcord

Miss

was

in Bangor Satur-

i

Mr. Lewis A. Barrett, Sylvan steet, is house
at this writing, Monday, with a severe bronchi
al cold.

day.

and family are on the
Capt. W. H. Goodell
sick list.
went to
Mrs. Louise Bailey and son Clarence

Mrs. lEIden Shute, Sylvan street, recently
joined Capt. Shute in New York on the arrival

of his vessel from the south.

Bangor Monday.

to

Mts. J. H. Duncan returned Friday
business trip to Boston.
to her home
Miss L. W. Edwards is confined
severe cold.
on M ater street with a
Curtis were in Bangor
Capt. and Mrs. H. G.
returning home Monday.
a

I

Thousands testify that

n

Sunday,

candidate for district inof
highways in M aldo county.
spector
in the employ of J. MurAugustus \Yalker is
the illness of Mr. Murphy's
&
during
Son,
phy
J. M.

Brock is

a

family.

has been confined to
Henry M', Colson, who
is able to
the house ly illness the past week,

be out
J

probably due to uric
acid in the system—the
blood must be purified—
the poisonous acid driven
out and general health
must be improved.
is

Mr'and

over

L

to see Miss Elva M. Randall able
her teaching, after her injury from
falling upon the ice two weeks ago.
The Current Events Club was entertained in
regular session Wednesday afternoon by Mrs.

We

from a
Mrs. Nettie Dyer returned Friday
visit in Rockland.
to Boston MonMiss Mildred E. Bowen went
ahort
a
stay.
day for
from

ployees of the B. & A. R. R-, but with wages 1 tOUTH MONTV1LLE.
for engineers ranging from $106 to $166 per
Mrs T. W. Twiss has gone to Searsmont to
month it does not seem that
starvation”
pend the winter with Mrs. A. Cobb.... A very
uccessful term of school, taught by Pearl Oxcompensation is being given for services reniered. And if competent men are willing to I on, closed last Saturday. It is hoped she
may
lo the required labor for the stipulated price I >e engaged to teach another year_Mr. G.
why blame the managers of the R. R. for ac- V. Prescott took dinner with Mrs. Nancy Adims last Saturday....Mrs. W. B. Morse recepting them?
vived a shower of birthday cards Tuesday...
diss Me.tie Howes visited her uncle, C. M.
Correspondence.
lowes, last week.
FREEDOM.
j £AST NORTHPORT
Dr. M. M. Small and family have returned to
Mrs. Gertrude Condon of Boston is visiting
Mrs. S. J. Flye's to pass the remainder of the
j ler sister, Mrs. C. O. Dickey_Mrs.
Henry
winter.... Mr. Fred N. Flye was in Waterville
i. Hills returned
Wednesday from a month’s
Ian. 23d on business for the Samoset club...
risit in Boston and vicinity... .Mrs. W. C. MaMr. Charles Bellows was the guest of his
| loney went to Bangor Monday and
expects to
uncle, Crosby Fowler, the past week_The
emain two weeks-The supper given at Mr.
Echo editorial staff were in Waterville Jan.
ind Mrs. A. F. Mink’s Friday night was a suc25th to have their pictures taken.Miss
* :ess.
The bad traveling kept many away, but
Theresa Clark went to Unity Jan. 24th, where

SPRINGS.

agfxin.

to the
Hamilton, who has been confined
is able
illness for the past ten days,

house by
to be out again.

street.

and Mrs. Jason Littlefield have moved
into the chambers of the small h< use on School
street belonging to the estate of the late Mrs.
Almeda H. Rendell.
At this writing, Monday, preparations are
being made by our young people for the “Mask
Ball,” to be held Thursday evening in Denslow

Sears

especially valuable
aged people.
f

Scott & Bowne,

on

Bloomfield, N. J. 12-€0

Hall.

Success to the

afternoon, Jan. 23d.

A

goodly

number

j

very preva- i Fish of Brownville, who has been visiting at
*Tis ever thus, when the home of his uncle, S. J. Fish, for several
No i weeks, left for his home
Mrs. C. H.
“open winter.”

and tedious colds

j

are

1

very nice supper and

BEGINNING JANUARY 30th

Miss H. M.
Hamburg

Muslin Underwear
Sale. Give her a

call

and

will

a

surely
bargain to please you1

a

food time-Matthew Leadbetter is having
lis residence piped for hot water heat. W. H.
Tall is doing the work.

BLACK

and

Announces

I

you

find

a

---

PRESTON’S”
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated
off 'Iain street.
street
!

Impressive and the following
►fficers were duly installed in a very ereditj ible manner by the retiring worshipful Master
t*’. Stuart Grindle:
Worshipful Master, Wellngton Coombs; Senior Warden, S. C. Keller,
lunior
Waiden, Ralph Pendleton; Treasurer,'
|
A. Elinas; Secretary, Howard
Pendleton;
Chaplain, Wm. Keller; Marshal, E. L. Sprague;
Senior Deacon, Cleveland Adams; Junior Dea;on, Elmer Pendleton; Senior Steward, I’v.-.m
3. Hatch; Junior Steward, F. D. Pendlet* n;
Fyler, Wm. C Hatch. A pleasant feature of

—
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KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

a

SALE
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nterestii g and

_
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hose who went had
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HAMBURG

The annual installation of Island Lodge, No.
i9, F. & A. M v as held in Masonic Hall Jan.
!4th.
The installation ceremonies were v^rv

lent in town, at present.
require the power of separating right from | Maine has a so-called,
Sunday...
the
and
the
determination
to
abide
wrong
by
snow, or ice are to be seen in this locality, at Libby and daughter Louise spent the week-end
monia, is now improving.
has been con- choice. Christ’s “Follow Me” makes plain the this date—January 27th. Strange weather for in Swanville-Fred Beane of Dixmont was
W. T. C. Rupnells, Esq who
the CUest of
rlmurlifpr
\Irc
M O Htiloir
for the past way. vVe are not asked to follow an unmarked i The Pine Tree State!
fined to his home with the grip
last week-Mrs. C. W. Nealey and R C.
road, and though those who strive to walk in it
Mr. L. Albert Gardner, Middle street, was
week, is now improving.
often stray, he regards not unly success or failconfined to the house nearly all last week by a Nealey left on Thursday’s boat for a visit of
confined to his
Mr. J. B. Ames, who has oeen
ure but the purpose and desire.
The habit j
one week in Boston and
vicinity.Mr. Wood,
a
with
severe
week
the
grip-iike cold; but was at his business
for
past
home on Main street
of Christianity is not formed in a day. John
representing the firm of W. W. Benjamin,
in
He
is
the
managing partner
place Monday.
severe cold, is improving.
beof
;
passed through many years
experience
commission merchants, Boston, was in town
town of the hardware firm of Goodhue & Co.,
Belfast triday, fore his vision became clear
True G. Trundy, who died in
enough to make ! Main
several days last week, making his headquarstreet. We trust his improvement may
the Searsport him the John of Revelations.
of
proprietor
Saul, the youth,
was formerly
ters at E. N. Bartlett’s.... Mrs. G. L. Clarke
be steady and rapid.
had little in common with Paul the prisoner
House and was well know n here.
of West Winterport visited Mrs. C. B. Jewett
Church
sufferCasL.
M.
street,
went to
Partridge,
Years are needed to perfect lif* ; there is thereCapt.
last Thursday... Mrs. S. J. Fish spent a few
The Searsport basket ball team
fore no time for delay, “Remember Lot’s ed a severe ill-turn last Saturday. “Acute inwere defeated by
days in Hampden recently with Mrs. Etta
tine Saturday evening and
wife.”
digestion,” his physician pronounced the
to 11.
the locai team by a score of 22
Dinsmore... Friends of Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Next Sunday, February 2nd, the Y. P. S. C. illness; and. after some time, brought reEdna of
Ide extend sympathy to them in their sorrow
John H. Montgomery and daughter
each uf the paroxysms, one in the afterlief
to
E.
will
The
observe
as
“Endeavor
Day.”
the guests
caused by the death of their older son, TraBucksport were in town Saturday,
noon
and
the
The
another
an
during
night.
have
prayermeeting committee
prepared
an.i Mrs. J. M'. Black on Main
verse, who died of pneumonia in Bellevue
is
comfortable.
His
recuperative
interesting program for the evening. There | patient again
Hospital, N. Y.
street.
will also be music by the Boys’ orchestra. The powers are astonishing in one so advanced in
Putnam celebrated his b9th
N.
Joseph
Capt.
LINCOLN V1LLE.
young people of the First Congl. Church cor- years.
is hale and
birthday Jan. 24th. The captain
Several from here attended the meeting of
dially invite the Park Endeavorers and the
Mr. John N. Levine arrived last Friday
seen on the streets of the
be
to
is
and
hearty
Epworth League to unite with them in this evening from Wateiville, ccming by way of Knox Pomona Grange in Camden Saturday_
Mrs. Clinton Thomas has returned from a visit
village daily.
service.
Belfast because of the uncertainty of reaching i
seriousin Boston... J. S. Mullen returned Friday
Capt. Wilson N. West, who has been
Stockton at the usual hour, while the “strike”
at
from a business trip to Bangor... Mr. and
ly ill with pneumonia, is improving slowly
on the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. continues.
The News ot Brooks.
for
Mrs. Wilbur Mahoney are receiving congratuthis writing and his many friends hope
He desired to reach his wife and babe at the
lations on the birth, Jan. 23d, of a daughter.
his speedy recovery.
home of his father-in-law, Mr. J. A. Flanders
Mrs. Mary Staples is still quite ill with the
....Mrs. James Moody died Jan. 25th at her
without
Point
annoying delays.
The coal and fertilizer plants at Mack's
home in the village after a lingering illness.
grip. She has Miss Olive Durost for a nurse.
the strike on
Many old fiiei ds of Mr. aid Mis. William The funeral service was held
are at a standstill on account of
Tuesday at the
Mr. Dow is planning to sell his goods and
will
Smith living in the upper portion of this town
the B. & A. R. iv. It is hoped the strike
residence.
An obituary will be given next !
ciose his store as he cannot attend personally
week.
w
ill
hear
with
the
that
an
coming
be settled
deep regiet
apoplectic week... Miss Gladys
to the business.
Young, who is attending
shock was suffered by Mrs.Smith recently She
the High school in Camden, spent the weekRobert Spaulding, clerk at the Searsport
Here we are on wheels the very last days of has
sufficiently improved at this date to be able end at home... Master Horace Leslie
to visit
House, has gone to North Searsport
Grey is
January. This surely beats everything that to sit up a little, although still quite feeble. confined to
to Boston,
the house by blood poisoning in his
his mother, after which he v. ill go
we can remember.
We
extend
to
both
the
invalid
and
sympathy
seanext
the
arm. He is attended by our new
where he has employment for
physician, !)r.
Roscoe E. Webber is reported quite sick. her aged husband in this suffering and anxiety.
Eastman, formerly of New Hampshire. This
son.
David Fogg is with him to do the chores and
Mr. Frank S. Benson, treasurer of the Stock- is the second case in the family and we hope
The remains of Dominicus R. Smart, a for- take care of the team.
ton Springs Trust Co., has tendered his re- for a quick recovery... .Dr. Eastman is re- I
mer resident, who died in Dorchester, Mass.,
“Our Ike,” the jumper king of the olden signation, to take effect February 1st, he hav- ceiving a good patronage and givirg excellent
in
Jan. 18th. were brought here and interred
j days, has been sick for several days, but is ing been selected to take the head of a Trust satisfaction.
Jan.
in
the
cemetery
village
the family lot.
now able to got out to the shop.
Co., organized in Old Town. His services have
'•ORTH ISLESBOKO.
His age was 77 years and 9 months.
22nd.
Marceilus J. Dow has been appointed Dis- neen r.igniy sausiaciory 10 me prtsiuem. anu
Mrs. Angelia Adams is the guest of relatives !
trict Deputy of the Knights ot Pythias to take board of directors since assuming charge of
The weather here for the past week has
in Bangor.... Mrs. Lizzie Wyman left Jan.
tiie bank here. Mr. Simeon B. Merrithew will
been of the April kind, the thermometer not the place of J. W. Deane, resigned.
23d to visit relatives in Massachusetts
Miss
’! ikon A. Elliott, insurance agent, has been succeed him in the Stockton Springs Trust Co.
getting below 20 for the week and was up to
Lavena Grover is visiting her mother, Mrs.
on
several
the
of
the
middle
in
above
day
50
Last week Stockton enjoyta a remarkably
detained in Brooks by the illness ot his wife*
George Robinson, in Bangor... Mr. Newton
occasions, and the snow is completely gone.
He was to have worked in Penobscot county mild seven days for mid-wintei! The dailyBunker spent a few days recently in Atlantic,
j
weather was as fol < vs: burday, heautifu Mass with Mr. and Mrs. L G. Gurney_Miss
for the winter.
The thermometer registered 4U above Monfine
threatenJanuary
day; Monday,
Verna Willey of Belfast spent the week-end
morning,
District Deputy Wing of JSearsmoi.t nspeetday mor. ing at 7o’clock and 10 above Tuesday
rain toward night; Tuesday, rain in mornwith friends in town-Mr. Malcolm Y.enton
morning at 7 o’clock. A variety of weather ed Marsh ltiver Lodge of Masons last Wednes- ing
mild
atmosphere, wind swinging to north- returned home Saturday... Island Lodge, 1 &
this winter, which has been agreeable to all day' evening. He reports the lodge in good ing.
west alter midday; Wednesday, beautiful day,
A. M held a public installation Friday evenclasses at times. rJnjw is greatly needed to and satisfactory condition.
very n.ild; Thursday, cloudy morning, southing, Jan. 24th Past Master Frank S Grindle
stall business in the wood and lumber traffic.
Howard Parsons was in Brooks on his reeast wind, raining in afternoon; Friday, overassisted by E. L. Sprague as marshal, very imturn from the west.
We all liked Mr. ParAt the annual meeting of Mariners Lodge,
cast sky, misty all day; Saturday, nice, mild
pressively installed the following officers for
sons
and
his
nice
anu
are
much
officers
ltn.iiy
very
F. & A. M.. Jan. £lst, the following
the ensuing year: W. M. Coombs, W. M ; F.
day.
to
have
them
leave
the
lace.
sorry
j
were elected ior me ensuing )eai.
C. Keller, senior warden; R. E. Pendleton,
The many friends of Mr. Fred O. Hichborr.,
Brooks is quiie a potato corner, after ail.
phy, W. M.; Elmer Webster, S. W.; G. R. Wiljunior warden; E. A. Fames, treasurer; HowPaysun, \oung ^ Cox took 15,1X10 Lusheit in long a resident of Portland, will be interested ard C. Pendleton,
son, J. \V.f A. S. Trundy, S. D.; Ernest Mursecretary; Cleveland Adams,
to
\V. A Collearn
for
that
he
have
left
and
wife
his
Laiee
E.
iusi
wttK
ieuows
J.
D
Sec’y.;
fcr.u
Uie
otner
Bangs,
;
Harry
aay&
phy.
senior deacon; Elmer Pendleton, junior deacon;
home
to
make
a
Florida,
P.
Carter,
were
Harry
lor
their share all the time,
Tyler;
probably
permanent
hustling
son, Treasurer; George
E. L. Sprague, marshal; P. E. Hatch, senior
at Georgetown, his
these potatoes were all hauled in on wheels.
physician urging a change steward; Fred T.
L. I'eavey. S. S ; Gejrge M. Towle, J. S.
Pendleton, junior steward;
of climate, as the thing very necessary to the
Aliie Roberts and wife are to work for E. A.
William C. Hatch, tyler; W. F. Keller, chaplain.
The officers of Sears Lodge, No. 82, I. O. O.
of his health. Mr. and Mrs. llichrecovery
this
Charles
Austin
D.
D.
season at the
After the ceremonies, and remarks by visitors
Carpenter
F. were installed last Friday evening by
born will occupy one of the houses ow ned by
and members, a bountiful supper was served
G M. McMahan and D. D. G. M. Littlefield of place, and are now on the spot and ready lor
Dr. G. A. Stevens of his village, he having
Mr. Roberts has worked for Mr.
in the banquet ball to the members of the
Belfast assisted by lie following Past Noble business.
made them an advantageous offer to look aflodge and their many guests. Following the
Grands ol Sears Lodge: Augustus L. Mosman, Carpenter before and understands the busi- ter his
tv/o places and orange grove.
supper, music and games were enjoyed until a
Jan es E. Wenlwor.h, Webster K. Staples. ness.
Last
The ficers installed were: Wralter Towers, N.
Thursday, Mr. Walter F. Trundy, late hour.
Speaking of the weather, leally what is the
G. ; Albert Kane, V. G,; Augustus Mosman, use of going south or west? Mrs. Ella MeTag- Church street, was notified of the death of
TROY.
Waiden; Webster Staples, Conductor; Henry gart picked pansies in full bloom in her gar- his brother, Mr. Tiue G. Trundy of Belfast,
The funeral of the live months old son of
Colson, R. S. N. G ; Ralph Mortland, L. S. N. den last Sunday ana other similar instances from pneumonia. Mr. Adrian Trundy had just Mr. and Mrs. Koscoe Hillman was held at the
Without doubt many apple returned from his brother's htd-side, bringing home Jan. 22nd. The mother is
G.; George Sargent, Rec. Sec’y; Charles Per- are reported.
very ill and
kins. Fin. Sec’y.; Fred Perkins, Treasurer; trees will be ruined, as the buds have swelled the message of “some hope,” when the an- much
sympathy is felt for the family, who
nouncement
of
his
decease
was
received—a
Ernest Gray, R. S. V. S.; Maurice Nickerin many places.
were devotedly attached to the little one_
shock to his relatives!
Mrs. Silas Trundy, the
son, L S. V. G.; J. E. Wentworth, ChapMrs. Salome Myrick Ward, widow of the late
We miss the genial face of Engineer Charles
had
been
several
with
her
Ansel
O.
invalid John
mother,
G.;
days
Auspland,
lain; John Davis, I. G.;
Ward, passed away Jan. 23d, after a brief
F. Shaw as we watch the incoming train at the
J^ohn Frame, R. S. S.; Ernest Robertson, L. S. station. He has become a fixture of the train son and his anxious wife. Stockton offers illness of pneumonia, at the home of her relaRemarks were made by Brothers McMaS.
sympathy to the bereaved wife, mother, sister
and we dislike to do without him.
We, how- and brothers. The deceased was a native of tive, Edward Myrick, for whom she had been j
han, Littlefield, McElhiney, Gregory, Frame,
j housekeeper several years. Her age was
ever, congratulate him upon the opportunity
this town, where his boyhood was spent; but j
Treat, Wentworth and others, after which a to
nearly 74 years. The remains were taken to j
spend a few weeks in the South and hope for the
dozen
to
since
his
bountiful supper was served in the dining
past
years,
marriage
the home of her son, Everett Ward, in Thornhe will come back all right for the summer
(
Miss
a
of
Edminister
had
been
room.
Frankfort, he
dike, where services were held Sunday. She j
run.
citizen of Belfast.
was
the
the
anof
late
The
Hanson
and |
daughter
Congregational Church Notes.
Speaking of the hundreds of bushels of po--I
From Cape Jellison piers the following ship- ••Aunt H;ttirM M..onrl until
them rendered at the morning worship Jan.
tatoes hauled in here nearly every week, we
was
had
ping report
telephoned Monday evening:
always lived in Troy, where she was
26th was “Light and Life Immortal,” by FredJan. 20th, Steamer Wilhelmina arrived, light, highly respected and leaves many friends_
eric Field Bullard. As Scripture lesson Mr.
home, consisting largely of fertilizer and feed. to load
paper. Jan. 21st, steamer Wilhelmina Mrs. L. J. Sanderson was called to Lowell,
McElhiney read a part of the 19th chapter of And again the thought occurs, why not raise
sailed with paper for Boston. Jan. 22nd, steamer Mass., last week by the illness and death of her
Genesis. It is the story of Lot entertaining more of the feed on our own farms? We have
Millinocket arrived, with general cargo from niece. During her absence the family were
the two angels, their warning to him to flee
the land, we have the teams, and it should be New York.
Jan. 23rd, tug Hugh Ross arrived all taken ill with the grip. A dispatch was
from the doomed city with his family, and the
raise
all
we
can
an
matter
to
really
important
having in tow the Rockland & Rockport Lime sent to her Sunday morning and her return
subsequent destruction of the unrighteous Lot at home.
Co.’s Barge No. 7, light, to load paper. Jan.
was expected Monday.Much sympathy is
ard his two daughters' escape, but his wife
24th, steamer Millinccket sailed with paper felt for Mr. and Mrs. Koscoe Gould of Thorn- j
looking back becomes a “pillar of salt.” The UBERTY.
for New York and tug Hugh Ross sailed for dike, formerly of Troy, who within a few j
test, Luke 17:32, “Remember Lot’s wife,” was
The ladies of the Eastern Star Aid society
Christ’s warning to the disciples lest they too, gave one of their popular suppers in the ban- Bucksport. Jan. 26ih, steamer Wilhelmina ar- weeks have lost three children of tuberculosis,
lose the promised city. He did not wish re- j quet room of Masonic hall Monday evening, rived, light, from New York, and tug Hugh and the fourth is low with the same trouble
membered the mere fact that because of dis- Jan. 20th, and it was liberally patronized. Ross arrived from Bucksport, and sailed with at this writing. Their family lot is in FairRockland & Rockport Lime Co.’s Barge No. 7, view cemetery in Troy-L. L. Rogers took
obedience to the command, “Turn not back,” j After the
supper all repaired to the hall.where
in tow with paper cargo for Boston.
some of his neighbors for a ride in his new
the woman was stricken, and gradually be- a musical and
was
much
enliterary program
He rode 25 miles and
car Sunday.
coming coated with saline particles remained joyed.... Mr. and Mrs. Percy Knowlton, who
E.
installed
the
folO.
S..
| touring
Bethany Chapter,
also crossed Unity pond on the ice, where no i
The cause of this
a monument of indecision.
cfficers
on
the
of
Jan.
23rd:
;
lowing
evening
went to Georgia in November to pass the
one but Lute would have dared venture as the 1
fatal backward glance is the lesson that
winter, have been called home by the illness of W. M., Mrs. Lelia G. Thompson; W. P., Mr. L. ! ice is
Only his own family
be learned.
Hers
very treacherous.
should
then
as
now
Albert Gardner; Asso. Matron, Mrs. Erdine
Mr. Knowlton’s father, Willis J. Knowlton.
accompanied him on the pond, and they were j
had been a divided life, partly mindful of the Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Walker will leave
Monday Gardner; Sec., Mrs. Alice M. Hichborn; Treas., not
sorry to reach land. It is a wonder that
teachings of Abraham, partly in sympathy for a sojourn of seveial days in Boston....
Mrs. Eleanor B. Colcord; Conductress, Mrs.
the big car is not now in the bottom of the
with her friends in the wicked city Jordan. Miss Ella
M. HopMrs.
Ada
Edith
M.
Asso.
Miss
Ginn;
Cond.,
Miss
Flora
Knowlton,
Greeley.
pond... The mock graduation given by the
Time for a decision came and because of her Fannie Gilman and Mr. Norman D.
Lothrop kins; Chaplain, Mrs. Annie K. Harriman; MarReading club at the Grange hall Wednesday
former easy going tolerance, still halting beHarriet
C.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Hichborn; Adah,
went to Washington Saturday evening to visit shal,
was a grand success... .The History
tween two opinions, she was not capable of a
D.
P.
Mrs.
Faustina
Twiss; Ruth,
Berry; evening
Washington Grange... Ralph Reynolds of Sarah
class had an interesting meeting with Mrs. M.
choice. To all, God presents opportunities for Freedom
spent a few hours in town Sunday. Esther, Mrs. Evelyn A. Shute; Martha, Mrs. T.
Dodge Saturday and will meet at the same
decision. Half formed opinions, turning easiHoward Staples has gone to Union for a Nellie M. Kneeland; Electa, Mrs. Susie M.
in two weeks... The Sunshine meeting
ly with prevailing influence, achieve only fail- few weeks’ stay... Mrs. and Mrs. W. J. Knowl- Grant; Warden, Mrs. Lettie T. Mixer; Sentinel, place
with Mrs. N. M. Batchelder Wednesday was
Each in history gives record of some ton left last week for
ure.
Manchester, N. H., to Mr. Frank V. Davis, An excellent banquet
all. Many were present,
mighty reform; and the characteristic of the visit their daughter, Mrs. Guy Sterling. Mr. followed the work of the order, and the social greatly enjoyed by
as the day was an ideal Indian summer day.
man behind each movement is concentration.
to
all
were
most
features
guests
privpleasing
Knowlton is out of health and will take a much
Mrs. T. W. Hawes will entertain the society in
Often called in derision fanatics and bigots, needed
rest.... Mrs. J. J. Walker and Mibb ileged to attend.
two weeks.
these men of one idea, if that idea be right, are
Nellie Hunt gave a dinner to their mother,
The strike situation at this writing remains
in spirit one with the martyrs. There was no
Mrs. William H. Hunt, last Monday,in honor unchanged; the sheriff, Mr. Willard M. Berry,
who
subdued
with
those
kingdoms of her 88th bi
wavering
rthday. The menu was an elab- still accompanies the recently employed enand wrought righteousness. The destiny of
orate one, including a large birthday cake.
gineers and firemen in their train passages
Lot's wife lay in her own power; it was gova'
each way; and guards all things belonging to
erned by her inner qualities—not circumstance.
the transportation department of the railroad
$100 PER PLATE
Actions breed habit and habit is destiny,
molestation. Some freight
for “as a man thinketh so is he." As Cain was paid at a banquet to Henry Clay, in* New against possible
cart have been run to Cape Jellison and it is
knelt by the altar, his heart filled with Orleans in 1842. Mighty coatly for those with
hoped the regular business of bringing the
jealous hatred for his brother, and in him stomach trouble or indigestion. To day people
waiting paper and potatoes from Aroostook raE CHILDKlu L, .» «£. i T
Pills
for
New
life
use
Dr.
rued
to
kill.
He
King's
the desire
was born
everywhere
resumed the present week.
In these troubles! so well as liver, kidney and county may be
not the sin that crouched at the door.
Stockton has no knowledge of the causes of
every moral crisis right decision will depend bowel disorders. Easy, safe, sure. Only 26
disagreement between the officials and em•entirely upon the habit of firmness. It will Cts. at all druggists.

#

AND—-

j SLESBORO.

was

present, and the vice president, Mrs. Frank
Tylor, appointed Mrs. A. M. Small and Mrs.
E. J. Vose as a committee to arrange for meetings through the n onth of February-Mr.
| Robert Fuller was in Belfast on business. Jan.

Lodge of Odd Fellows in Searsport last
Friday evening and report a very pleasant and
25th.
and interesting occasion.
to
is
East
Main
A.
J.
street,
Flanders,
Mrs,
J WHITE’S CORNER, (Winlemort.)
be the hostess for the social meeting of the
E. N. Bartlett went to Boston on a brief
of
the
Universalist
Ladies’ Aid Society
parish business trip recently.Mrs. C. B. Jewett
Remember the j has bepn
this, Thursday, afternoon.
quite ill for the past week, but is confact and be present at her hospitable home.
sidered better at the present time.... Lester
Tonsilitis

1

Dr. O. S. Vickery of Belfast and Dr. Whitney
of Unity performed an operation on her throat,
....Miss Anna Brown was the guest of Mrs.
Olive Stewart Jan. 24th.... The Ladies’Circle
met with Mrs. Charles Sampson Thursday

affair in all features!

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Chuich street,
attended the annual installation of officers of

Muslin UnderweaH

I

County

Mr.

out rheumatism.

Ash for and insist
SCOTT’S.

here with the
Frank M'. Smart, who came
returned to
remains of his father, D. R. Smart,
Dorchester Thursday.
truckman,
M'iliiam A. Bowler, the village
to his home with pneuw ho has been confined

|

Harry R. Hichborn, East Main

Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street, was the
guest of Mrs. Frank L. Marston at her Camden home last week. She returned Jan. 22nd,
after a most enjoyable visit of three days.

to

gone to Boston.

i
I
I

glad

resume

Scott’s Emulsion rids the I
system of poisonous acid H
by enriching the impover- n
ished blood, and its con- B
centrated nourishment is i
converted into red blood gj
corpuscles which drive
It is

at C apt. W.
George Ausplund, head hostler
the employ and
K. Giikey’s stable, has left

§

are

1

age issoliciled.

i

u

'■

Fresh, Dry, Smoked and Pickled

j

^

--

j

wan

SANDYPOINT.
Mrs. Ivan Grant and daughters Irma and
Inez, visited in Stockton village over Sunday.
-Miss Harriet Packard of Milo was a guest
at F. F. Perkins several days last week,
E.
J. Grant and L. K. Perkins have gone to Boston on tug Hugh Ross-Mrs. Fred Blanchard

to
a

|

Bangor Jan. 22ndshopping. Miss FausGriffin, who is teaching in Brewer, was at
home several days last week owing to the
W. A.
prevalence of mumps in her school
McKay, who has been agent here for the B.
in

increase
man

about

tina

or

1 in this tow; i
who knows somethin

j

our sa es

wholesaling

|
j

newspape'

periodicals; a man who can get la
druggists to display I

i

dealers and

..

j

Saturday Kvkning Post, The L
Home Journal and The (Country (

for two years, has gone to Northern Maine
Junction to work.
Mr. Mosher, a supply, is
A

for the present-Fred Kittredge, w-ho
employed here, is at his home in Mdo for a
tew days....Mr. Dana Danforth of Foxcroft
was at the Perkins place one day last week on
b usiness.... Mr. Harry Trust, pastor of the
Congregational church here, entertain* d the
members of his Sunday school class and the
oung people of the place last Saturday evening at Mrs. C. B. Merrithew's. A very pleasant evening was passed-We were all glad
.o hear the whistle of stmr. Stockton Monday
morning. She is on the route after a two
weeks’lay off for repairs.... At this writing,
Monday n.;un, a freight '.rain of 35 cars of po
;atoes for Cape Jellison is passing here. Only
>ne freight car with engine and buggy had
here
is

find boys to push the sail
train them to obtain regular custm;
1 here is a good-paying business
hare for some one. Write at oi u

tleman,
;

The Curtis

Publishing Compan

Sales Division, Dictr

i

JVo. 2

t

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Lumbermen in this

week

a

house fil-l I.
W. G. PRESTON

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS

..

down for

i

Telephones-stable 233-2,

SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E. MclNTlRE

members and visitors. A sumptuous supper
served in the dining hall followed by a
musical program of old time songs, etc., and
james-The Order of Foresters had their
installation Tuesday evening Jan. 28th
Mr.
Preston Player of Boston is in town for a short
visit.... Mr. Ernest El well of Portia: a, who is
to supply in the 2nd Baptist church for the
next two months, has gone to Portland for the
week-Mrs. Amasa Hatch has returned home
from Fairfield, Maine ...Miss Wiggin of the
Castine Normal School spoke to the Teachers
and Parents Association in the High school
rooms Monday evening on Manual
Training.

>assed

just

Frenchboro Land and Fisheries

I

was

was

Washington

on

druale hitches, backboards, etc. Careful drivers if desire!

vicinity have suspended work

until snow
from here attended the
eastern Star installation at Stockton village
fan 23d.
Several

:onuv

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

r HO FT DIKE.
Mr. Miller, who h.\s been

preaching

at

the

f

'enter

church, will preach there no longer as
taken a position in Wellington, Me_
VIr. George Dobson, with his team, is working
mr Mr. Richard Higgins, hauling bark ...Mr.
ii d Mrs. Charles Patterson entertained a party
if friends at their home last Saturday e-venie

has

ng.

Ice cream, cake and

candy

were

<

served,

James played and ^ pleasant evening pent
Mr. and Mis. Elbert Ames of Brooks spent
vjnaay wun air. ar.a Mrs. rreu ratters..n
Mr. Everett Ward has the sympathy of the

en-

tire

community in the loss of his mother, MrSalome
ard, who died of pneumonia. Services were held Sunday morning at Mr. Ward's
tiome and the burial

was

at the Center

ceme-

tery.... Mr. Charles Ware narrowly escaped a
3erious accident Inst Friday as he was coming
The center rein slipped
up Gordon hill.

through the drop rein and the horses became
unmanageable. Mr. W. jumped on a horse’s j
back and gained control of them... Miss Iternice Hamblen of Stonington, who has been
teaching at the Center school, has returned to
continue her Normal course. ...Mr.
Ray Fickett has been sick during the past
week with a cold.... Miss Anna Martindale
Castine to

and

Mrs. Richard Higgins spent last Saturday
Grace Wing, a primary

Unity-Miss

in

teacher in

Unity, is at home for a vacationThe well drillers have completed their job at
H. M. Small’s and were very successful in rinding an abundant supply of wrater, They movMonday to Unity village.

ed

BURNHAM.

Everybody is wishing for
ting late and there is much

It is

getwood and crating
to be hauled to this station and many bushels
of potatoes yet to be disposed of.No one
has been able to get their ice yet and we are

hoping

for

some

snow.

cold weather to make ice-

Sherman went to Ellsworth Monday for a week’s visit with her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Frank Brown. Mertie Call is acting as
housekeeper and caring for Miss Celia during
Mrs. Nettie

her

i.hconi'o

Mrs

I.svinn

Crnpkpt.t. is

in

Aroostook visiting relatives for two weeksMr. and Mrs. D. A. Dyer have returned from a
visit with Dr. and Mrs. Thurlow in Portland
and report a fine time. ...Mr. and Mrs. J. B
Smith have returned from an extended visit in
Lewiston.... Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Bryant and
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. McKtchnie attended the
installation of Pythian Sisters in Augusta last
week; also making a short visit at the State
House_Clarence McAlister and bride, who
was Vesta McAlister of Hartland, have arrived
lie has a
in town and gone to housekeeping.
good position with Chute fit Mitchell. We extend congratulations... .Our gen al 1st trick
telegraph operator, L. J. Raynes, was married !
last Saturday evening in Pittsfield to Miss
Dora Dyer of this town. They are boarding at
the Burnham House at present. If wedding
bells keep ringing as lively as they have for a
few months past some one will have to build
houses to
accommodate our new couples.
Rents are at a premium now, and nothing desirable to be had... .Harold Libby of Waterville passed the week-end with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Farrington-The
2nd M. C. I. basket ball team, of which Karl
McKechine is a member, went to Hampden
last Friday night and won from Hampden

Academy by

a

large

score.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

<

BELFAST PRICE
Corrected V c-ok!
PROlUCi:

TOUTS.

\pples,

MockYork, Jan 22. Ar, stmt M >h
Norfolk; sch .M V B Chase, W indsor, N
:; 23, ar, sen Wawen* ck, Stockton; 23. ar, sell
tugusta W Snow. Brunswick; 25, ar. stmr
fliliinocket, Stockton; 26, sal. soil Margaret,
'homas, Philadelphia and Porto Rico.
Boston, Jan 23. Ar, sch Theohne, FernanNew
on for

..

MARKET.

bbl, 7f»al."'
dried, per II*..
2.b.*aP-1
leans, pea,
leans. Y. E.,
2S »:><
Gutter,
leef, sides,
1 eel, /ore quart e rs.
Parley, bu.
Pheese,
per

■

|

1

da.

Philadelphia, Jan 23. A., sch Herald, S»
ohn, N B via East port.
Baltimore, Jan 23. Ar, sch Ella M Willey,
ort de Frar.ee.
Mobile. Jan 21. Ar, sch Isabel B Wiley,
ort de France; sld, sch Lizzie E Dennison,
Havana.
Newport News, Jan 21 Ar, stm Kanawha,
iearspert; 23, ar, sch Pendleton Bro’s, New
xindon.
Norfolk, Jan 24. Sld, stm Georgian, Nichils, San Francisco (and passed out Cape Henry ).
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 22. Sld, sch Helvetia,
Vs ry, Ceylon, Ga. for New York.
Wilmington, N C. Jan 22. Cld, sch Brina P
fVndleton, New York.
Tampa, Fia, Jan 23. Ar, sch Blanche H
iing, New York.
Brunswick, Jan 25. Sld, schs Josephine, j
Philadelphia; Massasoit, New York.
Stamford, Cc, Jan 25. Ar, sch Alice L Penileton, Marshall, Savana-la-Mar.
Fernandiria, Fla, Jan 25. Ar, sch White I
Wings, May port.
Stockton, Jan 2L. Sld, stm Wilhelmina, New
i'ork; 22, ar. stm Millinocket, New Y'ork; 23, ar.
large R & R L Co No 7, Boston; 24. sld. stm i
Millinocket, New Y'ork; 26, ar, stm Wilhelnina, New Y'ork; sld, barge R & L Co, No 7,

Phicken,
Palt Skins,
Puck,

Sggs,

V

•’owl,
»?ese,
RETAIL I’RK'E.

let f, Corned,
Putter Saif, 14lb., l>a.
Porn,
■racked Corn,
Porn Meal.
'J
Jheese,
L.v.
Potton Seed,
Podfish, dry,
Pranberries.
Plover Seed,
Flour.
fi.OOaT.'J
H.

<

I.

Seed,

j

J i>

Lard.

i»*i: >

1

Boston,

with paper.

Portland, Jan 26
Ar. schs Mary L Crosby, j
Windsor, N S, for New Y'ork.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Hramhali
In lii*
Mr and Mrs. VVillK:r*
Farnham.
In West
to Mr. and Mrs. Haroio
Morey. In Castine.
Mrs. Charles A. Mor*.
PERRY. In Rock lam I
Mrs. Eugene Perry, a ;

j

Puerto Mexico, Jan 20, Bam. Ar, stm 1
American, Brodhead, New Y'ork; sld, 2 p m, I
<tm Oregonian, Curtis, Delaware Breakwater
;for orders); 24, 4 p m, sld, stm Kentuckian, j Jordan Currie, h
Delano, Delaware Breakwater for orders.
dan and Mias Helen it
Salioa Cruz, Jan 23. 2 p m. Ar, stm NeIn
Murray-Dyer.
jraskan, Knight, San Francisco.
William Allen Murray,
of Rockland.
Whitten-Bou lter
A Crave Offense.

j
|

J

j

by Rev D. Brackett.
If there is anything in the world that should Kosa Boulter, both of Ki.
be made of the choicest ingredients and with
the utmost scientific skill, it is our medicinal
nni'
preparations which can be instrumental for j
health and happiness or detrimental and injurIn Warr.r
Andrews.
ious, and it is a deplorable fact that people are
Lermond Andrews, wi
sometimes persuaded to accept a substitute for ;
Ki
aged
years.
Scott’s Emulsion when those recommending drew3,
In 1
Cunningham.
such substitutes know the difference, but for
M. Cunningham.
their mercenary profit, disregard or ignore the | Edgar
days.
consequences of their act.
DOW.
In Stoning'on.
The popularity of the curative benefits of
48 years
Scott’s Emulsion has inspired many imitations, ! Dow, aged
In Newt.*?
Emery.
most of which contain alcohol, wines or opiates
LydiaS., widow of 1
to please the palate and stimulate the spirits,
j years.
but physicians everywhere insist on the purity
Gray. In Stoning!*
and wholesomeness of Scott’s Emulsion, knowaged 47 years.
ing that it contains only pure wholesome cod j Gray,
Hillman. In Tr**y.
liver oil, made palatable and predigested by
of Mr. and Mrs. Rose.-'
scientific process in sunlit, sanitary laboraIDE.
In New York «
tories.
erse Ide of Winterport.
Logan. In Bangor. J
Logan, formerly of Ellsand 8 months.
Pottle. In Rocklam:.
G. Pottle, a native ol
years, 2 months and In 1
Snow. In Rockland .i
of Woodbury M. and I

ji

j

|

j

i
j!

j

j

i

j
I

j
f

]j

END DISGUSTING

CATARRH

Money Back from

A. A. Howes &

Co. If CATARRHAL Misery
Does Not Leave You.
Try

the

sure

way.

Breathe

Booth’s HYO-

the sore, germ infected membrane,
kill the germs and heal the sore spots.
Use the little inhaler that comes with each
pl.00 outfit five times through the day. At
night use the vapor breathing treatment as
iirected.
Booth’s HYOME1 does not contain any harmful drug. It is Australian Eucalyptus combined with effective Listerian antiseptics.
When the bottle of HYOMEI that comes
aith your outfit is gone you can get another
for 60 cents. Just breathe it—no stomach

I

1

[

■

Snow.
Ward.

In Troy, Janm.
Myrick Ward, aged 73 y-G:

|(I

Witcher. In Council
ary 2, Mehitable (Pillsbun
of South Thomaeton, age.i

M El*, over

ioaing.^

j

NOTICE
All

members

of

the

1*

Trade and all wishing to b*
are

Invited to call

secretary,

change

on

and leave

Elo»

■

1

three

1
1
■

for a membership ii‘ul
5tf

